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All you need to know about Desktop

Publishing can be said in two words

Computer Qty
Computer City can offer you the

best advice, the best deals, the most

professional service, and the best

selection of software. We have the

highest standards and we love our

work. With centres both in Widnes

and in Liverpool University, we are

all set to open our new store in

Manchester.

As long-established printers, our

sister company "Design and Display

Associates" used Apple computers

to good effect. So much so that. 5

years ago, we decided to go all out

with Apple and become dealers.

Success breeds success, and we are

now the longest-established Apple

dealer on Merseyside and No. 1 in

the North West.

With this combined experience and

expertise in the areas of printing

and computers. Desktop Publishing

became a natural market in which

we would lead the wav.

Desktop Publishing is the latest and

most exciting development in office

automation, equal in importance to

the evolution of the typewriter, the

calculator, and the photocopier.

It's going to give you the power you

need to effectively and efficiently

create the image you want. Yon no

longer have to rely on others - you

can t\o all this yourself, giving you

more flexibility, time, produetivity.

and seeuritv.

The Desktop Publishing system is

simple enough for anyone to

operate, but that's not the point!

The point is that it enables you to

produce work that a professional

printer would be proud of. We
know this is true because we sell

our systems to printers, graphic

design studios and advertising

agencies - as well as to people like

yourself.

Learn to get more miles from your

Macintosh at the UK's first Desktop

Publishing demonstration and

training centre here at Computer

City, where our experienced team

can evaluate your needs and advise

you on the best combination of

available hardware and software to

meet your requirements.

We can't say more here. Visit us. Write to us.

Give us a ring. Find out what we're all about!

Computer City
Business Centre. 78 Victoria Road. Widnes. Cheshire S 051-420 3333

University Centre. 5 Alsop Arcade. University of Liverpool S 051-709 5959

Educational and Overseas enquiries welcome
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Apology

Due to a typing error, the telephone number of

C.I.CAYMAN was incorrectly shown in the August

Issue. Wc apologise for any inconvenience caused.

The correct number is ihi'ii '<|m*(W*

X
December Issue

Articles for the next issue include:

Elite Softwares 'Format-80 Scientific'

AppleWorks Tips and articles

A Users View of the Apple IIGS
Inside the GS - A Technical Look
Apples Accounting package for rhe Mac.
Apple /// News
More Special Offers

AppleWorld Report

MacChat - The Macintosh News & Views Area

Plus all the usual tips, letters and news.
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EDITORIAL

T his issue starts wiih a bang - we have first hand

news of the new Apple IIGS which was released

World-Wide on the 15th September after much
rumour as 10 its exact Specification,

We have news of the Apple World Show in London at the

end of this month, it is being sponsored by Apple and will

he the largest Apple Show in this country. Apple2000 will

be there with everyone that is anyone on ihe Apple scene.

We launch the Apple||GS Club which is our response to

the new machine and which will be a Special Interest Group.

The FORCE has changed into the most powerful Apple

Information System in the UK with COMPUSERVE - like

facilities. It now includes a Macintosh Developers Area and

the Apple // has an area to keep you all informed of the

latest news.

New changes to the magazine include the use of better

quality paper to enhance the readability and wc have also

started to use copy readers in an attempt to improve our

content quality. New page layouts and the added ease of

using a MacPlus and Hard Disk are all helping in our effort

to provide you all with Value, Information and Quality.

The new image went down welt and I am pleased that so

many members wrote, telephoned and told me so - it does

make the effort worthwhile when you hear that it is an

improvement.

We would like to hear from any member that may be

interested in helping us with the various services we offer,

we need members with a couple of hours a month to do
tasks that will allow the committee some freedom to

organise new and better things. If you have some time to

spare why not drop me a line or phone Sheila ?

In this issue we hopefully have covered a very wide

audience with articles and tips on varied subjects from

Spreadsheets to Printer Utilities - A badge has been designed

for contributors, we are waiting for it to be delivered and all

those that have contributed from this issue will receive one

in due course. We are planning some other special things for

regular contributors !

I hope to see you all at the Apple Show at the end of the

month. ^

_Jutv-v

Jim Panks

A pple have left the // range virtually untouched for

two years - why? The answer is now apparent

- they have spent two years developing the fourth

generation. The Apple IIGS is a proud son of the Apple][.

Many of our members have been waiting for a machine

that improves the basic design and facilities of the Applc][

range yet lets them use the equipment that they have bought

over the years. I can reveal that not only is the IIGS almost

fully compatible with || software it will also run with ||

cards and drives. This will please all those involved with the

old ][ range, USERS, Dealers and manufacturers alike.

Just after the launch I spoke to one manufacturer who had

started to look towards the IBM and Amstrad for salvation;

he thought that the ][ was dead and that any new machine

would use an entirely different hardware system. However

Apple have come to the rescue and allowed him to stay with

the Apple machines - he can still manufacture old cards

whilst designing new and more powerful ones for the new

processor. Apple have really scored - they will keep loyal all

those who have been involved with the old II and allow a

wide range of third party equipment to be developed in a

short lime.

On the software side the news is even better - already

Appleworks is being released to work faster and use the extra

memory of the IIGS - Apple expect forty new packages to be

released by the end of the year - the field is wide open. Over

200 companies are already writing new programs or updating

old packages to take full advantage of all the extra features;

just think of your favourite WP program running faster,

with colour and real pull down menus and larger disk based

files!

I was shown a package in late Beta Test stage that was a

full colour version of MacPaint; it really demonstrated the

ability of this new machine in the graphics field. However,

many members do not want graphics they want business

programs - 1 saw an excellent WP program which uses

colour to good effect and looked great in black, grey and

white. The last bit of good news is that Apple have invited

us to be involved with producing a compatability chart

showing what works and in which mode - we will hopefully

have comprehensive details prior to the GS being distributed.

ABOUT

Next Issue

Copy Date 5th November

f Contributions

Any Apple related articles, tips to The Editor at ihe

1 P.O.Box. Articles prefcred on (any Apple format) disk

\ with hard copy .

The Editorial Team

Managing Editor

Assistant Editor

MacChat Editor

Advertising

Assistants

Jim Panks

Graham AUwood

Norah Arnold

Shcilah Hirst Julie Panks

Ivan Knezovich

Keith Chamberlain
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Club News

"

What's been happening ?

T"1 here are two kinds of volunteer, ihc one who docs not

* know any better, and the one who knows he's

volunteered when somebody asks " wherc's that column

i hen ? ", this month I'm one of the latter and you're stuck

with me again folks.

Our new name, ihc introduction of colour, and the new

paper stock appear lo have met with almost universal

approval. The system error which resulted in some

members learning of the new name before receiving the

last issue of the magazine was beyond our control and left

us relying on users of The Force and BABBS lo spread

the word as far as possible. As I said in the last issue we

hope to provide you with some pleasant surprises in thc

luturc and will try to keep you informed.

A wide range of topics was covered during the July

committee meeting widi plans for the PCW show as one

of the major iicms, we hope that visitors to the show

will have been pleased with the display. Ivan Knezovich

accepted responsibilily for co-ordinaung reviews of

Macintosh maicrial and investigations were initiated to

prepare for replacement of the aged Apple //+ which is

used to run BABBS. Norah. Ewcn and Ivan arc pursuing

ideas for a new BB service for Mac users. The treasurer's

report again confirmed thai control of the group's finance

still looks good, various aspects of expenditure, fund

raising and pricing policy receiving continued close

examination.

No committee meeting was scheduled for August but

the majority of the committee spent most of Sunday 17Lh

thrashing out standardized formal procedures for the

magazine.

Graham's work on the preparation of pens, badges and

sweatshirts has produced some attractive items, not least

of which is a special version of the enamel badge for

contributors of articles and reviews to this magazine.

Force users will have already seen the menus which have

been introduced by John Lee and Ewcn (with more

changes lo come), and BABBS users will be aware of

Tony Game's continuous efforts at improving the U.K's

besi AppEc BB.

By the time you read this column the mystery

surrounding whether or noi Apple intend to launch a new

something at some time in the future should be cleared up

for Apple ][ fans. The PCW show will be history and

hopefully more of us will have had the chance to meet

(and recruit more friends to Applc2000).

I hope to sec you all at the Apple World Show at the

end of the month.

Tom Wright. *

Special Offers

Micol Basic
Did you read Dave Wards review of Micol Basic in Ihc

last issue ? If you did and found that it is the answer to

your needs then we can help you.

Apple2000 will be anouncing shortly that it is the

sole distributor in the U.K. for all Micol products and as

a SPECIAL OFFER to our members we are offering

the latest version (Version 2.0) at a special price until 1st

Novemebr 1986.

The US price is S89.95 - we can offer it to you at an

amazing all in price of £50 plus £2.00 postage and

VAT. This is a SAVING of £15 on the US price and

the normal retail price in this country. So you can save

over half your membership by rushing your order off to

us. ft

Software Library Disk

Prices DOWN
Better value on bulk disk prices has allowed us to

REDUCE ALL software library disk prices.

As from 1st October 19R6 the disk prices will be:

5.25 Disks - £3.95 inclusive of P&P and VAT
3.5 Disks - £5.95 inclusive of P&P and VAT

Bulk order rates still apply - that is order 10 disks and

receive 10 in a plastic library box for the price of 8 !. Our

disks are full of outstanding software and we have die

best choice in the U.K. 4-

Hard Disk for SCSI Mac
Apple2000 have negotiated a special deal with a well

known hardware supplier and manufacturer which allows

us to offer to members only a 20MB Hard Disk for only

£699 plus VAT.

Wc will pay the postage and you will receive a lop

rate hard drive which really sets the Mac going. Wc have

tested this drive and have found it to be quick and reliable

it is covered hy a one year warranty. #

Macintosh Special Release

New to the Special Release Software Library and the first

for the Macintosh comes a package full of useful

Spreadsheet Templates.

Chris Burridgc has provided two types, one for Excel

and one for Multiplan. The areas covered arc StockMarket

Investment. Budgets for Electricity etc, Petrol Economy

Calculator and a Company Balance Sheet.

This is excellent value at only £8.50 and will provide

some clues to getting the best from your spreadsheet, fk
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In under four weeks the largest ever Apple Exhibition and

Conference will be in full swing at the Business Design

Centre in Islington, London.

The dates for your diary are Wednesday October 29th to

Saturday 1st November 1986. Apple (UK) are running the

exhibition which will have many areas of interest for all Apple

Users.

The first public showing of tlie new Apple IIGS will be the

highlight of the show for many, although on the Saturday (1st

November) we will be enthralled by one of the founders of

Apple 'Woz* Yes Steve has kindly agreed to rush over from the

States to give us an insight into the world of Apple. His

address will he the opening of the User Day - Apple have given

over the conference to User Groups and we have a top line up

of experts for you to meet, question and obtain advice from.

The exact format of the day is not known yet but it will be a

day for everyone.

On Wednesday October 29th the main theme will be on

Education wiih key speakers from the U.K. and leading

Colleges in the US, including Drexel University. This should

be interesting if the AUC conference in April was anydiing to

go by.

Thursday October 30th is set aside for Desktop Publishing

and should attract a large gathering. Apple lead the PC market

in this field and I for one will be very interested to sec the

experts perform.

Friday October 31st brings us to the Business Conference

which will include speakers fiom major corporations and will

examine how to overcome specific problems. This is in line

with the Apple theme of solutions for business.

The show will be attended by all the major suppliers of

Apple equipment and Ashton Tate are expected to release

'DBASE' for (he Macintosh at the show. Other interesting

items at the show will be a release version of 'HabaWrite', large

screens for tlie Mac, software for the new machine ? and many
of the old favorites. The new generic devices that Apple are

turning too will kick off with the new Hard Disk. This will be

shown for the first time and should provide interest for both ]|

and Mac Users.

We hope to have supplies of the latest version of Micol

Basic for sale and wc will be offering it at substantial savings

to members. Planning of our stand is well under way and we

plan to give both old and new members a warm reception - so

pop along have a chat and see the special bargains we will be

selling to members.

The Apple2U0U stand will be a joint venture with the local

groups taking part - this will hopefully give the whole USER
GROUP area a new image.

We look forward to seeing all our members at the

show - see you there. *

IKE
from the * &
WEST COAST of
WORCESTERSHIRE

Recently 1 was shown by my wife an Agony Aunt letter

from one of the weekly television magazines, concerning

husbands with computer occupations. The letter implied that

computers had changed her husband into a bore, made him ratty

and reduced his interest in the family. Without repealing it, the

issue discussed involved the whole family and can be typical

among individuals, male and female who are engrossed in the

new technological revolution. To put it simply, its WE they

are discussing.

How many times in the past have you heard your wife or

companion say " Not <«£#&*# * computers again !
" With a

guilty conscience I must confess that I sometimes over indulge

in my computer hardware and software, forgetting that there is

more to life than just Apples. GASP ! Yes it is true ... there

is life after Apples. I found out the hard way when I was

forbidden to include my silicon pet with the holiday luggage.

After settling down into the holiday routine I soon began, like

a junkie without a fix, to suffer from withdraw] symptoms.

Every free moment was agony, even Jeffery Archer proved no

placebo for my keyboard itch. I even tried crosswords and

puzzles but they just added to my frustration. By now different

pieces of software were fighting for pole position in my RAM
areas, unfinished reviews were crowding my internal clock and

adventure games were offering me endless clues. At the limit of

my endurance I almost resorted to an overdose of Spcctrums,

( foreigners use them as door stops you know ! ) but I had

visions of being driven away in a C5 with doctors mumbling

under their breath "Amstrad, Amstrad .„ give him a shot of

Amstrad". Breaking out in a sweat, my knees trembling I

juggled the options. I had my Access card, all I had to do was

find a computer shop that stocked the forbidden fruit, or if the

worst came to the worst, buy a return ticket home, it was no

use, my situation was hopeless. I took slock of the situation;

at my feet a huge pile of Heinekins ( Boy have 1 got news for

them! ), to the north sweet home, in between DIVORCE !

Well that was that. Resigned, I just had to face the music, life

without an Apple.

At first it was like being on another planet. People were

everywhere, having fun, playing, discussing the weather and

some, just laying motionless, recharging in the sun. F felt lost,

and then as my senses slowly adjusted to this new freedom, the

holiday spirit overpowered me and I lost all contact with

rainbow coloured Apples. And Holiday I did !

I returned home, cured of a bad habit, recharged and full of

life. For a while all was well and even the neighbours got their

first ever glimpse of me out in the garden sun. But you see 1

had this column to write ... and a deadline to meet ... and ... Oh
well, I might as well admit it, I am a computer addict and there

seems little chance of a permnanent cure unless someone opens

a rehabilitation centre for silicon junkies. *
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Wve got just 4 days to

discover the power to succeed
October 29th, 30th; 3lsi and November 1st are the days.

The Business Design Centre in l-ondon is the place.

And Apple™ World Is the event — the most important

personal computer event ever held in this country

Whether you're now using a Macintosh™ or an

Apple™ II™ in business or education, you'll find a mind-

boggling amount designed to fascinate you,

All of the major software developers will have a stand

to demonstrate their products. The very latest solutions for

business, communications and education will he on display

And products that you've read about — like Apple's DeskTop

Publishing System — and perhaps considered buying, will

lie on show

We'll also be using the exhibition for the public

unveiling ol the revolutionary new Apple II productWfe can t

say anything about it here, except that you'll see it in action

at AppleWbrld . . . and be impressed.

To get in on AppleWorld. contact your local dealer

He'll give you more information about registering for the

most important Apple event this year, Or dial 100 and ask

for I'rcefone Apple

After all. as an Apple user, you're already pan of the

Apple world.

Apple

The power to succeed.

Apptt and (heAppe Logo a*e ifacJen^Ks c* Appte Cc«TV)u(e' Inc Moonwh
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fi= Communications

RECKONING WITH
THE FORCE

Spreading Your Wings

Ewen Wannop =

The Menus

Big changes were promised on the FORCE, and when you

read ibis, we will already have had the new menus working for

over two months. I cannot give you a definitive guide to these

menus, as they will keep changing as we add further facilities.

The general structure should be simple enough to follow.

When you log on to the system, you enter the menu 'shell'.

Unless you leave the menu with a <Q>uit command, you will

have the menu silling underneath the surface at all times.

You will sec a menu when you first reach it, or you issue a

command that it docs not recognise or you give the global

'MM* command. If you have left the menu shell, then simply

type 'MM' at the usual Force prompt '>' to re-enter.

These menus as I have said, will be consiandy changing and

improving. We wani to keep the FORCE as up to date and

active as wc can. We need to know from you what you would

like to sec in the way of features. Leave us a message at the

'Feedback' prompt.

Update

Those of you who have been struggling to use the Editor after

my piece last Lime, may like to know that it really is easier if

you prepare what you wish to send beforehand. Upload as you

would a message. There is one pitfall here though, the

command to switch the Editor from Input to Edit mode, is a

single carriage return! This means that any material you upload,

must have no returns on Lheir own. Replace with a space and

then a return (note: Appleworks treats a line like this as an

empty line and changes it back to a single return). The same

iulc about lines longer than 1(X) characters also applies.

To upload follow this procedure:

>ED <CR> INPUT [enter your File send routine and

upload] <CR> [to return to Edit] EDIT SAVE
FILENAME <CR> >

That is all there is to it, and with the command 'F' you will see

the new file added to your list.

Some of you have been concerned at your storage charges.

As I said last time, you can remove any files that you wish

oilier than your NUMB', PARAM.INI. CJD', C_DO'

files or any bracketed with asterisks like this *MAILSAVE*.

However this last one CAN be deleted if you wish. It is

generated automatically if something happens while you are

entering a message. For instance, as is not unknown, the line

is dropped by BT out of the blue! This file holds the text that

you had entered up to that point.

To retrieve the text, start the message . You will be

informed of the number of lines recovered, and you may then

continue. Not all your message may be recovered, as it saves in

chunks of ten lines at a time. Once you have used the file, or if

you dont want it any more, delete and save the storage charge:

>DEL *MAILSAVE* <CR> .

On the subject of storage charges, some of you will have

noticed a difference between the blocks shown at the 'F'

command, and the blocks given at the 'STORAGE' command.

There is an overhead of 1 -2 blocks for a normal mailbox, and ;i

further 7-9 if you have Telex facility. You should be charged a

minimum of 2-3 blocks for a basic mailbox.

Delete your own files to keep the storgac charges down, but

let the SYSOF know if you need any further help in this, tell

him which files you would like left behind.

Showing your Files off

What use is it having a File in your mailbox you may ask,

well, nonnally you arc the only person who can sec these files,

if however you have some good programs you wish (o share,

you can arrange for others to peck into your mailbox in a very

controlled way.

As you will appreciate, the security on the FORCE
depends on the password system. To gel access to your mailbox

you must use your unique password (You do have a unique one

don't you, and you do change it regularly as well ..). But

suppose you wanted someone to be able Lo get access without

knowing this password. Well it is possible, and it has its own

built in protection.

You will need to use the secondary password function. This

is what you will see and what you should do: >PASS\VI) -

LONCi <CR>
Do you wish to change your owner password? <iS> <CR>
Do you wish to allow other users to attach lo your ID as owner

if they know your owner password? <N> <CR>
Do you wish to allow other users lo attach to your ID as non-

owner? <Y> <CR>
Non-owner password (hit RETURN for none): <password>

<CR>
Enter it again: <password> <CR>
Now your mailbox is setup. You can of course remove this

facility any time you like by saying "N' to non-owner

password. By entering a <CR> only when prompted for the

non-owner password will allow people to <A>ttach without a

password. Once you have prepared your mailbox this way, all

you need to do is tell your friends this secondary password. All

they ihen need to do is to <A>ttach to your ID in the

following way:

>A BSC999 password <CR>
>WHO >AJJ.0T1IER(<S$*-4>BSG999)

Now tor all intents and purposes, wc have logged on to your

friends mailbox, but cannot as yet do anything useful. We find

that access rights arc still preventing us from doing anything

other than issue a cF>iles command to sec what tiles are

present. To return to your own mailbox issue >AL at the next

prompt. Make sure you type 'WHO' to check you have

returned.

Back to you as ownor now. Having setup the password for

outside users, you must enable things for ihcm to be able lo

sec at the 'TYPE' command. First use the Editor to upload as

Files all the programs, messages or other things you wish to

put on show, and save ihcm with a suitably descriptive

filename. You will now need to change their protection level so
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that Others can get access. When you did an <F> command,

you will have seen Lhai alter various other bits ol" information,

there were three letters following all your files 'D W R\ These

refer to you as owner having the rights lo <D>eleie <W>ritc

or <R>ead these files.

Wc are now going to change the protection level to allow

others simihar access: >PROTECT filename 1 7 <CR> >F
<CR> filename 001 6/19 9.07 ASC D W R d w
r . You will notice that wc now have three more letters, this

time in lower case, at the end of the file entry. These are the

non-owner access rights that you have just allowed by means of

the PROTECT command.
Now anyone from outside can <D>elcte, <:W>rile or

<R>cad that particular file. To protect it from them once more:

>PROTECT (or PROT) filename 1 <CR>
Let me explain those numbers. The first number refers to

YOtJR rights, and the second number if it exists, refers to non-

owner access. The number is made up of adding the following

together

Right to DELETE = 4 Right to WRITE = 2
Right to READ =1 Ail nghts = 7

So:>PROT filename 7 1 <CR> allows your friends to read

that file only, probably what you would normally wish. If you

want them to be able to write to a file, you must have a

suitable empty file which has access of:>PROT emptyfile 7 3

<CR> allowing read and write from outside. Well that is it,

you can share your programs with all your friends.

MAC users will need to use BINHEX to prepare a suitable

ASCII file, Apple II users should use one of the many text

generators or simply make an 'Exec' type of file listing. In this

way. your friends need only download those programs that they

wish. It is a good idea to put up an explanation file to describe

what is available, and most importantly their length, so they

know how long they will take to download ...

Finally just lo recap, to actually sec a file you need to:

>TYPE (or TY) filename <CR>

Postscript

This is ihc second in a scries of articles. If there is a specific

subject about the FORCH you would like covered, please send

me a message on the FORCE, either llirougli Feedback to the

SYSOP box, or to my own mailbox BSG005.

For other problems or enquiries, mail to John Lee the

SYSOP or Scth Proctor for ACCOUNTS. No need lo enter

their mailbox number, just give the appropriate title. Sec you

on the FORCE *

THKE

The creative writer's magazine.

Published bi-monthly and costing only £6.75 per

annum, The Wordsrnith allows writer's to

keep up with the 'electronic age'.

Send your cheque for £6.75 to:

Tho Wordsrnith, Tho Old House, Church Road,

Kennington, Ashford, Kent TN24 9DQ

HERE'S THE SOLUTION.
NOW, WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM?

DON'T WANT TO SPEND ON
ADDITIONAL PRINTERS?
Keyzone solid state, manual, automatic,

buffered, multi port Data Switches P.O.A.

CABLE LENGTH? N

Key7one Centronics Data Flow Booster with PSU
Keyzone Serial RS?3? Oata Flow Booster with

PSU

PRINTER PORT?
Serial RS232 to Parallel Converter with PSU
Parallel to Serial RS232 Converter with PSU

SEX?
Serial RS232 25D Gender Changer (shielded)

M/M & F/F

Centronics 36 pin 3ft. ribbon cable M/M & F/F

SURGE & SPIKES?
RS232 Serial 25D Surge Protector (shielded) M/F
Surge Cube 2 way adapter

Surge Cube 3 way adapter

RS232 CROSSED WIRE?
Multi Link switch selectable Serial cable

T40

£50

C65

L70

CIO
£10

£20

e 8

£12

£24

SPECIAL CABLE?
24 hours custom cable-making service

available

KEYZONE LIMITED
U 1 4, Acion Business Centre
School Road. London NW10 6TD
Telephone: 01 965 1684/1804
Telex: 8813271 GECOMG

hcyzonc

P.O.A.

MANUAL & AUTOMATIC DATASWITCHES AND BUFFERS
FULL TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

ph in 1 1HSHAHtH saverai Micros 10 Of* P'fiie'

PRINTERCHANGER" One M-cro to several Pnnlera

PFUNTERCROSSOVEfV Two M«=ro» lo two Praters

PAR.1I I Fl PRINTFRSHAREH
SOLID STATE MANUAL

Model Ptnc ways Pnco
UPbJ 26 3 EGO
BPS3C WITH INTERLINKS £75
RPKfi 26 B £1 10

BPSeC WITH INTERLiNKS £140
APS2 36 2 £7$
APS3 36 3 £85
IPS? 25D(IBM| 2 £70
fPS3 TSIJtlBM) 3 ttfl)

PARALLEL PRINTERCH ANGER
SOLID STATE MANUAL

BPC3
APC2
APC3
IPC?
IPC3

H
36
35
2SIHIHM)
2SO(IISM|

L M
£75
as
tm
EM

SERIAL PRINTERSHARERrXHANGER

sio:i:*

3fl?34
SR«
SR292
S«293
Sri2f,

2 way
3 way
4*ty

260
260
250
sn]N(BW:> 3 way
90(Mac( 2 way
03!Mae)
: : INi '

.

3 way

3 way

£66
£65
£75
f40
£52
CM
£44

SERIAL PHINTERCROSSOVLH
5r*23X Qtna' F12?3?-25D CO
S««?K Serial 5 pmniN r«
SH29X 9 Pin 0. (Mac) E02
SR3CX 5 P>" DIN .c.i C46

PARALLEL PRINTER BUFFER/SHARER
Input Oiiljvif

PB04 Palatini P*rfW tWK £140
PB64-2 ABovawilh 2 »*ay switch £185

BF64U Universal - &*K expandable £220
OF640 Parallel Parasol 64K

oxnandable wiin 2 printer ports £249
PB256 Pdmittf Paid'lul 256K fi90
PH256-2Para«©l Parasol 256*

wiin 2 way swjlcfi £235

MULTIPORT BUFFERS
0F64MDPP 4 Parallel input

pfWlf.llliVrti.lry,,!

mill 25-OK Uurtw £345
4 Sena) inpvl

2 Serial ouidui

-».!h ^i6K twHor E-Hb

8F64MD-1S

AUTOMATIC PRINTERSHAAEA
AP52A Pa'al'tii 36pm 2w«y£'t0
APS3A Parallel Jflpm Sway £115
IPS2A P.i-a!iei 26D|IBM) 2way EOS
IPS3A Pa'aiw 2sdiism> 3way £110
Sn234ASe->ai 250 4 way £245

PARALLEL PRINTERCROSSOVER
SOLID STATE MANUAL

SPX 26 2X2 £70
APX 38 9X3 C95
IPX ?5D(tBM> 2X2 E85

ACCESSORIES
KSM101 Senai to ParaW

Convene' win. PSU £65
KSW'Ot Parallel to Serial

convener wiin psu tw
KSM'Ofl Oawlicwr Boo*ie*

Contrornci with PSU £40

KSM?09 Dalaltuw Boomc
Serial RS232V24 win PSU £50

KSMiiO Mulli-urw Serial

Switch Selectable Coble £24

CABLES [Gil. Lony)
KPC04R diboon cable 36 prn-36 pin £12

KPCI04F FtoicatM36pJn-36iitn £10

KPCI05 rie«l6»iBM35p.« 36p'i V-h

KPC106 l»i:(25lmQS12bpirv25Dtn £14
KSC101 r*cx(i2ttf«aJ25pi'i-Kptn £'?

Acwoosiago Switoes 1 8u«e* C3 00 oach A caMe CO 75 each 1 15WAT
KEVZONE LIMITED
HI 4 Acton Business CeMrc
Stho^Ruad lwi0O"NWt06TD
rrrtption.' fll <)fiS ifiR-t 1H04 Tple< fttin??) riFCOMr.

fsg
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r= SPREADSHEET - USE

Not another spreadsheet
template !

By RICHARD DANIELS =

1 like many other householders have the unpleasant task of

paying bills which arc issued on an irregular basis and therefore

result in uneven outgoings throughout the year.

The Banks and Building Societies offer Budget Accounts
which allow you to even out your expenditure against income

and in some cases charge you for that service.

With the aid of my Apple and a spreadsheet package I felt I

could produce a template to indicate my expenditure against

income and to check that if expenditure exceeded income at any
time it could calculate the necessary adjustments that would
have to be made. This spreadsheet used in conjunction with a

Building Society or Bank account can monitor its balance,

Each of these separate sections have their own formulae and

the Account Balance inter relates the two.

The operation of the spreadsheet is simple, income is

credited to the account initially as in opening a bank account

with a single payment, and from that point on, is transferred

from the previous months balance after deducting the

expenditure.

Cell Formula
R[6]C[3] =R[+34]C[-1]
R[11]C[2] =Rl-5]C+R[-4]C+R[-3]C-tRl-2]C
R[35]C[2] -SUM(R[-10]C:R[-2]C)
R[40]C[2] =R[-29]OR[-5]C

t File Edit Select Format Options Calculate

R22C5

13 Coronation Street

JANUARY TFBRUARY :MARCH : APRIL 'MAY o

1'L
16
t7
18
19

?0
71

COSTS.

.General Rate

Mortgage fro
*

...ystor.&tt
Sewer Rat£

Gas Bill

8.19
i

89.97 :

22

49.42.!

3752 I

13
Electric BilV

Personal Ppn<;ion

74

..17,97.

.'29,69

49

...95

V21

25
26

...0.00.:

These formulae are copied to adjacent right hand cells.

As previously mentioned, the

account or spreadsheet is initially set

up by inserting an account balance and

from last years paid bills or an

estimated amount, figures can be put

in the appropriate spreadsheet cells

corresponding to the date for payment

making an allowance for a single

years inflation and any known change

of circumstances. By calculating the

total yearly expenditure and dividing

by 12 you can calculate an

approximate monthly income required

to balance the account. Insert this or

a slightly higher figure in ihe account

credit column under each month and

then with the formulae entered

calculate the spreadsheet. As new

bills are presented and paid new

amounts can substitute

those previously recorded to provide

an accurate balance.

The principle of the spreadsheet is that it represents a bank It is very likely that on some months expenditure will

account with its income in the form of Twelve monthly exceed income and therefore place your account in the red and

payment. The outgoings or expenditure are in the form of overdrawn. For litis reason 1 wanted some form of forecasting

payments of bills for gas, electricity, water, rates, car expenses and semi-automatic adjustment. It is easy with most

and insurance etc. spreadsheets using the IF statement to check a value in a

The spreadsheet template is prepared with the spreadsheet set particular cell and automatically make adjustments but not

for manual calculation with headings for income and many spreadsheets can make any further alterations. I was

27
28
79
30

£

...Car Tax

TV licence

jMft.fef,

C.tfjns.

,,., House Jns.

Contents Ins

M

na
Figure 1: Layout and spreadsheet headings

expenditure forming the left hand column and the income and

expenditure periods in months forming the headings on the top

row. These headings should be fixed to keep them on screen at

all times.

already using Microsoft's Multiplan for this spreadsheet and

reading through their manual I found a section describing the

use of Iteration. On further examination I found this was

exactly what was wanted, a routine used in conjunction with the

IF and other statements to check a value of a particular cell and

To simplify the display the spreadsheet is divided into three if not meeting a pre-defined condition, such as being a negative

separate sections. Income, Expenditure and Account Balance . number, incrementing that value with a pre-defined amount.
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This would then be included in ihe

total income and consequently would

increase the balance by that amount

This operation would be continued

until the balance is positive.

As an alternative, instead of using

positive/negative as a check, point, any

value can be substituted such as the

minimum account balance required by

some banks to avoid paying bank

charges.

Two further columns are added to

the end of the spreadsheet, the first

showing a carried forward (c/fot'vvard)

figure and a second which indicates the

total of all expenditure items and

income, a sobering thought!

This article details only one

account spreadsheet and this simple

template can be adjusted in many

subtle ways to increase its efficiency

Figure 2: Formula for iteration calculation m6 t0 S imp iify its display of information such as the use of the

After this value is added to the spreadsheet, the spreadsheet
Window function and 1 would be pleased to hear through this

would re calculate. It will continue this process until the cell

meets this prc-dctincd condition.

The use of this function can be seen in the Extra Required

heading where it is used to check whether the account balance is

negative and if so. it adds £10.00 to that cell.

* File Edit Select Format Options Calculate

1 R57C3 |

= 13 Coronation Street =
i 13 1 14 16

.'.'•.:

o

1 DECEMBER :C/F0R'YARD "SUM

; i

: i

'/

Z

?6 go$t lr»s, ;-GUM(*C[-14]:RC[-5]) ....

27
i=SUMCRCt-i4l:RC[-3r;78

?9 Housr Ins. i-SUMtRCt 14|:RCl-3D ....

sn Cnntents In*

31 l=SUM(,RC[,-14j:RCl-3P

3? !-SUM(RCi-i4l:RCl-SD

....

33 Bank.Charge
p _ , _

TOTAL COSTS

5.82 : |=SUMCRCl-!4];RCl-:3r;..

="7=7=7=7="==''
1 "

=SUM(R[-1 8)C :RI-2]C>
\

|-CUMCRCj.- 1 4.1 ;RC[T ?D.

.

34
35
36
37
38
39 = *•============• ; i

to ACC. BALANCE -'Ri-29J'C-Ri-5JC . ..,!

41

_42

: i

ttlnte:.;;.:::;,.! I:.i.;:h, . .„.;::U .

': - ^::^: :i^m^, ,:.,-
:

;
;:. '";:.

:
:

:.'
: ,v, : .;::; 19 a

magazine any alternative suggestions.

This spreadsheet used in conjunction

with a Building Society or Bank

Account can monitor its balance.

Cell Formula
R [9] C [2-13] =IF(AND([+31]C>10 # RC>9.99),

RC-10, XF(R[+31]C<0.01,RC+10
,RC»)

This formula is copied over to adjacent right hand cells.

m File Edit Select Format Options Calculate

This spreadsheet was originally prepared on an Apple //

using Multiplan version 1.06 but has now been transferred to

run on a Macintosh and despite the arrival of deluxe

spreadsheets such as Excel, Microsoft's Multiplan is large and

powerful enough to calculate humbler day to day tasks such as

working out personal accounts. #

R22C3 jr.

_8_

13 Coronation Street

10

1

1

_L2_
13

15

1G

11

E

JANUARY o

!NC0M£
"is-as-iM-- --.

BffiiiwSRL"" .......
ACC .CREDIT
Additipp

Balanc*

;~osts

'.-' .- .1 R.t-

M^-»qjC* Pro,

_L2 V«trrR«lt

20

_ _ ------

71
1 81

150

rlifCAif^i^Ct^iK^iP-R^^^X^hip*c<^fe?A^^^QXj^tji^qJi^>i

r^[:.5lC.*Rl:.'t]C.tR[-3)C.tR(-2lC.

!

40 62
w.iy

27.90

^f^Z-
_

^

" ;
i
,:-.

:

.
. TX~~7";}'\fy&

Figure 3: Formulae for balances and totals

i' :

:;

;:

.i;l.

o

The Editor would Like to hear from

any member who has any useful

spreadsheet templates or tips. These

will be used in a new series of articles

on Spreadsheets in our new look

Magazine !

Spreadsheet templates are required

for Appleworks, Multi-plan, Excel

and Jazz. If you use any spreadsheet

for any type of work send it in NOW.

Coming next issue a full article of

useful tips on using a spreadsheet.
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NEWS

The /// Magazine.

We have received information
from The /// Magar.inc, 3201
Murchison "Way, Carmichael,
CA95608 (tel:916 485 6525) that

there is still a magazine for Apple
/// Users. It is monthly and you
can subscribe from the U.K. for

S60. Subscription allows you
also to purchase Pair Software at

a lower price. They have sent

details of the software but we can
not photo-copy it, they have
printed it in brown !

•

Baft o«""*
i2

EMPTY CQpy cachebox

CIRTech
°°Py *» Intelligent

Print buffer

NEWS

Bag of Tricks 2

P&P Micro Distributors have

announced a revised version of

Bag of Tricks. The new version

contains four programs called

TRAX, IN IT, ZAP and FIXCAT
If you need to modify, analyse or

restore data on your 5.25,3.5 or

hard disk then this is what you
need.

The program will work under all

operating systems on the Apple

//. Comprehensive instructions

and 'tutorials' to help the

beginner are included in the

manual.

Price is £40..G0 i VAT from

P&P Micro Distributors
Appointed Dealers.

cachebox

A new intelligent printer butter has been

launched in ihe U.K. by those profilic

manufacturers of Apple add-ons Cirtech.

The Cachebox sits between the computer

and printer and is compatible with most

computers, pi inters and plotters. There are

three models: Parallel. Serial (KS232) or

Paralell & Serial wiih either 256k or 512k

memory available. The pi ices range from

£198 (Parallel 256k) to £328 (Parallel &
Serial 5 12k).

We have received one for review and this

will appear in the December issue.

I-"or more details contact:

Cirtech (UK) Ltd,

Currie Road Industrial Estate.

Galashiels.

Selkirkshire, Scotland.

TDI 2BP
Tel: 0896-57790
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Tliat'ji five good reasons for being an Omnis 3 user.

Five good reasons For talking to your Omni*, dealer today,

BLYTH
SOFTWARE

Blyth Software Limited. Mitford House,
Benhall, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP171JS.

Telephone 0728 3011. Telex 987015



Resolution 64 Card

A review by Dave Ward

Hardware : RESOLUTION 64 • an 80 column card for the

Apple lie and enhanced Apple lie with 64K

bytes of memory.

Supplier : ROSCO Ltd.

289 Birchfield Road

Birmingham B20 3DD

W'hen asked to review the Resolution 64 extended 80

column card for the Apple //e computer 1 said that I would

be delighted to do so. Unfortunately, when the card arrived a few

weeks later I had a number theory program running on my
machine which had run about 10 days of an estimated 35 days!

Luckily 1 knew an Apple //e owner who had not yet purchased

an 80 column card, mainly on cost considerations, and asked if

they would mind if I tried it out on their machine and as

compensation try ii themselves for a few weeks. Four days Liter

I received a message requesting that I return and collect the card

. Being a little surprised 1 returned to collect the card and was

told dial it did everything that they required and so they had

purchased one of their own and therefore had no use for the

review card!

The Resolution 64 card is about the smallest Apple card I

have ever seen. It is certainly smaller than any other 80 column

card with or without the extra 64K of ram memory. The card

measures just 8cms long by 5.5cms and has only 4 chips on it.

The card and manual are packed in a rather large foam

polystyrene box in a cardboard outer.

Soon after the introduction of the Apple //e computer in

1983, double hi resolution graphics were made available to

machines with an extended 80 column card. Since then many

graphics packages and certain adventure games support this

feature, making the installation of an extended 80 column card

well worthwhile. Resolution 64 supports double hi-resolution

graphics. The only problem occurs if your Apple lie has a

revision A motherboard, apparently these are as rare as 1933

pennies, but should you have one (revision A motherboard that

is) the manual informs you clearly how to proceed. This, by the

way. is a problem with all 80 column cards for the Apple J/Q

computer.

I have tested the Resolution 64 in both an Apple Me and an

Apple lie enhanced. As far as I can tell there is no difference

between Resolution f>4 and two other high quality extended 80

column cards. The 80 column screen produced by Resolution 64

is crisp and flicker free with Pascal, CP/M, AppleWorks,

AppleWriter, Zardax, Format 80 and many others.

The Manual is well written and clearly describes the

installation and features of the 80 column card. For a mete £55

you cannot go wrong! In view of die miniscule size of the card

perhaps the next revision will result in a reduction in height so

that the card will (It flush with the top of die slot enabling us

to use slot 3 !!! *

T»
There arc two reasons for purchasing the Resolution 64, one

is that many of the programs tor the Apple lit require that you

use 80 columns and secondly some of these programs have been

enhanced so that they can make use of the extra 64K bytes of

memory on board. For instance AppleWorks can only be

operated in 80 columns and provides a desktop of just I0K if

the extra memory is not present. However, AppleWorks

recognises the Resolution 64 and automatically provides a

desktop of 55K hyies! ProDOS too recognises the extra 64K

bytes of memory and automatically configures this to a ramdisk

Of about 60K.

A2000
EDUCATION

By
P J Wellspring, B Sc.

Apple & Education

In this country Apple have never been as dominant in the

educational field as they are in the States. There has been a lot

of competition from the 'BBC and of course many education

authorities have insisted on buying British even when an

extraordinarily high proportion of the pans arc made in the Far

East. But there are several reasons why some teachers have

chosen the Apple route and have stayed with it. 1. Its a hardy,

reliable machine. 2. Most of the software is upwardly mobile,

(i.e. if you buy a newer machine the program still works). 3.

There's a great deal of supporting hardware. 4. There arc several

user groups with educational sections.

OK, but what do they do with one when they've got one?

The main usage is obviously in the classroom but an Apple

will happily run the timetabling, maintain the accounts and the

student records, prepare hand-outs and OHP's whilst keeping an

eye on temperatures and pressures in the lab. It's a versatile

beast!

In the future this column will be devoted to examining some

of the new software and hardware available, looking into

different ways the computer can be used in schools and colleges

and putting forward some of your ideas and thoughts on the

education scene. ^
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= Humour

APPLEBITS a
Computer Glossary

Ewen Wannop =

BOOT.
To hoot a machine, is lo kick it into submission when it fails

to start first time.

BACKUP.
To give a copy of the original copy protected disc to a third

person, to keep for you in a remote place.

SOFTWARE.
So called because the discs can be sat upon without breaking.

HARDWARE.
So called because they hurt the toot when Booted.

ENHANCED.
A term applied to the updating of a machine so it will not run

your present software.

COPY PROTECTION.
So called because it protects you from even the remote

possibility of copying the master disc. When the disc is then
sat upon (see Software), it costs you an excessive amount in

Customs duties.

UNIDISC.

So named because it is unclear if it takes 5.25 or 3.5 inch
discs.

MACHINE LANGUAGE.
The language used to address a malfunctioning computer.
HARD DRIVE.
So called, because when it goes wrong it is very hard to retrieve

the lost data.

DATABASE.
A name given to an adventure game that is impossible to

solve.

KEYPAD.
Something where you keep your litde bit on the side.

WIMP.
A person who keeps mice for a hobby.

PORT.
A glass of this speeds up your typing while on-line to the

Force.

BAUD.
A name used to describe a juicy piece of Clip An.
APPLEWORKS.
What we all hope for in the morning.

BUG.
What software writers introduce to programs to keep you on

your toes.

FANFOLD PAPER.
So called because it fans all over the place instead of folding

neady.

SINGLE SIDED.
A double sided disc with only one notch.

TRACK.
The groove cut in a disc surface by a worn disc drive head.

DISC BOX.
A plastic box overfilled with discs you will never use again.

ONE WAY OF GETTING
AN 80 COLUMN

DISPLAY INSTANTLY

ANOTHER

AUTO-SCREEN 80
It's amazing the lengths to which some people go and
pricos they pay to get a sharp 80 column display on the

Apple ][, ][+ and Eroplus. Rosco now have the complete
answor AUTO-SCREEN 80.

The on-board Softswitch will instantly take you from the

40 column screen to the 80 and back again, without any
lead changing. The display is sharp and pleasing to the

eye. Upper and lower case characters are available in

normal and inverse, and the card is compatible with all 80
column applicaiions.

All this plus a comprehensive manual, 12 months
warranty, customer support and a price tag of a mere

£44 goes to show AUTO-SCREEN 80 is the

complete answer to the 80 column problem.

DEALER HOT LINE
(021) 356 3828iSk

Rosco Ltd,

289 Birchfield Road,
Birmingham B20 3DD.
Tel: (021) 356 7402.
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!= Disk Operating Systems

DISC ZAPS AND ALL THAT (Part 5)
Let your fingers do the walking .. the Prodos Directory.

By EWENWANNOP =
As you will have already seen, Prodos is considerably more

powerful than its predecessor DOS 3.3. It has a greater

flexibility built in 10 itself, and has very few rigidly

defined values in its disc structure. This allows devices of very

different kinds to be easily attached. Most devices will however
follow the normal structure that we see on a standard 5.25 inch
disc. I have not yet had experience of a 3.5 inch Unidisc drive,

so the following notes refer mainly to the structure of a 5.25

inch disc. The required information is there however, for you to

see how any other device is handled.

Tf you are using a DOS 3.3 disc zap, such as DISK
MANAGER from the library, you will need to translate the

Prodos block numbers into DOS 3.3 sectors. Refer to article

number 4 in the August issue of Apple2000.

Blocks 0-2 on a Prodos disc are unique. Block is the boot
image needed to load Prodos. Block 1 is reserved for, but need
not contain, a boot imape for SOS on an Apple ///. Block 2 is

always the first block of the Prodos directory, and contains all

the pointers necessary to define the disc structure. The first

block of any directory, whether ihe main Volume directory or a

Sub directory, is also unique in its construction. It may also be
the only block, if required, to save disc space.

Each block of any directory has the first four bytes 0-3

reserved for pointing to the other blocks in that directory. The
first two, 0-1 point backwards, and die second pair, 2-3 point

forwards. If either of these pairs is zeroed, then it indicates the

end of the chain. So the first block will always have the first

two zeroed, and the last block will always have the second pair

zeroed. A directory with only a single block, would have both

pairs zeroed.

You will find thai in every case where a block number is to

be pointed to, there will be a pair of bytes. This allows block

numbers up to 65535. Remembering that blocks have 512
bytes of data, this gives a possible volume of 32 megabytes.

Quite ample for most purposes!

The next $27 bytes of the first block are rigidily defined, and

describe the Volume Directory Header. This is then followed by
the file entries, which arc usually $27 bytes long, but as you

will see may be of any length. These bytes are defined as

follows. For convienence I will refer to their offset from the

start of the block, ie. the first byte of the entry will be offset

$4.

OFFSET $04 Storage type and name length. The top four

bits describe the entry type, in this case $F as it is a volume

directory. The bottom four bits are the length of the Volume
name, this means a maximum of 15 characters.

S05-S13 Volume name of length pointed to by previous

hyte. Max 15 bytes. Garbage fills the rest of the entry. All

volume and filenames are entered with the Hi-bit off.

$14-$1B Reserved. Usually zeroes.

S1C-S1F Date and time of creation. Zero it no date was

written. The bytes are a packed form of the date. Each bit

has the following representation:

BYTE 1 yyyyyyymmmmddddd year/month/day

BYTE 2-3 OOOhhhhhOOmmmmmm hours/minutes

These bytes should he read with the highest bit to the left, so

the y/iii/d lias byte 1 as the yyyyyyym part and byte is

mmmddddd. The sequences of bits should be read as a two byte

HEX number. 4th July 1986 at 6 minutes past noon will

therefore look like this:

In decimal 8(V7/4 12/6

In binary 10101 10/0111/00100 00001100/00000110

In Hex SACE4 $0C06
This gives four bytes 3 of $E4 $AC $06 $0C
$20 Version number of Prodos under which the disc was

formatted. Under Prodos 1 series, this has a value of 0.

$21 The minimum version of Prodos that can access this

volume. Usually zero.

$22 Access byte. The bits refer to the access rights to the tile.

If set, the bits are as follows:

Bit 7-VoIume may be reformatted.

Bit 6-Volume may be renamed .

Bit 5-Volume directory has changed since last backup .

Bit 1 -Volume directory may be written to.

Bit 0-Vo!umc directory may be read.

All other bits are reserved

$23 Entry length of file entry in the directory.Usually $27.

$24 Number of entries in each block. The header is included in

this count. Usually $0D.

$25-$26 The number of active entries in the volume

directory. The Volume header is not included, but any

subdirectory entries are.

$27-$28 This points to the first block of the volume bil

map. Usually block 6.

S29-S2A The total number of blocks on this volume. On a

5.25 inch disc, this will be $01 18 or 280 decimal. It is used

while computing with the disc map.

Using the value gained from the 'entry length', usually $27,

we now see the filename entries ranged sequentially through the

block. Remember that a block is two sectors long and should

he considered as one long block of $200 bytes. You will need

to wrap die entries from one sector to the next to span the

break. Each filename entry is structured in a similiar way to the

Volume directory header. 1 give the offsets in this case from the

start of the entry.

OFFSET $00 Storage type and name length. The bottom

four bits are the length of the following filename. The top

four bits refer to the type of storage of this entry:

$0 Deleted entry, may be reused.

$1 Seedling file, only one block.

$2 Sapling file, 2-256 blocks

$3 Tree file, 257-32768 blocks
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$D The file is in fact a subdirectory .

SE This is a Subdirectory Header.

SF This is a Volume Directory Header.

$01-$0F Filename. 15 byte max.

$10 Filetype. There are a potential of 256 file types....

Some 30 are defined between the SOS and Prodos systems. The

main ones are:

$04 - TXT file in ASCII $06 - BIN file

$0F - DIR Directory file $1A - AWP Appleworks file

$FC - BAS A/soft Basic file $FF - SYS Prodos Sys Tile

$11412 Pointer to either the data block of a seedling file, or

the first index block of any other file. If a subdirectory

entry, then it points to the first directory block.

S13-S14 The total number of blocks used by the file

including any index blocks. If a subdirectory then the total

number of directory blocks.

$15-$17 Three bytes to give the position of the end of file.

This is the length of a sequential file in bytes. This gives a

maximum size of 16 megabytes to a file. This will not give

the correct length of a random access file.

S18-S1B Creation date and time encoded as before.

$1C The version number of Prodos that created this file.

$11> The minimum version of Prodos which can access file.

$1E Access rights to the file. Bit assignments as follows:

Bit 7 File may be deleted.

Bit 6 File may be renamed.

Bit 5 File has altered since backup.

Bit 1 Fie may be written to.

Bit U File may be read.

All other bits reserved.

In an unlocked file that you can read/write to this will be SC3

$lF-$20 Depending on the file type, these two bytes will

represent various parameters.

TXT - Random access record length

BIN - 1 -oad address of the binary file

BAS - Load address of the program

SYS - Load address of the System program, usually $2000

$21-$24 Date and time of last modification.

S25-S26 The block number of the Directory Header block that

describes this file.

As you will now have seen ProDOS really is an extremely

powerful system. It holds much more information in its

directory than any other disc system for die Apple II. It is

interesting to note lhat .Subdirectory entries look like actual file

entries. In fact this flexible construction runs through the

whole system. There is a considerable amount of echoed

structure, subdirectories for instance are virtually the same as

the main directory. The directory itself is seen as a file by

Prodos and it is possible to open and read a directory trom the

MLI as though it was itself a file. This is the method you

would use if you wished to display a Catalog from a program.

Prodos itself does not actually provide this function.

The files themselves otheF than a single block seedling file,

will always have one or more Index blocks. As of course

Prodos docs not know the length of file until it is closed, you

will find that the first block reached on free disc space, will

always be a data file. On any other file than a seedling file,

Prodos will need to provide pointers to the other blocks, and so

makes a sapling file by creating the first Index block. It then

follows this block with further data blocks. If the Index block

is filled up, then a tree file is needed and more Index blocks

must be added. A Master Index block is then created to point to

all the Index blocks, and the directory altered accordingly to

show a tree file. The two byte pointer to the key block will

now point to this master index block. An Index block itself is

interesting in its construction. It must of course consist of

pointer pairs to block numbers. However to make program-

ming easier, the least significant byte is placed in the lower

half of the block, and the most significant byte in the same

position in the upper half.

All the data blocks of files are constructed in the same way,

there are no bytes describing length or load address as in DOS
3.3. The hi-bit is not normally set on text files. There are

however some peculiar file constructions amongst the special

file types. Have a look at an AppleWorks AWP text file for

example.

I was going to discuss the MLI in this article, however I

think you have had plenty to digest so far, so will leave it till

next time.

Happy zapping #

COMTEC
COMPUTER REPAIRS

* FAST TURNAROUND - NORMALLY 2 DAYS
* 3 MONTH WARRANTY
* COMPETITIVE PRICES ON ALL APPLE
REPAIRS AND UPGRADES

EXAMPLES
Apple ][ t or //e Power Supply £32

Apple ][ + or //e Motherboard £32

Apple Interface cards (most makes) £25
Disk Drives - cleaned/aligned £25

Please ring for other prices

or post equipment for free estimate.

Quantity discount available.

Prices include P+P and 15% VAI
Also

MACINTOSH UPGRADES
128k to 512k

128/51 2k to MACINTOSH PLUS

RiNG FOR MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

COMTEC, ST GEORGE'S MILL,

3 ST GEORGES STREET, MACCLESFIELD,
CHESHIRE, SK11 6TG

Tel (0625) 34691
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rr= Software Review

The Chameleon
A file transfer tool.

By Tony Game =

—

In the current wave of euphoria about the imminent new
machines from Apple, it is very easy to forget that progress

in software matters is every hii as significant to the user, even

if it is not so obviously exciting.

I remember once, years ago-, needing badly to convert a

Wordstar file to AppleWriter lext. I sat down with Bag of
Tricks booted up, and after studying the manual for a very long

time eventually came up with a macro which I believe did rhe

job, and which I suppose I still have somewhere. I can

remember nothing about how successful the conversion was.

Someday I expect I shall discover the macro lurking on its disk

and chuckle to myself as I delete it.

Ewen Wannop, the author of Data Highway in case anyone

does not know, has waved his magic assembler yet again, and

produced a program aptly called The Chameleon, and a program

of many changing colours it Certainly is!

One of the great strengths of the Apple is the fact that it can

run a number of different operating systems. As one progresses

from basic to Pascal, and then CP/M, taking on ProDOS on

the way, one lends to forget just how useful a facility this is,

and how few oiher machines in fact have it. It does however

bring problems with it. All these operating systems use their

own file formats and structures, and transferring from one to the

other tends to be difficult if not impossible. That is until now
and the advent of The Chameleon.

With a single boot, because it is memory resident, though

you will need 64k, this miracle, with a few key strokes, will

allow you to convert any disk file in Apple format, from any

Apple operating system to another. This means CP/M, Pascal,

SOS, ProDOS and of course the evergreen DOS 3.3. The only

other program I have seen which sets out to attempt this,

requires one to shuffle disks in and out of the drives like a

demented postman, and even then manages to turn Wordstar

files info DOS binary files! Even the ProDOS convert program

is much slower and harder 10 use than this one. In short at the

price it is now being offered to Apple2UUU members no-one can

possibly aftbrd to be without it

The Chameleon comes on a single disk with the program,

which runs under ProDOS, on one side, and detailed

instructions in a DOS text File on the reverse. The iastructions

can be primed out or read to the screen, and will be needed

eventually, though in the early stages the program is so easy to

use that the menus themselves will be enough. Ideally

AppleWriter should he used to produce a print out of ihe ten

page manual.

1 shall not attempt an explanation of the actual working of

the program since this will inevitably make a very simple

process sound complex. Suffice it to say that all is menu
driven, and that the menus are descriptive and easy to follow.

They use the arrow keys and space bar to choose options, and

the key board is seldom touched.

The program is basically intended for the transfer of text

files which is what generally needs to be done, but in fact it is

perfectly possible lo swap binary files around if one wishes to

do so for any reason. This needs a little knowledge of when

high bits are set or not set, but have no fear, the instructions

make all this eminently understandable. An example of when

this facility is uniquely useful, is when one has downloaded a

binary file from a bulletin board, and to one's horror finds it on

one's disk as a text file. 1 know no other way in which one can

easily correct this situation, on which I have spent hours before

The Chameleon appeared on the scene.

The text file transfers are perfectly simple and work

beautifully. Anyone using Dark Scar's shuttle with CP/M in

one memory chunk, and ProDOS in another, could now have

the Chameleon in a third, and convert files in a matter of

minutes with an almost unbelievable simplicity.

As with all good programs the simple options are backed up

by those which are more complicated and require a greater

study. One of the menus is called Special Options and although

this will not allow you to turn a 5.25 inch disk into an 8 inch

one, it will do practically anything else! Normally the program

recognises the disk types quite automatically, and you are not

involved in the process at all. However you can opt to take

over if you wish and tell the program to do many exotic things,

including the aforementioned changing of a lext file into a

binary file. Some study of the instructions is required here but

is extremely worthwhile. For instance it is possible to change a

DOS text file into a Wordstar file, changing all the single hard

returns into soft returns. Anyone who has struggled to take the

hard returns out of a Wordstar file in order to reformat it will

presumably rush their cheque to Apple2000 for The Chameleon

on just reading this. 1 know of no other facility for doing it.

Pascal and ProDOS files may be read from, or transferred to

unusual devices such as ram disks and hard disks, but this does

not extend to DOS or CP/M. where the tile structures differ

according to the storage media. However a transfer could of

course be made to a standard 5.25 disk, and then copied onto the

other medium.

ProDOS produces large numbers of unusual tile types, as

shown by their various suffixes. Appleworks in particular uses

unusual formats for its files. These may be copied into other

operating systems, although it may be useful to first print

them as disk files, but the reverse does not apply. That is to

say a DOS or CP/M lext file cannot be turned into an

Appleworks file. It seems that this is something that is next

door to impossible to accomplish. In fact it seems to be about

the only limitation I have realistically found to The

Chameleon, which is useful since a reviewer likes to manage at

least one!

This program would be a bargain at many times the asking

price. I suggest you send off for your copy at once, even if you

have no need for it just at the moment. The time will come
when you will have, and when it does come it is likely to be

urgent! I speak from bitter experience. #

liliilllEiUDUUIillliU
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Database - Omnis

CONVERSION TO OMNIS3
ON THE MAC

A Uscrs's experience of Omnis and
the change from Apple // to Mac.

By Keith Chamberlain

As some of you may know, during October 1985 the

club membership database was converted from D.B. Master

to Omnis2, both running on an Apple 11+ with three disc

drives. Because of the different amounts of infor-mation required

in the new database the information was transferred by typing it

in from a printed listing, which involved both considerable

time and the inevitable typo's.

It soon became apparent (running Omnis2 with only 3 disc

drives and the amount of data held) that the system was

becoming unmanageable and cither a hard disc or a different

machine would be required. In Fehruary 1986 I became the

proud owner of a 512k Mac with an Imagewriter II, 800K
external drive and Omnis3 (donated by Blyth), and therefore set

about the task of setting up a new database on the Mac. The
information required by the Mac was identical to that held on

die ][+, I decided to find an easier way of convening the data.

Armed with Omnis2, Chameleon, Data Highway II, Mac-
terminal, Omnis3 and a cable connecting Apple ][+ to the Mac
I set about the conversion.

From the Utilities on Omnis2 I was able to create DIF Files

in Pascal format and decided to split the size of each file thus

creating 15 small files AB, CD, etc. This was due to the length

of time it takes to transmit files between machines and my
fears of power cuts during transmission.

i needed to convert the resulting Pascal text files to DOS
text files for transmission by Data Highway. I chose

Chameleon for this task. I will not go into the details of the

conversion (this is covered on page 16) but the end result was

15 DOS text files, produced in a very short lime.

Using Data Highway, Mastercard and a serial cable the files

were sent in turn through the Mac modem port into Mac-
terminal. Eventually 15 Mac text files were produced. This was

the longest part of the process taking about six hours, so you

can see my worry over transmitting long files.

The tinal leg was now to use the option to insert records

from a DIF file in the Omnis3 utilities menu and the new

database was complete.

The complete process took about 20 hours, but unlike the

manual method, I was able to let the machines do all the

tedious work while amusing myself gardening ( a boring but

necessary task ).

The end result has slowly transformed my life, the power

and speed of Omnis3 is a bonus I could not have imagined. The

upkeep of the database has decreased from about 40 hours per

month to about 20 hours per month, I hope Jim docs not read

this or he will find woik for me elsewhere. #

Ed: I have noted that you arc now available for more work !!!
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Appleworks

Letter Quality Printing with

AppleWorks and the Epson FX80
By Paul Ross - Washington Apple Pi =^

I just switched from "Homeword to Appleworks tor word

processing. Homeword was too much like a toy and I wanted a

word processing program that would take full advantage of all

the print enhancements available on my Epson FX-80 dot

matrix printer.

Appleworks was very disappointing. The most obvious

problem was that it would not print consistently with my
Grappler+ interface card and the Epson FX-80 dot matrix

printer. It seems that Apple did not program AppleWorks for

non-Apple parallel interface cards. Fortunately, Walt Mossberg

published a fix for ihese problems in the November 1984

Washington Apple Pi Journal.

After putting Walt's fixes into AppleWorks I was still

disappointed. Although I could print in 6 widths from 5 to 17

characters per inch, none of the printing was "letter quality."

The FX-80 printer provides three degrees of boldface but

AppleWorks used none of them except for "emphasized" type

which was available at 5 and 10 characters per inch. There were

no italic typefaces at all and it was not possible to change type

sizes within a paragraph. This last problem not only ruined the

fun of using type size for emphasis, it also meant ihat

superscripts and subscripts had to he the same width as the

other characters on the line even though they were only half as

tall. (In fairness to AppleWorks I must say that there is one

"letter quality" type style available - proportional. However,

proportional is not useful for technical work because the

columns do not line up and there are no boldface, superscripts

or subscripts. These are limitations of the Epson FX-80 dot

matrix printer, not AppleWorks.) A (probably) harmless

peculiarity was that I could intermix paragraphs printed with

different type styles freely except that proportional could not

follow 6 or 12 characters per inch.

A solution for most of die above problems would be for

Appleworks to send user-defined strings to the printer, but

AppleWorks does not provide this capability - at least not

explicitly. AppleWorks does provide for user-defined custom

printers. Appropriate use of that customization feature can

allow your FX-KO printer to produce "letter quality" print,

Italics, continuing boldface (in everything except proportional

spacing), and intermix proportionally typed paragraphs with

other paragraphs at random. It will even make superscripts with

width in proportion to their height. About the only feature I

have not been able to obtain is the intermixing of different type

sizes within the same paragraph.

Here's how I did it: (rf you have any trouble following these

instructions, see Appendix B, pp 281-293, AppleWorks

Reference Manual.)

Go lo the "Add a Printer" menu. Add a custom printer. Give

it a name. (I named mine "LETTER QUALITY.") Your new

printer is accessed exactly the same way your old printer is;

both from the same slot - probably slot 1. This new printer

does not need a line feed after each return and does accept top-of-

fomi commands. Proceed to the "Printer Codes Menu." This is

where the real work is done.

A. Characters per inch.

5 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! (
A". (" A " is the character which ends

the entry process.) These characters instruct the printer

to print emphasized enlarged type when you specify 5

characters per inch in the text of the document. Trie

AppleWorks built-in driver uses draft mode at 5 characters

per inch, which is not dark enough on the page.

6 characters per inch:

Fnter "ESC ! !
A". This produces enlarged Elite type which is

useful for material, such as speeches, to be read aloud.

8 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! $ A". This produces enlarged condensed type.

9 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! CTRL-II ESC 4". This produces emphasized

Italic type at 10 characters per inch. This is your new

"global Italics" command. After you specify 9 characters per

inch in a document everything will be printed in Italics for

the rest of the document or until you specifically turn it off.

To turn on global Italics, specify 9 characters per inch in the

document and print at least one character. You can then

switch to any other type size you want and it will appear in

Italics. If you do not switch type sizes you will get

emphasized Italics at 10 characters per inch with the margins

just a little off. To get the margins just right, specify 9

characters per inch; print a single period; and then specify 10

characters per inch. You must actually print a character; just

a space or return will not turn on the Italics. If you adopt

this global Italic feature, you must also have "local" Italics

(see below) because the only way to turn global Italics off is

to turn local Italics on and off in immediate succession.

10 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! CT'RL-H A". This produces emphasized (letter

quality) Pica type. It will be the AppleWorks default

typeface. This is not true letter quality but it's as close as

you can come on the FX-80.

11 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! CTRL-® ESC p 1
A". (Note the lower case

"p".) This produces proportional typing at about 10.2 actual

characters per inch.
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12 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! CTRL-A A". This produces standard Elite type

which prints quickly and looks good but is a little small for

my old eyes. This is the same as with the AppleWorks

driver except that boldface works with this.

17 characters per inch:

Enter "ESC ! CTRL-F A". Produces condensed type.

D. Lines per inch.

6 Lines per inch:

"ESC 2 A" (Remember,
" A" is the indication dial you are

through making entries.)

8 Lines per inch;

"ESC A".

C. Boldface - Superscript - Subscript.

Boldface:

Boldface begin: "ESC G A". Boldface end: "ESC H A".

These codes will produce boldface with type sizes 5, 6. b\ 9,

10, 12, 17 characters per inch - everything except 11

characters per inch, (proportional). In contrast to the boldface

supplied in the AppleWorks driver, this boldface will

continue to the end of the paragraph or until specifically

ended.

Superscript:

Superscript begin: "ESC SO A". Superscript end: "ESC T
A\ Superscripting terminates at the end of the line or when

specifically ended. ITiese superscripts are the same width as

the rest of the characters on the line; that keeps the right

justifications correct. If you rarely right justify, usually use

10 characters per inch, and you would like superscripts that

arc appropriately proportioned according to their height, try:

Superscript begin: "ESC ! CTRL-F ESC S O A".

Superscript end: "ESC T ESC ! CTRL-H A". This begin

command installs narrow characters when superscripting is

started. When superscripting ends the printer does not have

any way to know what width you were using before and so

it reverts to 10 characters per inch. This is rather useful for

equations but only if you are using the 10 characters per

inch typeface.

Subscript:

Subscript begin: "ESC 4 A". Subscript end: "ESC 5 A".

This produces italics, not subscripts; this is how I get 'local'

Italics. These Italics appear in whatever typesize and boldface

is in effect when you turn them on. Like super-scripting,

this will not continue beyond the end of the line so it is not

a useful way to get Italics for more than a few words. These

characters are also required in order to turn off global Italics

which are set by specifying 9 characters per inch, above; use

'subscript begin' followed immediately by 'subscript end'. (If

you want real subscripts use "FSC S 1
A" to begin ant "ESC

T *"
to end. If you set this up for real subscripts there is no

way to turn off the 'global' Italics set by specifying 9

characters per inch, above.)

D. Underlining

Choose option 2, "Printer has start/stop underline

commands." For underline begin. Enter "ESC - CTRL-A A".

For underline end, Enter "ESC - CTRL-@ A". Note the
'-'

following the ESCAPE. Underlining and boldface are the

only actions that continue beyond the end of a line; if not

specifically ended both will continue to the end of die

paragraph.

That's all there is to it. After you have installed this driver

into AppleWorks, it will ask where you want to print the

document, Old Name or LETTER QUALITY? If you specify

LETTER QUALITY you will get 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, or 17

characters per inch of nicely matched type including Italics - all

of which is more or less letter quality and can be boldfaced ,

italicized, superscripted, and underlined. Boldface and underline

will stay in effect until the end of the paragraph if not

specifically ended. Remember, you get 'global' Italic type by

specifying 9 characters per inch and printing at least one

character before you switch type sizes. You turn off global

Italics by turning local' Italics on then off. Local Italics have

replaced subscripts. You also get letter quality proportional

spacing by specifying 11 characters per inch but proportional

cannot be boldfaced or superscripted.

This is the First in an occasional scries of articles which we

shall be publishing from our friends in Washington Apple Pi.

We hope you like the new idea. Ed... tf

6?
.^teaneffi

'3',c''Rd.,Fart:S«

powerful rflc conversion for

PRODOS, PV5 5 3, PASCAL, CTM, and SOS

OCIOBKR 7 tm COMMUNICATIONS
ltvMtmg The Pnr«. nullelm ftnardf, Diu Bun. tit

from Apple II ana Macintosh

MPR4 l?8G APPLE HX
i)i-mf**.iir*t>im nf ww App?<- nx machine

due lo be announced m September

For the Apple II

Louis Baku ..Mulilpdu

Michael Irons -..,-. - VbicaJc, Magical*

For llic Macintosh
Gordon Adams MultipUn

KtM Cnim&cflain Omnii
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By Harry Gardiner. =

CUSTOM CHARACTER SETS FOR THE
FX-80

r |^ he Vilberg Brothers in the USA have produced a package
J. to exploit a little used feature of Epson's FX-80 printer.

Their DMP Utilities program allows you to download a
variety of twenty ready made character sets into the printers

memory or you can create your own sets.

Getting started with DMP is fairly simple. First make a
working copy hy COPYA. Next read the first sections of the

manual to check how to configure the disk for your printer
interface card. This is important as certain interfaces could ruin

the program if you do not use their special configure routine.

Fonts come on side two of rhe program disk. Specialist

character sets are - Phonetic, Greek, and NEC. The others are a

variety of different styles of font. In addition to these, DMP
Utilities includes 'foreign' character sets for each font. French,
German, Danish, Spanish, Swedish and real English. To these,

Vilberg Brothers have also added the characters to enable
standard Epson print command codes to be used such as

enlarged, condensed, emphasised, double-strike, super-script,

sub-script and of course, underlining. Some codes are

incompatible with each other, in true Epson style. For example
proportional spacing cannot be used with 12 characters to the

inch as in the "elite" font.

My first problem came with the Epson printer card and i

found the program would not work with it. Apparently these

cards are not sold in the States so the program was not

configured for them. Frustrated, T borrowed a Tymac PPC 100
printer card, and things thereafter went very smoothly. Other
printer cards are supported and they include the Fingerprint,

Grappler+, Microvitek, MPC AP-80, PKASO, Prometheus,
Seriall, Skyman and Wizzard. The manual gives advice if your
card is not compatible, - but you will need to understand 'status

bytes' and the like.

Program menus are good and operate by the items selected

being highlighted by an inverse bar. A small sub- menu appears
at the bottom of the screen. Several menus are offered. Firstly

setting up for printing (which font etc.). Next, editing/creating

a font and lasdy converting into DMP form one of the many hi-

res fonts available with the Applesoft Toolkit Editor, or the

Higher Text II Editor.

I he Sot Up Printer menu is very comprehensive, allowing

you to control the number of characters printed per inch, the

left margin, the number of lines per inch, lines per page, print

enhancement
{ bold, double-strike, etc.), national character set,

fonts held in computer memory ( two ). You can change these

settings, save them to the piograin disk, or load a setting from

disk.

Working your way through the menus is fine but learning

by exploring would improve if the escape key were to be

programmed to take you back to the item you previously

chose. Another problem is the long time taken to load the

program overlays and the font sets. Most users will only load

one character set, but it took me hours to load and print several,

using DMP and then a word-processor. The manual
recommends Diversi-Dos. However if you have a hard disk or

memory card it would speed things up considerably.

CONCLUSIONS
At £39.95 + VAT you can have a lot of printing fun or

tailor make those one or two special characters you always

wanted. As the copyright date is 1983 I wondered if the Vilberg

Brothers have done anything since for the 24 pin NEC P6
printer or 27 pin Epson LQ1500. Some of the slightly rough
edges of the characters ! saw could be smoothed out by those

smaller pins.

The character editing was well set out and carefully

organised. However a demo printing out all variations of each
set would help sell this interesting and attractive product.

Overall I was impressed. It put some of the power of the Mac
into an Apple II Epson combination. «

Program loaned for review by:

MGA Microsystems, 140 High St.

Tenterden, Kenl

p Quick Tip

ProDOS patch

IVoDOS will not normally run on non-Apple
machines because of a routine in the startup sequence
which checks to see what computer is present. This

may be simply overcome by applying a patch to the

disk, and then ProDOS and programs like AppleWorks
{via PlusWorks) will run on the Basis, Franklin, and

other compatibles. Using a sector editor (Disk
Manager will do nicely), and working with a copy of

the disk NOT the original, rind the occurrence of the

following bytes on Track 1 and replace with NOP's:-

From To

U) AE B3 fB A? EA EA
(0) 69 OB DO 03 69 03 EA EA

Depending on the version of ProDOS you are

patching, these bytes will be in different sectors;

Version

1.0

1,0.2

: . i . i

M-ek sector onset changt
03 C 57 (a)

02 A kc: (b)

B4

59
(a)

to)

(a)

u )
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1973 Two for the Price of One? 1973

DMS20SHD

PThe D.MS 20SHD 20 MByte SCSI Hard Disk has been designed to provide an economical mass

storage device for ihe Apple Macintosh Plus computer and is a stand alone unit.

* Uses Latest SCSI Parallel Port and Protocols

* Economical low cost, designed and built by DMS in the UK
* Plugs. Into the Macintosh SCSI port

* No Pre Boot Disk - It boots straight in with HFS & Kinder 5,3

* Can be used as a shared disk on the AppleTalk Network using MacServe
* Housed In a robust attractive case

* Uses its' own internal power supply operating off 240V or 110V

Why pay nearly £1500 for other hard disks when for a limited period, whilst initial stocks last, wc arc selling our DMS 20SIID at

£750 + VAT. With MacServe software - £950 + VAT. With Multiuser Omnis 3 Plus (2-5 users) - £1600 + VAT.

Send full remittance to DMS who will despatch your unit carriage free in the UK. Please add £15 for overseas carriage.

DMS SABRU The D.MS SABRU, Stand Alone Barcode Reading Unit reads practically all world wide barcodes

^^^^^^^^^ automatically. It sends Ihe characters out via cither a serial or parallel port - enables it to be

used with most computers. Designed and built by DMS in the UK. No other barcode reader

combines all these features at the same price.

* Reads 8 & 13 digit EANA, 13 digit ISBN, 12 Digit UPCA, 6 digit UPC- E (with or without

2 and 5 digit price addons), 14 ITF, Variable length 3 of 9, 2 of 7, Monarch,

Cod aba r, 2 of 5 Industrial, 2 of 5 Matrix, 2 of 5 Interleaved and Plessey

* Serial, DTR or Xon Xoff at 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 Baud Rates

* Diagnostic Barcode Read Facility * Self contained with its' own CPU
* Metal Bodied, Sapphire Tipped, High Definition Industrial Barwand
* Scans forwards or backwards * Parallel Centronics Port * 240V or 110V operation

The cost or the DMS SABRU including Wand is £460 + VAT carriage free in the UK. Please add £10 for overseas carriage.

The DMS SEALER is ideal tor all businesses. Use it to shrink wrap and professionally seal

your products. The cost of the DMS Sealer including I Koll ot 14" Wide film is

£200 t delivery of £15 in the UK t VAT. Please add £30 lor delivery overseas.

DMS SADH

DMS SEALER

QUIK CIRCUIT
This is professional PCB drafting software for the Macintosh computer and outputs to a

plotter. Create Libraries Ol Layouts and produce Multi Layer boards. The cost of Quik Circuit

soltwarc is £695 + VAT, carriage free in the UK. Please add £10 for delivery overseas.

Complete Hardware/Software System - £4,595 + VAT. Why pay £1 1,000* for PC systems?

Coming Soon The DMS Point of Sale System - DMS POS
This is based around a MacPlus with our DMS 20SHD and DMS SABRU, Tally printer, Till and ImagcWritcr II printer to provide a

FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM using Barcodes as data input for high speed Till use. The system includes the following features:

Open Ended Invoicing (eg for Hotels and Professional Practises), Point of Sale Invoicing supporting up to 25 Macintoshes and

Tills for Multiuser supermarket use. Facility to give detailed Till Messages + VAT Analysis (for cash and carry) or abbreviated till

receipts (for general stores), Message Lines on the receipts for advertising, Sales Invoicing & Ledger, Telephone Sales, Statements,

Stock Control & Movements, Alternative Slock Group, Back Ordering System, Reports of Stock Movements through each till (for

high volume restocking procedures). Purchase Ledger, Nominal Accounts* Aged Debtors & Creditors, Job Costing, Agents

Commission, Vat Returns, Balance Sheet und Management Accounts, Handles 25 Bank Accounts and 10 different Credit Cards. Cut

and Paste Results to other software e.g. Excel, 2 Years Accounting on Line to ease year end procedures, supports up to 32,000

stock items and 32,000 accounts (depending on disk storage). Total ease of use.

Complete system cost • £6,300 + VAT (2nd User System - £2,600 + VAT). Versions being prepared in French. German, Danish.

Swedish, Spanish and Italian. This is todatc the most powerful software system on the most powerful micro.

The above items, plus the rest of the OMS product range, including our RGB Colour Cards for Apple //c + Apple //e, Data Capture

Devices, Presfax® Keypad, IO Cards etc. are available direct from us. We have been established since 1973 and are the largest

Apple only dealer in the North - 5 minutes off Junction 31 on Ihe Ml. We stock Ihe full range " r Apple equipment and have full

showroom, training, workshops and warehousing facilities with Inhouse programmers and engineers. We would he pleased for you

to visit us • telephone for directions. Send a SAE for further details. We reserve the right to alter specifications without notice.

DMS Electronics Ltd, Brcllon Court, Manor Road, Wales Village, Sheffield, England, S3 1 SPD. Tel: Worksop (0909) 773399
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r^ Apple // Hardware Review

CIRTECH Ik

CP/M PLUS
By Chester Kemp =

T"1 he product title does not lightly trip off the tongue, hut the

* product itself is pretty nimble! It consists of a fast Z80 card

using ,-i Z80H running at Smllz, which implements CP/M Plus

version 3.0 and runs on an Apple lit with at least 128k and a

single disk drive.

The package consists of the Z80 board and 56 page User's

Manual which describes installation, the new CP/M commands.
Cirtech 'Toolkey' features, System Master and System utilities

disks.

The card is not placed in a slot, rather it is fitted on the

motherboard; the 6502 chip is removed and replaced with the

board, the 6502 is then plugged onto the card, finally a small

clip is attached on lo the PAL/HAL chip. The procedure is

relatively simple and clearly explained in the manual. The
temporary removal of the 80-col extended memory card from
slot 3 will make it easier.

Apple users have always been content with an inferior

performance than on most other CP/M micros because of 6502
liming problem.s halving the Z80A/4mHz speed, the new 280H
is about twice as fast and further enhanced by special screen-

hancfling (rather than using the 6502 ROM based routines).

I did a series of benchmarks using Wordstar, MRASIC and
dBase |[ against the typical 780 Softcard: the slowest at 1.4x

faster was a simple loop in MBASIC; the fastest at slightly

over 2x was a screen-intensive test using Wordstar; the average

was a respectable 1.7x though. Cirtech provide a patch for

MBASIC to gel round Microsoft's Apple-specific modifications

for their Softcard but otherwise all commercial packages run

without any modification whatsoever.

benchmarks can be something of a sterile game, but

subjectively I felt that the improvement of performance for

spreadsheets and database manipulation were very satisfying.

The most dramatic improvement was in using Wordstar: on the

old Softcard cursor movement was relatively sluggish, and
screen refreshes tedious with even a poor typist typing faster

than the processor could respond; on the Cirtech it was
immediate in action and highly responsive.

Cirtech have added air extra feature called Toolkey" which by
pressing the "Closed- Apple" and a letter allows you to interrupt

whatever program you arc running and optionally: toggle the

cursor; duplicate disks; format disks; prirrt a snapshot of the

screen. You can then carry on as if there had been no
interruption. This facility can be quite useful, for example
many have got disk overflow at an inopportune moment with

no formatted disk available - lire Toolkey gets rid of that

problem. The card allows you to run CP/M 2.2 if you wish,

but with the superior CP/M Plus being available why bother?

CP/M-3 does not support the RAM drive so this could be an

imponant reason to remain on the lower version. On a 128k

system I did not find the KAMdrivc too useful, however w%e' a

larger memory then activities such as complex database access

or lengthy compilations could make a significant difference.

Cirtech have utilised the extra memory and provide a 12k

printer buffer and a 4k auxiliary output buffer enahling printing

whilst the program continues. The length of user area under

CP/M is the Transient Program Area (TPA) and CP/M Plus

provides 54k, which is more than the so-called 56k system

under 2.20 which actually gives about 50k.

Digital Research have an on-screen HELP system and this is

available on the Utilities disk which gives the purpose and

syntax of all commands and their various options. This system

is said to be fully expandable in that it automatically recognises

"Flipper", the Apple extended memory card, and supports all

ProDOS storage devices such as Unidisk 3.5 and hard disk

drives. [1 did try the system with some Eicon R" drives, but the

Eicon disk ROM used memory locations also used by the

CP/M Plus system and so no solution was directly available.

1

Whilst writing this, I came across Max Panrott's review of this

card in Apple User (Sept.86) wherein he records that he had

problems with Turbo Pascal accessing the printer - 1 have tested

this and get no problems.

CP/M Plus has a number of differences with 2.2, the most

immediate and welcome is the removal of pressing controI-C

whenever you change disks which was always so irritating!

STAT has been withdrawn and most of its duties done by

SHOW, although some of them are harnessed by an enhanced

DIRectory command. DEVICE replaces CONFIG for baud
rates. The maximum size for a file increased from 8mb to 32mb
(big deal for most Apple users!). Most commands are more
useful and friendly, eg the TYPE command stops when a screen

is full rather than dashing on (although this can be deselected).

CP/M Plus has a potentiaJly useful addition for small

businesses which allows you to add passwords to files.The User

Manual is surprisingly informative despite its apparent brevity.

The information on the commands including syntax, options

and examples appear to be drawn directly from Digital Research

and these are reflected in a very useful on-line HELP system on

the Utility disk. Commercial packages need to be "installed"

before use and you are advised to choose the Soroc 120/140

option, but this is not enough for some packages, and it would

thus have been useful if the screen-handling codes had been
given. For those interested in more technical access to the

system you can get the CP/M Plus Programmer's Pack

consisting of: a disk of utilities, a 36 page manual and a

Cirtech ring binder containing three Digital Research manuals

(Programmer's Guide, Programmer's Utilities Guide and

Symbolic Instruction Debugger Reference Manual).

The utility disk includes a normal and a relocating macro

assembler and linker, an 8080 and a Z80 debugger. There are

differences between 2.2 and 3.0: DDT is replaced by the more

versatile SID (and ZSID for Z80 codes). DUMP has been

enhanced to add ASCII translations to the hex codes. The

Cirtech manual includes the CP/M Plus memory map, terminal

emulation codes, various BIOS calls, some useful Apple

addresses and assembler examples, etc.

To summarise, it is an excellent card and package; it easily

displaces my Softcard and 1 would recommend this to anyone

interested in using CP/M packages. ^
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Open the Window on Today's Revolution!

To use today's and tomorrow's high-power software you need more than just

a simple Ramcard. The Flipper System boosts the performance of today's
programs and is equipped to take on tomorrow's. The combination of unrivalled

compatibility and the versatility of the RamDesk Manager makes this system
the most powerful productivity tool available for your Apple.

With one MeyaByte of low-power RAM,
the Flipper system is automatically used by
a growing range of today's advanced
programs such as AppleWorks, PinPoint,

Mouse/PFS series, etc. It has been
designed to the new Apple standard for

memory cards, and is automatically
recognised by ALL ProDOS, Pascal 1 .3 and
CP/M f based programs, comes complete
with RamDisk support for Pascal 1 .1/1.2,

SoftCard CP/M 2. 23/2. 20b and
has inbuilt support for DOS 3.3.

WorkRrMs Sot/drive fctivate Res-fore N-":

!...;V. ::fl-7H7/. . .-./v.

i

Ripper Raatesk Manager by CIRTECH

Which WcrtflPca Ktvp do you wish to use?

mi

Wxkflreas Slot/drive Activate Restore Backup Nate Clear

II
I 3

II-
in

OK *i

n~ b

life 1.
Cartel Esc

1 1 ,

Unleash the Potential

of your Apple If

.-
1

RoCesk rtanager S CIRTECH (UK) Ltd.

The RuDesk forager till let you swp betneen

afferent program ati'or operating systems in

Uorkflreas in the Flipper aeaortj. You can also

jj use it to Baxkup and Restore data to/froi Flipper

to any t#e of ProOos coopatiNe dsk dive

SJot/drive ft:tivate Restore Backup Msw

Screens shown
are from an
enhanced 1?RK
Apple lie'

flppleHorks

KSlWfha
Pascal Susrw

:.'•!.

CPfHPrograsfl

C
Systa- PrcOos

File Naae

Pas

Systea - Pascal

File Nam

The revolutionary RamDesk
manager with its Macintosh-like

window environment, lets you
instantly switch between
different programs or operating

systems WITHOUT re booting
from disk! RamDesk can load

and save data from user-

defined Program Areas to 5.25 or UniDisk

3.5 disks or ANY ProDOS compatible Hard
Disk in a fraction of the normal time! All

of RamDesk's powerful features are easily

controlled using Mouse or keystrokes and
the unique DeskTop display lets you see

the full status of each Program Area.

The AppleWorks Advantage

The Flipper system automatically expands the DeskTop to a massive
101 2K. It will even let you use AppleWorks on a 64K Apple II+ ,

The number of database records can be expanded to an incredible

4,200! All these features are available with ANY version of
AppleWorks.

The revolutionary new Flipper system is available from your nearest
Apple dealer or direct from CIRTECH for only £350.00 I VAT.

DOS Hork Rr^a

Systet- DOS 33
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CIRTECH (UK) LTD., Cuirie Road Industrial Estftta. Galashiels, Solkirkahire, Scotland. 101 28P
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= Games Review

Rescue Raiders

By Tom Wright

ir-Tech Software Inc.. have

supplied us with a review copy of

RESCUE RAIDERS which was briefly

reviewed some time ago in Apple User

and A+ magazines.

11 the Apple User review left you

thinking that RESCUE RAIDERS is just

another " shoot-em up " game I suggest

that you think again. I strongly

recommend this excellent game and just

hope that I can pass on some of its

flavour an this review.

RESCUE RAIDERS can be played on

any Apple // series machine with a

minimum of 64k RAM, one disk drive

and a two-button joystick. A colour

monitor or T.V., will produce the best

display but a monochrome display will

suffice. A useful training guide is

provided with the game which is

contained on a single disk.

RESCUE RAIDERS is a strategic war

simulation game set in 1944. The general

scenario is that the player controls air and

ground forces with which you must win

eight successive battles to complete the

game. Your opponents, are led by a group

of time lei rousts who have taken modem
weapons back to 1944 with the intention

of changing the course of history. You as

the player have also taken similar

weaponry back to 1944 in order to

prevent the terrorists from achieving their

objective. You will find thai resource

management is a major feature of this

game.

Both sides are evenly matched in types

of weapons which include Helicopters,

Tanks. Mobile Launchers. Demolition

Trucks. Infantry, and Combat Engineers.

During the first batdes the player's

helicopter is armed with guided missiles,

machine guns and bombs, while the

terrorists helicopter has only bombs and a

machine gun. This happy situation is

short lived however and by battle number
two the terrorists also have guided

missiles on their helicopter. In later

batdes both sides replace the machine

guns with unguided missiles.

At die start of the first battle each side

has a number of pillboxes, barrage

balloons, and anti-aircraft guns, all of

these can be destroyed by your helicopter

as can the terrorists ground forces and

helicopter. Sounds easy but life can be

hectic if you find yourself tackling

terrorist missiles, helicopter and A.

A

guns all at the same time ! Like their

helicopter bom missiles die terrorists

mobile missile launchers do not appear

during the first battle but when they do

you will find that they are very fast and,

until their fuel runs out, very persistent.

Anti-aircraft guns can be knocked out

by Helicopter or infantry attack, Hying to

neutralise them with tanks is a good way

of getting rid of your tanks. If you

manage to destroy either of these types of

guns you can build your own on the site

by marching three combat engineers onto

it, they will build you a gun and then

march on as infantry.

RESCUE RAIDER is

thoroughly recommended.

Helicopter control is good hut you

cannot fly backwards and there are times

when this characteristic of helicopters

would he very useful to the player.

Perhaps Sir-Tech will consider it for any

up-dated version of the program ? Since

both joystick buttons are used for

weaponry control they could use one key

depression to induce reverse flight

control. The player can only refill and

rearm a helicopter on a helicopter pad

which is controlled by the player.

During each battle you are presented

with a two-part screen display, across the

top of the screen is a radar display which

shows you the position of everything on

and over the battlefield. Of course you

may find that the terrorists are working

on a stealth version of their helicopter, or

even radar jamming, and radar like

missiles is not always reliable. The main

part of the display covers the section of

die battlefield where your helicopter is

located. The display scrolls horizontally

as your helicopter moves back and forth.

To win each battle you have to get a

demolition truck from your base to the

terrorists time machine. The terrorists

will be continually attempting to treat the

players time machine in die same

manner. A fairly obvious tactic would be

to position the player's helicopter by the

terrorists lime machine to destroy their

helicopters as they emerge from the

helicopter pad, but these terrorists are an

awkward lot and they have equipped their

time machine with a missile launcher.

Throughout each batUe you accum-

ulate money, the amount depends on how

much time you spend in the combat zone,

and since you have to buy all forces and

equipment as you use them (apart from an

initial supply of helicopters) you have to

keep an eye on your bank balance.

Scoring relates to die number of

terrorist units that you destroy as well as

to the amount of money that you spend

and it is very easy to saddle yourself with

a sizable negative score. You can win

battles, and even the game, with a very

low score but there is a score saving

facility for the five highest scores so if

you want to record a high score as well as

winning (or instead of) you have to be

careful.

Prior to each battle you are given a

warning thai the terrorists have been

sighted at Paris, Verdun, Brussels, or

whichever city the perishers have arrived

in, and shown the location of the city on

a map of Western Europe. Successful

completion of a battle produces a

summary of the relevant city's history

which is interesting the first few times

through and can subsequently be by-

passed by pressing the ESCape key. If

you win all eight battles you will be

shown a display which may remind you

of a film in which John Wayne got shot.

The player loses either when he/she

loses the last helicopter or when a

terrorist demolition truck reaches the

player's time machine. There is a very

necessary game saving facility so that

you can avoid losing simply through

tiredness. All in all a veiy entertaining

game which can take several hours to

win. or lose. *

4* -
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^ Appleworks - Use

Using AppleWorks
Enhancements

Harvey L. Nyman =

I
think I must have been among the first to order die first

Iwo AppleWorks Library Discs; 1 have since ordered the

next four!

I am a very happy Apple //C user, funning a number of

business application programs, including the favourite

AppleWorks. Being a professional user of another make of

computer, whose exact name escapes me. (I think it is some
initial letters beginning with T.) I have experience of a number
of wordprocessors (including Wordstar), spreadsheets (including

Multiplan), databases (including Datamaster) and integrated

packages (including Framework I!) and I would not swop any of

them for my Apple and AppleWorks!

I am writing in response to your request for experience with

the package, and I am enclosing a disc which contains one or

two of my own applications.

First on the software front 1 think it may be of interest to

other AppleWorks users to hear of my experiences with two
American software packages from a very young company I

think, called The Software Touch, of 9842 Hiben Street, Suite

192, San Diego, California. I purchased from them some time

ago "FontWorks" at $39.95, which is a print-out enhancement

program, producing results in a vaiiety of fonts, type styles and

sizes, as well as printing spreadsheet, etc sideways.

When I first got the program in Version 1, it required

AppleWorks files to be printed to disc as text files, before the

program would print them.

However in response to press announcements I have now had

a free update to version 2 which is a vast improvement. It now
reads AppleWorks files directly, which saves much time and

trouble. Up to four fonts can be used tor printing (two if

printing sideways). There is also a font editor included which

can be used !o design your own or foreign character sets (it can

be used to change ihe US hash sign to T).

All in all FontWorks is now a very usable utility, and so

much based on AppleWorks menu systems that a manual is

hardly needed. There are some drawbacks, of course! Since

printing is in graphic mode it is slow, moreover there is no

"WYSIWYG". The controls of print size and spacing are not

easy to envisage and the results are not seen until they are

printed. (Unlike 'Multiscribe' which I also have, but that's

another non-AppleWorks story).

The second program from the same stable is however very

good indeed. This as they say "will change your life!". Called

AutoWorks it gives from within AppleWorks a mail merge,

macros, mouse control, and a disc filing/cataloging system. The
program modifies die AppleWorks start up disc, as a one time

operation and thats it. AppleWorks with the modified start up

has all the features available by pressing open-apple-X, from

anywhere in the program.

The features are really first class. Mail merge will prim

truncated or fixed length fields, and it works really well; and in

full view on the screen! The Macros are also a marvellous

addition.

The program will read ProDos disk directories directly into

an a database, for subsequent library possibilities. I really think

this is a first class add-on for a fine program (tt costs $39.95).

There is one bug lurking. The manual says you can update

the macros on booting up, with a turnkey file, I can't! All I do

is end up in the monitor. I have written to San Diego for help.

As a keyboard die hard 1 also find being able to whizz

through a file by mouse control very useful. Finally I have

included three of my own application templates.

1

.

A spreadsheet which I use for keeping track of

photographic material stocks, but could obviously be adapted

for any stock control situation. A minimum level of stock is

included with the last column indicating quantities required to

restore stock levels.

2. A database which I use to keep track of magazine articles,

listings, etc.

3. A spreadsheet for share investments, but of a much
simpler format than those included on the library discs. 1 hope

that all this may he of some interest to other AppleWorks

users! ft

SPECIAL OFFERS
TO BASUG MEMBERS

PROGRAM GENERATORS
from the Specialists

!

WRITE YOURPROGRAMS IN PLAIN ENGLISH

or any other European language.

CORP (4 disk system for Europlus ][& //$

)

A Bargin now at £49.00

CODEWRITER (3 part system for//e only)

Was £125 and now only £49.00

ADVENTUREWRITER WITH GRAPHICS

Latest version, unbeatable at ...£29.00

DIALOG Authoring System

WITH GRAPHICS
(
tests and scores etc

...Only £29.00

FILEWRITER, REPORTWRITER &
MENUWRITER (Codewriter sections)

...£19.00 each

Send u§ your cheque for return mail-free delivery now of,

any of, ihe above; otherwise £5 will get you our (refund

ofter) demo-disks and sample programs:

ETCETERA Ltd., 2 Valdemosa, L'lslet X-

Roads, Guernsey - GB (tel 0481 44955)
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Software Review

THE GRAPHICS
DEPARTMENT

By Tom Wright=
r|"1 he Graphics Department is a versatile

* package aimed at the small to
medium business user for presenting data

in chart form. The package can also be

used by anyone who needs to produce title

screens etc on the Apple II series

Many packages claim to be "user
friendly" and are anything but thai, so
THE GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT was a

pleasant surprise in this respect as it

really is "USER FRIENDLY". All

modules of the package operate via comp-
rehensible menus and the accompanying
manual is fairly easy to follow.

All well and good but what does THE
GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT do ? It is

in fact a set of routines for the production

of business related illustrations. Area,

Bar. Line, Pie, Scatter & X-Y charts are

easily and quickly produced as are organ-
ization charts etc. Original data can be

entered at the keyboard or transferred from
DIF files.

An additional facility is the SLIDE
PROJECTOR which enables the auto-

malic display of up to 32 screens in

succession at intervals ranging between
1.5 and 9999 seconds. The display can

also be manually controlled.

Graphs generated with the

CHARTING KIT can display up to 99
data points and the combination of charts

for comparison purposes is F.ASY.

A large range of fonts is backed up by

die availability of 6 primary and 100

secondary colours. Apart from the

straightforward charting functions,

commands are also available for drawing,

construction of rectangles and ellipses,

and the use of shape images from shape

tables. Picture shrinking, figure painting,

colour filters, and several cut-and-paste

options are also available for modifying

and merging graphics.

THE GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT
produces normal hi-rcs pictures andean he

used to add lettering to pictures created by

other methods. Screens (pictures) are

easily dumped to printer by in-built

facilities.

Any Apple II series. Franklin or

Apple III hardware can be used. A
minimum of 48k RAM, Applesoft Basic

and one 5.25" diive must be available.

Support is offered for 25 different Dot
Matrix and 15 Letter Quality printers and

23 Printer Interface cards. An
AppleMouse is also optional.

The FILE UTILITIES module enables

you to initialise disks from within the

program. As none of the program disks

are copy protected the purchaser is advised

to work with copies - this is good
advice. The 169-page manual is well laid

out with a clear table of contents which
makes finding your way around very

straightforward.

Layout of the table of contents

includes ;

(1) Introduction

(2) Getting started

(3) Functions common to all modules

(4) The Charting Kit

(5) The Lettering Kit

(6) The Graphics Tools

(7) The Slide Projector

(8) The Printer Interface

(9) The File Utilities Module

(10) Advanced Techniques

An Appendices is also supplied.

AH four modules and the support

systems occupy 3 disks which is a

nuisance but understandable considering

the number of goodies included.

Disk No.l includes The Chatting Kit &
Printer Interface and Large Fonts for The
Lettering Kit.

Disk No.2 includes The Graphics Tools

& part of The Lettering Kit .

Disk No.3 includes The Slide Projector,

File Utilities, Small Fonts and the

Sample Slide Show.

THE GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT is

entered by simply booting the label side

of any disk. When using a module you

leave the disk in the drive until told to

remove it as many of the modules

periodically load sections of code.

LETTERING Kir
A large number of fonts are provided

including some very clear ones.but some

are dreadful. Most are good however, so

do not let me put you off. Most of the

fonts produce ragged letters, with Roman
Italic Bold best. Gothic fonts produce

text which ranges from difficult to read to

illegible.

The Lettering kit provides excellent

control over placement and size of

lettering on the screen. The angle of each

letter or line can be controlled through

360 degrees, and kerning (the space

between letters) controlled to close limits.

Colour of letters can be selected from

Green, Violet, Orange, Blue, Black (2),

and White (2). The scale of letters can

be varied on X and Y axes to improve

some (such as English Gothic).

At larger scales individual letters can

be printed onto the screen and used as

patterns which can then be filled-in by

use of the Edit function. The Lettering

kit is useful for tiding screens and

complete lines or individual letters can be

enteied. Proportional spacing is also

available.

GRAPHICS TOOLS
This module gives you the ability to

edit existing pictures (ie Binary files) or

create designs from scratch. There are

seven main facilities within the module:

Draw, Edit, Combine, Painting, Shape

Tables, Colour Filter, Offset Picture.

This combination is a powerful and

useful package which I found to be the

most interesting module.

Pictures can be saved or loaded to or

from either Hi-res page giving access to a

full range of colours.

DRAW allows you to draw points,

lines, rectangles, circles, and ellipses

of various sizes and colours.

TRANSFORM allows you to view

page 2. page 1 being the page which

is normally displayed.

XCHANGE swaps pictures between

pages 1 & 2.

COMBINE provides a "cut-and-paste"

facility for portions of a picture,

merging of two pictures, and reduction

of pictures. Merging is achieved by

loading separate pictures onto the two

Hi-res pages then using the MERGE
option.

TRANSFER copies a portion of a

picture on page 1 onto either the same

picture or page 2.

REDUCE produces a one quarter size

image.
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PAINT provides the ability to colour

areas of the screen with one of 111

colours and patterns.

You can CAPTURE sections of a

picture using the TABLE sub-modulc.and

captured sections can subsequently be

recalled and added to other pictures at new

sizes, colours and rotations.

Before drawing Rectangles etc you

must define the required dimensions of

the window on the screen.

Very precise editing of an image is

possible using the EDIT and XPAND
routines which enable you to work on

one pixel at a time. During use of

XPAND you are shown two

representations of the area on which you

are working. The left hand side of the

screen shows enlarged,while the right

hand side displays the same area at normal

Size. The area covered by XPAND is 40 x

28 pixels.

CHARTING KIT
This should come as a pleasant

surprise to anyone needing to produce

graphs via the Apple II. During the last

few years, graph-producing software has

been either very limited in capability or

too expensive.

The user can enter data for the

CHARTING KIT from three sources :

1

.

Direct from the keyboard.

2. From a previously saved CHARTING
KIT file.

3. From a DIF file.

This offers not only a large number of

fonts, but also the LETTERING KIT

AND GRAPHICS TOOLS which can

produce some very attractively finished

displays. Appearance often has nearly as

much to do with selling projects as tfie

content!

Fonts can be changed within the

CHARTING KIT and chart scaling can

be done automatically or by the user.

Direct entry of data is very straightforward

via a simple two-column display. You
can then select a chart type from : Area,

Bar, Line, Pie, Scatter, and x-y.

Selection from the list of options is a

one-key operation, the resultant

CHARTS being very legible. Data poims

on the charts can be highlighted using a

range of four marker signs. With the

exception of Pie charts, it is possible to

easily add the mean value, standard

deviation and a best fit trend line to a

graph. However care is needed to avoid

this optional data overwriting part of the

plotted data.

Dot or line grids can be added to the

charts, either horizontally, vertically or

both. Completion from depression of the

selection key was achieved in the

following limes :

1. BarChart 0.19 minutes

2. Scatter Chart 0.17 minutes

3. Line Chart 0.17 minutes

4. Medium si/.e Pie 0.41 minutes

5. Large Pie Chart 0.62 minutes

Not exacdy greased lightning but still

a lot faster than hand drawn graphs.

Colour can also be added to the charts

which enhances the appearance of Pie

charts considerably.

Pie charts can be drawn in "exploded"

or three-dimensional form and may b&

repositioned on the screen. The position

of die legend in relation to the chart Can

be varied over a wide range. Dumping

some of the charts to my printer (Epson

MX-10U III) demonstrated the user-

friendliness of the CHARTING KIT.

While reconfiguring the hardware set-up

(a very easy menu based sequence), I

found my ROSCO PARAGRAPH printer

card was not included in the list of printer

cards, so I selected ORANGE MICRO
PARALLEL GRAPPLER. The PARA-
GRAPH card worked perfecdy!

The printing module offers a good

range of options including cropping,

image magnification and choice of

inverse, horizontal or vertical.

SLIDE PROJECTOR
This module is capable of displaying

graphic screens at a rate of one every 1.5

seconds. This fixed frame display facility

is not capable of animation although very

reasonable lap dissolves can be achieved.

It seems potentially very useful for

business and education presentations.

A single presentation can include 99

different frames and each can be subtitled

with a line of text at the bottom.

Subtitles obscure the bottom one sixth of

a picture, which must be bom in mind

when preparing the pictures for display.

Pictures are stored 16 to a disk on

special high- speed disks and can be

shown in any order. Control of the

display can be automatic at predetermined

intervals, or manually via the keyboard or

paddles. Presentation outlines can be

dumped to printer if required. " Slide
"

disks arc easily prepared by transferring

pictures from DOS 3.3 disks to the high-

speed SLIDF PROJECTOR disks. The

module fordoing this includes appropriate

catalog and review facilities so that you

can check what you've done at any time.

FILE UTILITIES
This is a set of basic file handling

utilities which enable the user to :

1. Initialise a disk

2. Catalog a disk

3. Load a File

4. Delete a file.

5. Lock a file

6. Unlock a file.

7. Rename a tile

8. Review all pictures on the disk.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES near the

end of the manual provides some very

useful tips on how to use various

modules on the same picture, and include

some good thought starters for enhancing

your pictures. This is a useful section,

particularly if you're new to presentation

of graphics.

Well that's about it folks: a very

useful package which is recommended.

Thanks to M.G.A MicroSystems for

providing the review copy. THE
GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT is priced at

£99.99 + V.A.T. *

Members Small Ads

FOR SALE
Visicalc vcr218 for//c £25

PFS Graph for //c or c £25

DB Master 4+ for //+ or e £25

VcrsaCalc 16 Tutorial/Utilities £15

AppleWriter 1 for //

1

£5

Ramcx 128k for II* or c £25

Syncrgiscr kit for II \ £50

Telephone Geoff Wood on:

FOR SALE
Parallc dot matrix printer £170

2 Mountain 11/warc clock cards £S0c

Keyboard for )(+ £40

T.V. modulator card for lie £20

Wilt split

Write to J.K.CVStevcns

MIL ' :m l|.. ..-,! I!...... .

liifin

FOR SALE
MAC t New £1800

Speech Synthesizer lie £50

Copy H+ v^ £35

Quickfile II £25

Appleworks £50

Grand Prix & Bryant Games £30

Wriie in: Nal Hawk
uim mittHiHun - H i

Members small ads are free -

although we reserve ihe right to edit

the copy as space permits
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— Graphic Utility

SCROLLING THE HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAPHICS DISPLAY

The programs listed are on BABBS and The FORCE
and on Software Library Disk Dill

A requirement 1 met recently was the need to 'scroll' a

graphics display to the left in order to show a graph of the

variation of a physical effect with time, where the effect could

continue beyond the limits of a single screen picture. While
tackling this problem, it seemed sensible to cover the other

possibilities, i.e. scrolling to the right or vertically up or down.
The machine code listings show three routines to do this.

If you have an assembler entry of the routines will be quite

simple, following the assembly programs listed. If not, the

easiest way is to enter the program from the hexadecimal
dumps, also listed. To do this, first enter the Monitor by the

command CALL -151 when the Applesoft I prompt symbol
will be replaced by a star. Start with SCROLL and enter the

lines as 300: A2 00 2C A2 01 A9 20 85

308: 27 A9 DO 85 26 18 8A DO
When you have finished entry, list the program by

300.38A

and check that it is exactly the same as the listing shown. If

not, correct any erroneous line by re-enteiing it. Return to

BASIC by typing 3D0G, and save the program to disc by
BSAVE SCROLL.OBJ0,A$300,L$8B

Do the same with SCROLLUP and SCKQLLDQWN, but

change the block of memory to be listed to 300.3 5C, and the L
parameter to DSAVE to LS5D.

The first routine, SCROLL, tackles the more difficult

problem, scrolling left or right. To understand how it works,

we must first consider the way the Apple stores graphics

information. Each 8-bit byte governs a row of 7 pixels, (0 for

off, 1 for on) with the last (most significant) bit determining

which group of colours is to be displayed for that byte. In

principle then, scrolling one pixel left or right can be achieved

by shifting the set of bits within the byte and transferring one

across to the next byte, a task very conveniently performed by
the instruction ROL or ROR. In practice the task is

considerably complicated by the necessity to hop over the

colour bit.

The core of the program SCROLL is the subroutines LEFT
and RICiHT, which shuffle a complete row of pixels one place

to left or right. The process is fairly time consuming, since

altogether nearly 8000 bytes must be handled. A short cut is

therefore used when both the whole byte, and the bit to be

switched in, are blank, on the assumption that most of ihe

screen will be black.

The first part of the subroudne, which works its way
through every line of the display, is the same whichever way
the picture is to be shifted. The entry point is at $300 for a

shift left, and $303 for a shift right. I have used the Applesoft

trick of masking out the second entry point with a dummy BIT

instruction.

By Graham Keeler

A word of warning is needed regarding the colour bit. This

has to be left where it is, and governs the colour set for all the

pixels in the byte. If the bit is set to 0, the pixels have

1 ICOLOR in the range to 3, if set to 1, ihey run from 4 to 7.

As a pixel is transferred to ihe next byte, it will adopt the

colour set of thai byte (0 to 3 if the byte was originally blank).

You will thus find that a single, non-horizontal line plotted

with HCOLOR 4 to 7 will gradually change colour as it is

repeatedly scrolled. There is no way of avoiding this problem,

since one colour hit governs 7 pixels. (It is in fact a more

0300- A2 no 2C A2 01 A3 20 85
0308- 27 A9 DO 85 26 18 8A DO
0310- 06 20 36 03 4C 1A 0% 20
0318- 67 03 A5 26 F0 OF 38 E9
0320- 28 C9 58 DO 03 38 E9 08
0328- 85 26 38 RO E0 E6 27 A5
0330- 27 C9 40 DO D4 60 AO 27

0330- Bl 26 F0 20 B0 OE 0A R0
0340- 05 4A 4A 4C 61 03 4A 38
0340- 6A 4C Gl 03 0A B0 06 38
0350- 6A 4A 4C 61 03 38 6A 38
0350- 6A 4C Gl 03 90 03 69 3F
0360- 18 91 26 00 10 D2 60 A0
0368- 00 00 20 Bl 26 F0 0D 2A
0370- B0 06 10 0D 69 80 10 09
0378- 30 07 69 7F 90 03 69 00

0380- 18 91 26 C8 08 CO 23 DO
0388- ri 28 60

High-Res Scroll Binary Listing

general limitation of the system - try the sequence of commands
HCOLOR~2:HPLOT 0,0 TO 150,I50:HCOLOR-6;HPLOT
3,0 TO 153,150). Unless it is imperative to use HCOLOR 4

to 7 the simple solution is to avoid them completely if you

want to scroll the screen. Even in other applications it is best

to avoid mixing colours from [he two blocks (0 to 3 and 4 to 7)

where possible.

Two separate routines, SCROLLUP and SCROLLDOWN,
are used for vertical scrolling. They are in principle much
simpler, and avoid the colour problem since a whole byte at a

time is transferred to the row above or below. Again the

practical problem is complicated somewhat by the tortuous way

in which the screen lines are mapped on to the memory, which

also explains ihe rippling effect ihe routine SCROLL exhibits.

The routines are very similar, and involve three nested loops

to handle all the lines. The inner loop deals with a block of 8

lines, whose addresses axe in increments of $400, The second

loop runs through 8 successive blocks of 8 lines, with addresses

changing by $80 each time. The outer loop runs through the

three blocks of 64 lines which make up the total screen of 192

lines, with the addresses incrementing by $28.
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I have included a very short program to plot a simple cross

and border, and scroll it in every direction, to illustrate how the

routines arc called. Note that as written they scroll high

resolution graphics page I. The assembly program is

commented on how to change to page 2, if you wish to scroll

that page. The full assembly program is available from the

FORCE, BABBS or the Software Library.

10 HGR
15 POKE - 16302.0; REM SWITCH TO FULL SCREEN
DISPLAY
?n HCOLOF = 3

?b PRINT CHRS {4j;"BLOAD SCROLL. OBJO"
30 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191 TO 279,0 TO
0,191 TO C ,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO 0,191
40 FOR J - 1 TO 280: CALL 768; NEXT
50 HGR
55 POKE - 16302,0
60 UPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191 TO 279,0 TO 0,191
TO 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO 0,191
70 FOR J = 1 TO 380: CAM. 771: NF.XT

80 PRINT CHRS M); nBLOAD SCROLLUP .OBJO"
90 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191 TO 279,0 TO 0,191
TO 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO 0,191
100 FOR J - 1 TO 19?: CALL 768: NEXT
110 PR1N1 CHRS (4);"BLOAD SCROLLDOWN .03JO"
120 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191 TO 279,0 TO 0,191
TO 0,0 TO 279,0 TO 279,191 TO 0,191
130 FOR J = 1 TO 192: CALJ_ 768: NEXT
140 TEXT

Hi-Res BASIC Listing

0300- A9 DO 85 26 85 FE A9 3F
030 8- 85 FF A9 3B 85 21 A? 08

031 o- AO 71 Bl 26 91 FE 88 10
0318- F9 A5 26 R5 ff; A5 27 85
0370- FF A5 27 38 F.9 04 85 27
0328- C9 20 10 E4 ia 69 20 85
0330- 27 AS 26 38 E9 80 85 26
0338- A5 27 E9 00 85 27 CA DO
034 0- CF 18 69 04 85 27 A5 26
0340- 30 E9 28 85 26 29 7F C9
0350- 56 DO BB A0 27 A9 00 91

0350- FE 00 10 F9 GO

Scroll DOWN Binary Listing

0300- A9 00 85 26 8b FE A9 20
0308- 8b FF A9 21 85 27 A2 08
0310- A0 27 Bl 26 91 FE 88 10
0318- F9 A5 26 85 FE A5 27 8b
0320- FF A5 27 18 69 04 85 27

0328- C9 40 30 E4 38 E9 20 8b
0330- 27 A5 26 18 69 80 85 26
0338- A5 27 69 00 8b 2 ' CA DO
0310- CF 38 E9 04 8b 27 A5 26
0318- 18 69 28 85 26 29 78 C9
0350- 78 00 BU AU 27 A9 00 91

0358- FE 88 10 F9 60

Scroll - UP Binary Listing

f= Health Warning !

APPLE ELBOW
By Tom Wright =

Graham Keeler lectures at (he Department of Pure and Applied

Physics, University of Salford. i

"this is not meant as a criticism of

Applcworks"

I am tapping this out with my left hand due to the fact that I

am currently the none too proud possessor of an Apple elbow.

What's he babbling about I hear you asking, well friends the sad

truth of the matter is that long hours of addiction have resulted

in my developing a painful touch of Tennis Elbow which my
doctor has decided is due to my Apple installation at home.

When I set my Apple up at home I was very careful to ensure

that the relative chair to desk, desk height, and various other

features conformed with ergonomic standards that are in

common use within industry. Although 1 had seen various

angled plates for positioning at the front of an Apple II

keyboard 1 had never given them serious thought and had

experienced no discomfort during many hours of keyboard

bashing, I now wish that I had given some serious thought to

wrist/hand support.

By a process of elimination we worked out that the damage

had been caused during sustained use of Applcworks,

particularly during use of its primitive copy function when

copying fornmlaes, this is not meant as a criticism of

Appleworks itself any similar activity can apparently cause the

condition. Without support for the wrists/hands it is easy to

adopt a wrist/hand attitude which includes the wrist being bent

upwards with continuous strain associated with key depressions

and this, is said to be what caused my current trouble.

The doctor recommended that I fit myself out with a support

which enables the hands to be presented horizontally co the

keyboard so that there is no wrist bending involved and the

fingers either stretch straight out or slightly downwards, I have

done this and it is certainly more comfortable.

I recommend anybody engaging in long periods of keyboard

bashing to do the same, as the alternative is PAINFUL. Two
weeks wearing ot a splint did not help much and 1 have now had

an injection in the elbow (of Cortizone. not sure about the

spelling of lhat but it's not nice), ft

Ed:

I wonder what the doctor would order for PageMaker Blues or

Hard Disk Crash-Out ?

A nice holiday in the sun on full pay hopefully !

DANGER: Government Health WARNING:

COMPUTERS CAN SERIOUSLY DAMAGE
YOUR HEALTH, MARRIAGE AND SANITY!
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Apple
Announces

NE

Apple II GS

Compatibility Graphics Sound Power

[J he much awaited succcsor to the Apple lit & c has arrived,

-* designated Apple IIGS it is a total break away from the old

styling. It incorporates the three box system (Main Unit,

Monitor and keyboard).

Over the last six months Apple have been saying that new
products will be market driven and not technology driven. That

is to say they will listen to the User - it would appear that this

new machine is exactly what Users have wanted - it

incorporates new styling, compatibility and the WIMPS
environment.

The 11GS contains a wealth of new technology which will

take it into the next century, however those boffins at Apple

Inc have not forgotten die 600,000 ]( Users, they have cleverly

built a machine that will accept both H Software and Hardware

and also allow a speed-up of much old software into the

bargain. This ability to use old software at a much higher speed

will ensure that there is no software shortage when the machine

becomes available in December.

The technical details of the machine leave no doubt as to the

hard work put in to development, but some of the new
developments are designed with machines of the future in mind

T

Apple have brought in the Apple Desk Top Bus which I

understand will be the standard for some years to come and will

probably be seen on the top end machines expected next year.

The Apple 11GS has a more powerful micro-processor, the

65C816 is a 16-bit processor with a 24-bit address and

compatibility with the old 6502 (a'la Apple ][). The 65C816
runs at either IMI-lz or 2.8 MHz which allows timing specific

]| software and hardware to be run. The speed is user controlled

although certain device use will automatically slow it down

when required.

The machine comes with a standard 256k of memory which

can be expanded by add on cards to 8 megabytes. The 256k is

used in different ways depending on what mode you arc in. If

you want to run Apple ][ software you are given the normal

128k mapped as main and auxiliary memory, just like the //e.

The other 128k is used by the system firmware. If you use the
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native (IICS) mode you can address more than 128k and will

have about 176k of the 256k onboard RAM at your disposal,

the rest is used by the system and displays. By adding memory

expansion cards you increase the contiguous memory available

to your application. Unlike the //e, expansion RAM is not

paged and program code can run in any part of the RAM.
The new 128k ROM has many features including good old

Applesoft and a host of new features including built in drivers

for the I/O ports, resident desk accessories, the monitor,

monitor I/O routines and a resident toolbox . The Applesoft

has been kept the same as on the //e to allow for those

applications that have had the bugs written around !

The keyboard is a new design with 78 keys, it has a numeric

keypad and cursor keys incorporated and conforms to European

standards in the shape and position of ihe Return and Shift

keys.

The new Apple Desk Top Bus (ADB) controller supports the

keyboard and provides basic scanning and encoding along with

other features such as type-ahead buffet and support for up to

eight keyboard layouts.

™-"—(-~—WMWyiM-

Auxilary Slot Access

[:;:;::--:-:•:•:•:-:

. \. • 1

Sound

Socket

Serial

Ports
Smart
Port

The new mouse connects to either end of the keyboard and

also uses the ADB. The mouse is unlike previous designs and

uses a microcontroller to report movements to the ADB,
therefore relieving the main processor of additional work. It is

smaller and has a different shape than previous Apple mice !

The ADB will be the standard interface for other input devices

including joysticks and graphic input devices.

The GS allows hoth analog RGB and NTSC video outputs

although RGB has to be used to obtain the best results. Apple

will be supplying suitable monitors, both in mono and colour.

The colour one shown at the press launch appeared to be of very

high quality.

The graphic output from the GS includes both Lo-Rcs, Hi-

Res and Double Hi-Res in the Apple ][ emulation mode and

Super Hi-Res in the GS mode. The Super Hi-Res comes in

two modes depending on what resolution you require and the

number of colours you need to display at any one time. The

new Super Hi-Res modes allow coloured dots to be exactly the

same size as the black and white unlike the fit where coloured

dots are slightly larger than black and white ones. The

resolution sixes and colours allowed are: fylOH * 200V or 320H

*200V. 16 colours per scan line, 256 max colours on screen

from a paiatte of 4,096. In text mode you can choose from

sixteen colours for background, foreground and text.

The sound capabilities are improved by the provision of a

Ensoniq digital sound IC with 32 oscillators. This will allow

15 seperate voices. The sound system is made up of the

Ensoniq, 64k RAM, a Sound General Logic Unit and an audio

amplifier. Outside equipment can be connected via a sound

connector. Sound from old Apple ][ applications will work

normally although you can now adjust the volume.

The Desktop User Interface allows the User to interface with

the machine just like the Macintosh, you will sec new

programs with pull-down menus, scrolling windows and all the

other advanced environment associated with WIMPS. The new

Control Panel is available from the menu bar and allows you to

set the mode of operation, display type, operating speed, time,

date, serial port protocals and the disk drive types.

Incorporated into the machine is a clock with battery back-up

which uses ProDOS and is compatible with the old system.

The machine comes with two serial ports which will support

modems, printers and AppleTalk. A memory slot for extra

memory. A disk interface slot for the new 3.5 inch drives-

Seven slots similar in protocol to the lit are included, these

have some extra

features which will

make any new cards

more intelligent.

The Game I/O has

been kept in two

forms, the internal

DIL plug and an

external 9 pin jack.

External storage

devices arccateredfor

in several ways, the

first is the internal

disk interface which

uses the IWM and

allows the con-

nection of the new
800k double sided

drive (die same as the Mac internal/external drive). Secondly

you can put your // disk interface into a slot and run on 5.25

drives {the processor will automatically slow down to 1MHz for

disk accesses if you arc using the fast option). Then you have

the third option which will appeal to many POWER USERS -

you can use a SCSI card and run a hard drive. So you have all

the options - use old or new : 3.5, 5.25 or Hard disks. This is

the start of a whole range of generic devices which will work

with all Apple Computers whatever the model !

Power Switch
AC Socket
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RGD Video Desk

Port out Top

Security

Locking

The IIRS contains a wealth of new
technology...-

1

Right that gets the hardware side out of the way and it is

really ume to talk about die software options.

The new chip will allow programmers much better speed

whilst still working within an environmeni that they

understand. The new toolbox is similar to the Macintosh but

not as strict. Apple expects programmers to use the guidelines

laid down (this will ensure no hiccups if the hardware changes).

Remember the problems with the MacPlus where programmes

worked if the guidelines were followed ! The monitor has been

improved and has many new features and routines.

Appleworks is being upgraded to use the new features and the
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Looking at tho business end of the IIGS

possibility of others following is good. There arc two ways lo

do this - firstly you can rewrite the whole application to use all

the 16 bit instructions or you can rewrile pans to use the

toolbox and consequently run faster. Whatever happens you can

bet some really hot versions of old software will be around in

ihe near future.

The IIGS in native mode uses ProDOS 16, this is an

upgraded version of ProDOS with enhancements to allow for

ihe extra memory arid the 16 bit processor. The languages

favoured for use on the new machine are C and Machine Code.

Apple are releasing a Programmers Workshop which will

include the required tools tor designing and developing software.

Apple will be releasing a whole series of Technical Reference

Books for the new machine - these are similar to those released

for ihe Macintosh.

System
Doto —
Bus

—

~

Sound
ULU

4
1

Audi o

Amp] i f i it it j

* *

64k
RAM

— hnsoniq
DOC

1 Sound
Connector
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Systein
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Some early BTest versions of the software which will be

available have left me wondering 'what next?'. I saw a word

processor which resembled Microsoft Word on the Mac but

with advanced features. To be able to highlight text in any

colour, even have adjoining letters in different colours was

amazing and to top it all the screen resolution made viewing

easy. The other application was like MacPaint/Draw rolled info

one and given a large dose of colour. Everything that you do on

the Mac was there, windows, pull down menus, scrolling

within windows and to top it all a little coloured Apple sitting

on the Menu bar. Lets hope the Mac will get some colour

soon.

This machine will change the way mat many thousands of

Users do their work - it will be the Working Class Macintosh

allowing millions of people to get to grips with computers

without all the hassel of the dreaded BDOS error @3S3323454

type of system.

The slogan should be "The computer for everyone". #

Prices for Apple IIGS

Basic CPU inc 256k RAM £795

3.5 inch 800k Disk Drive £295

12"Monochrome Monitor £1 10

12" Colour RGB Monitor £410

SCSI 20Meg Hard Drive £995

Bundle Prices.

Apple IIGS 256k RAM
Monochrome Monitor

3.5 inch 800k Disk Drive £995

Apple IIGS 256k RAM
Colour Monitor

3.5 inch 800k Disk Drive £1395

Apple IIGS 512k RAM
Monochrome Monitor

SCSI Interface

SCSI 20 MEG Hard Drive

3.5 inch 800k Disk Drive £2195

Availability: Stocks should be

plentiful in January

This article was prepared prior to the release of ihe GS and

with only limited access to a machine. It is a truthful

preview of the new machine and not a review. The next issue

of Apple2000 will feature the first review of the machine.

We will be adding information as quickly as possible and

hope to have enough information in our members hands

prior to its general release in December/January. Wc arc

working wiLh Apple (UK) to produce a compatibility than.

Apple IIGS User Group

On Monday 15th September 1986 wc launched our new

Special Interest group (SIG) undci Ihe name Apple IIGS User

Group. Graham Auwood will be the co-ordinalor for the next

few months. We need to know if you have particular

interest.Please register it by writing to the P.O.Box with

your Name, Address, Telephone number and membership

number. We will ihcn be able to gel details to you as and

when they arrive. Please mark your envelope Apple IIGS

User Group and enclose a SAF. A

Next Issue

Living wilh the GS
The inside story on what the machine will do and what it is

like to use it for more than a few hours. Get the story - get

your December Issue.

Inside (lie GS
The first in a technical series by our resident boffin.

The technical side of the OS.

How do they dn it ?

How easy is it to progl am ?
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Apple III News
Apple III News
Apple III News

Disk Drive News

The Apple II 800K Unidisk can now be used on the Apple ///

with a //e interface card and driver software developed by On
Three, a Californian company specialising in the Apple///. The

driver and documentation is S50.

They arc also offering 'Selector /// at $99, a menu driven

program switcher for the Unidrivc or hard disk, and a plug in

real-time clock for $49.95. tfc

D A Datasystcms of Hamburg NY have an alternative floppy

system called PcDisk in 400K and BOOK versions which can be

configured for standard SOS use, and also PC/MS-DOS,
allowing file transfer between the Apple /// and 'Rig Blue'. «

The III Magazine

THE /// MAGAZINE is a monthly review of Apple /// tips,

articles, rumours and news, and costs $60 for 12 issues (inc

postage) from The /// Magazine, 3201 Murchison Way,

Carmichael, CA 95608. *

Special Offer

As a "SPECIAL OFFER" to /// users I will send a photocopied

bundle of Apple /// information, adverts and articles, together

wilh Software Disk T001, for £6.00 including VAT & postage.

Ask for 'Apple 3 Bundle' from the P.O.Box, ft

A letter from B.W. Mantcll

I am delighted to see the appearance of the /// News and would

support a SIG if their was sufficient interest. A room on

BABBS has been suggested but I doubt if there are enough ///

owners into comms. (If so, register interest with Tony Game).

Two questions:

1. Would it be possible to borrow a sample copy of On-Thrcc

Magazine and/or /// Magazine to see if ihcy are worth

subscribing to? Postage paid both ways, of course, and returned

within the week.

2. How about obtaining public domain /// software lor the

library? The group might even make a profit!

My set up is a 256K ///, Monitor ///, 2nd disk drive and

Scndala 700 acoustic coupler with Access /// comms.

programme.

I would like to liear from anyone via BABBS.

Rcplv.... lis a good idea lo get together, the /// is the most

under-rated machine ever introduced. Wa are trying hard to gel

articles and tips, our laicsi effort has lead to the Washington

Apple PI where the III SIG is very active - wc will keep you

informed. Sec the 'special offer' above - its the best we can do at

present. *

r= Hardware

A review of the

C.I.Cayman Keypad
for the Apple lie

Colin Holgate =

Numeric keypads for the //c have been available for sonic lime

now, but at a price mat makes you mink twice about whether

you have an application for one. C.I. Cayman of Solihull have

recently added such a device to their Apple // range of goodies,

for a more modest outlay.

This keypad consists of a 16 key pad mounted in a smart.

pleasantly coloured box. A 1 metre lead extends from the box

and terminates in a socket that is plugged into the keypad

connector in your//c.

The keys are arranged in a similar manner to the Mac

numeric keys, except that the * and / are swapped over. Not

that this matters, all the keys work line.

I have no need for spreadsheet applications myself, but I did

find uses for the pad in enicring coordinates, etc. in graphics

programs. Using Divcrsi-DOS I could redefine the keys for

other characters, and thus use the 16 keys as a hex input means,

for all that intense machine coding I do.

C.I. Cayman are offering this at a Special Price of £15 to

Apple 2000 members. This is a saving of £4 on the RRP.

Remember to quote your Membership number. 4

C.I.CAYMAN

NUMERIC KEYPAD FOR lie

latest design, plugs directly into port

on He mother board, \G keys +-'/ = . ENTER

16k RAM CAROL 1+
128kRAMCARDl[, ][+,//©

Apple compatible half height disc drive

(pancake motor mechanism).

13/16 sector controJIer for above

64k/80 COLUMN CARD //a

80 COLUMN Videx compalihle with built in 40/80

Softswitch for ](+

ACCELERATORS, process, approximately 3 5 times

faster with CMOS 6502 and 64k of last memory to match

:

F6TI+.
Different timing for //e

ZGOCP/M board.

RS232 serial:

Serial plus card (software selection of protocol,

suitable for use with a modem)
Printer Interfaces: Parallel (Centronics -Epson)

Parallel Grappter compatible.

Parallel Grappler with 64k printer buffer.

7.5A HO POWER SUPPLY for][t and//e

Replacement Keyboard for ][ *

Fan ][+,//«

Reconditioned Apple He systems, all have beeji

brought to 'as new' condition, offered with our standard

12 month warranty {including 64k/80 column text card).

All prices exc VAT, postal carriage £3 under £100, £5 over £100.

Apple Repairs - phone for quote.

021 - 705 7097
C I Cayman Ltd. P.O.Bok 77, Solihull, West Mids.

B91 3 LX

£89

£25

£25

£35

£150

£29

£29

£49

£29

£39
£79

£49
£49

£29

£225

(.VAT)
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— Apple // Software Review

ZBASIC Basic Compiler
Version 3.0 - A review

By Terry Cymbalisty

ZBASIC is the latest chapter in my search to

find the perfect programming language

to use on my //e. I quickly became dissatisfied with Applesoft

due to its slowness and lack of features common in more
modern implementations, such as commands which encourage

structured programming and more powerful statements like

CIRC! .P., FILL and more sensible file handling.

I did not consider Pascal because it did not offer an increase

in speed as would a true compiler, and anyway I did not want to

learn another operating system. The next language 1 considered

was C (see my article in the October 1985 issue of Hardcore for

a review of Aztec C). Although I found that the speed and

features of die language were second to none, it suffered from

excessive disk swapping and really needed a hard disk.

When I saw an advert for ZBASIC in "Byte" magazine, my
initial thoughts were that it could not be as good as the advert

was claiming, and besides, if it was so good why had no one

else heard of it. However, I promptly obtained a copy and I

soon found that their claims were not exaggerated. Zedcor

describe ZBASIC as an Intcrpilcr, which includes a mini-

compiler, and allows immediate mode, i.e. Basic commands
may be directly entered and run, as well as offering a deferred

mode where commands are entered as a program and run later.

An interesting feature of ZBASIC is its transportability

between different machines. It is available on the Apple //c,

Apple //c, Macintosh, IBM PC and compatibles, TRS 80's,

CP/M machines, Kaypros, and UNIX machines. On all these

versions, the language (hardware permitting) is the same, even

down to having the same editor. Thus moving from one

machine to another is easy; even file commands are the same.

This means that a program written on the Apple may be

transferred to another type (via RS232 for instance), compiled

and run.

Powerful graphics commands are supported. CIRCLE,

CIRCLE FILL, circle segments : ARC, PIE, BOX, BOX
PILL. These commands use the device independent coordinate

system of 1024 x 76&, (hence double Hi-Res and more may be

used if the appropriate mode is set). ZBASIC allows the

integration of text and graphics on the same screen just like

other computers.

Apple // specific hardware is supported - a mouse (or

joystick) may be read for both position and button closure - the

Apple Super Serial Card is supported by use of the OPEN
command. Hence serial transfers are treated somewhat like disk

files. Although a 128k machine is required for program

generation, once programs have been compiled they will run on

64k machines. This includes a ][•+- with a 16k card fitted.

An online help facility is provided to aid the memory, and a

quick reference card is also provided. A great advantage of

ZBASIC is its ease of compilation. No linking loaders,

subroutine or runtime packages are required. To execute a

program, die following is typed: RUN Executes immediately in

memory. CTRL-C is typed to return to the editor. RUN*
Compiles and saves program in memory to disk as a BRUN-
ablc file. RUN+ Compile and create a CHAIN file. Sharing

variables is supported. If filename is used directly alter any of

the RUN commands, ZBASIC will compile a program from

disk instead from memory.

Compilation speed is reasonably fast; on average it takes

one second to compile one kilobyte of code. ZBASIC can be

used to compile Applesoft programs which have been saved as

text files. Obviously such things as graphics and file handling

commands will need to be altered for ZBASIC to run correctly.

The code generated is a Binary file which may be BR UN. On
booting the disk, four options arc offered;

Edit Configure Save Patch.

The normal procedure is to select "EDIT' and enter the

compiler system. The "CONFIGURE" option allows die user

to alter the system default settings. The options are;

1. Double precision accuracy - from 6 to 54 figures.

2. Single precision accuracy - from 2 to 52 figures.

3. Scientific precision accuracy - from 6 to 54 figures.

4. Set the maximum number of files openable - from to 99.

5. Define or 1 as array start.

6. Array rounding.

7. Default variable type (single, double or integer) .

8. Checks for array values exceeding DIMensioned bounds.

9. Whether or not ZBASIC converts lowercase input to

uppercase

These settings may be saved to Ihc system disk using the

SAVE option. The PATCH option allows patches to ZBASIC
i.e. such things as manufacturer's updates. Note dial ZBASIC
uses BCD maths, and also the maximum selectable accuracy is

54 figures! There is of course a speed penalty (slight) to pay

when high accuracies arc used, but they are user selectable for

those occasions when they are necessary.

ZBASIC supports structured programming, for instance,

listings are available without line numbers. ZBASIC
automatically indents loops and structured segments two lines

per level. Labels may be used instead of line-numbers for

jumps, calls etc. Such commands as : WHILE WEND, DO
UNTIL are allowed. The first fifteen letters of a variable name

are significant, hence variables may be given more meaningful

names. Note that line numbers are optional.

MERGE and APPEND may be used to insert or overlay

programs and subroutines. In fact subroutines may be saved

without line-numbers to ease insertion into programs.

Machine language code is direcdy supponed.

The MACHLNG command may be used to insert bytes

direcdy into the compiled program. It may also be used to

insert machine language directly into memory without having

to use POKE. ZBASIC does not need to perform string
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garbage collection.

The supplied disk is not copy protected. This is a very fiOOd
Members Small Ads

lead winch I wish other manufacturers would follow, and 1 have
now refused to purchase copy protected non-games software. I For Sale
believe such software is "fragile", but that is another story.

I have a few minor criticisms of ZBASJC. Nothing to Koala Pad
detract irom the product really. Firstly the supplied editor is Microsoft Softcard ][ (Shz &. 61k)
only a LINE editor. A proper screen editor would have been so Pair 8" Drives with Power Supply
much nicer. Zedcor could have provided more example Other Apple ]| nils.

programs on the disk. (They supply a sort subroutine and a

simple graphics demo.) It is a shame that ZBASIC does not Offers to Chris Bakolas or
check input during "edit' mode for syntax at each 'line-feed', but

simply signals errors only at compile time. And finally, it is

only DOS3.3, and not PRODOS, although a PRODOS version For .Sale

will become available sometime during die summer. I feel thai

I can recommend this product to others. It certainly meets my Expeditor II (A/Soft Compiler)
requirements. For those who have not seen the ZBASIC advert ASM/65 (Editor/Assembler)
in Byte magazine, here are the results from it of a benchmark Format 80 (WP)
Sieve test run on different machines: AppleWriter(WP)

Macintosh IBM Apple //e TRS-80 Offers to Keiih Ashton or- M*$J
ZBaslc 7.4 sec 13.7 sec 486 sec 30 soc
BASIC €84 oec 2190 sec 5401 sec 2520 se

4 WANTED
Machines: 128k Apple //c and //c

Publisher: Zedcor Inc., 4500 E.Spccdway, #93. Tucson, Software for Apple ///

Arizona Word Juggler, Visicalc and PFS File (or similar).

Price: S90

Review Machine: 128k Apple lh Ring Bernard on ft* PJ itffl

HOLDENS
COMPUTER SERVICES

191 - 195 Marsh Lane,
Preston,
Lanes. TEL. (0772) 561321

Complete
Apple Support

UniDisk 3.5 Special Deals

This month we are offering two
bundles to Apple // users, so
now there is no excuse for not

going the 'UniDisk way'.

Thinking of buying the new
Apple // ? Ring for generous
part exchange allowances

Bundle 1 for Apple //e/+ comprising :

Apple UniDisk 800K Drive.

Accessory Kil (Includes interface card)

MouseDesk master - menu desktop
environment

Unimate software for use with DOS 3.3.

CPM. and Pascal 1.1/1.2

All for |ustC365.0O

Bundle 2 for Apple ffc comprising;

Apple UniDisk 800K Disk Drive.

New version ?1 of System Utilities

UnfMate software for use wish DOS 3.3.

CPM. and Pascal 1.1/1.2

Fitting of new ROM and modification of //c

incfuaing shipping both ways

All for just £335.00

Please add VAT to all our prices

CARDS
Apple 80 Column £79.00
Apple 80 Column 64K Ext 1SO.O0
Apple Parallel Interface 99.00
Apple Super Serial 90.00
Cirtech 80 Column 27.00
Cirtech 80 Column G4KCxt 49.00
Cirtech Z80 lie 35.00
Cirtech Champion 42.00
Cirtech CP/M+ lie 165.00
Cirtech CP/M Prog Pack lit: 89.00
Cirtech CP/M+Syst lie 19b.00
Cirtech Flipper 285.00
Orange Printer Card 69.00
Orange Grappler+ S or P
Orange Buffer Board S or P
Ramfactor 256K

99.00
09.00

219.00
Ramfactor512K 269.00
Ramfactor 1 meg
Ramworks 256K

329.00
189.00

Ramworks 5 12K 229.00
Ramworks 1 meg 329.00
Ramworks RGB Option 119.00
Resolution 64 49.00
System Clock ll/ll+/llc/lle 79.00
Transwarp Accelerator 249.00
Z-Ram256K 299.00
Z-Ram512K 359.00

APPLE II SOFTWARE
Appleworks
Apple Logo II 128K
Apple Access II

Applewriter II ProDos
Apple Pascal 1 .2

Apple Pascal 1 .3

Apple Instant Pascal
Apple Fortran

Apple Quickfile

Apple MouseDesk
BigU
G.P.L.E.
Graphworks
Macputer Accounts
Macputer Profile

Macroworks
Mousewrite
Pinpoint
Pinpoint Speller
Printographer
Print Shop
Print Shop Companion
Print Shop Graphics
Systematics Lodgers
Systematics Payroll

£130.00
69.00
49.00
89.00

180.00

180.00
90.00
99.00
25.00
29.00
35.00
45.00
79 00

180,00
350.00
35.00
89.00
69.00
69.00
35.00
35.00
30.00
18.00

195.00
195.00

Desktop Publfshing Bundle
Our Desktop Publishing Bundle comprises,
Macintosh Plus, External drive, LaserWriter
Plus, MacDraw, MacWrite, Fullpaint and
Pagemaker and all connecting cables. An
ideal opportunity to get established early, in

what is rapidly becoming a new major
industry.

£7250
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-Database News

Omnis Special

Interest Group
News

= Odette =

Firstly, I would like to congratulate the Apple2000 team on the

design of the new magazine. I am certain that existing and

prospective members of the club will appreciate the new, fresh

image. Please keep sending your Omnis queries and sugges-

tions to Keith Chamberlain at the Apple2000 PO Box.

Blyth News

Blyth Software now have distributors in Belgium, France,

Denmark, Holland, Iceland, Norway, South Africa, Spain,

Italy, Sweden and "West Germany as well as a subsidiary

company in California.

Next Issue

In the next issue 1 will be giving details of a new book called

"Mastering Omnis".

New Product News

SalesPro: Price £995 for Macintosh 512K and Macintosh

Plus.

SalesPro is a singlc/multi-uscr sales management package

designed for dealers who need to keep track of the progress of

sales prospects. Prospective customers can be coded according

to the amount of interest they show in the products. These

customers can then be selectively retrieved for telesales

compaigns or direct mailings and the response can be monitored

for possible follow up calls. You can also track the entire

progress of seminars from invitations and attendance to

eventual sales.

Accounts Suite: Price £245 (Sales Ledger) for Macintosh

512K and Macintosh Plus.

Blyth Software have long recognised the need for providing

an Omnis based accounts system. Consequently we have just

launched the Omnis Sales Ledger which is the first module in

an integrated ledger system running with Omnis 3 Plus.

These programs will be available only from designated dealers

who can customise die package to suit your particular needs.

Technical Enquiries

We receive a large number of calls from users who encounter

great problems when libraries or datafiles are lost due to

damaged disks or corruption. It is absolutely imperative to have

backups of both. If the datafiles themselves are damaged, it is

possible to use the DIF option in Omnis Utilities to transport

the data to a new file or even DIF out around the bad patch. If

this is not successful, it may be necessary to retype all the data.

Whilst it may seem a nuisance, it is less time consuming to

back up at the end of each session/day than to re-input all your

informauon.

Occassionally any problems may not materialise until a few

days later, in which case the backups would have the corruption

as well. It is advisable, therefore, to keep perhaps a weekly and

a fortnightly backup in order to ensure that if problems occur,

only one or two weeks information would have to be input

This is in addition to the session/daily backup. #

Mr John Hughes

Hayes

I have used Omnbis 3 on the Apple /// for the past 18 months.

My company have decided to convert the offices to Apple //e's

and I was wondering how easy it would be to transfer my

existing library and datafiles to die //e?

Answer; It would be necessary for you to upgrade your

Omnis 3 boot and program disks to work with the Apple //e. It

would then be a matter of simply transferring the library and

datafiles. ^

Mrs Ann Collins

Gloucester

I am a user of Omnis 3 on the Apple //e and have worked quite

happily with the program for the past year. However, 1 have

now come up against a problem which seems rather odd. The

whole database functions perfectly except on reporting. My
transaction listing stops at 'K' and I seem unable to get round

this.

Answer: You actually have an indexing problem whereby for

some reason the index pointers have become corrupt. If you re-

index the file you will find that the report will be printed out

fully. 4

Mrs Peter Burton

North Wembley

I am at present the owner of Omnis 3 on the Macintosh 512K.

I am shortly to upgrade my whole system to a multi-user

environment using the HD20 and MacServe. Will my existing

single-uset applications function on the new system, or will I

need to instigate any changes?

Answer: Omnis has locking at record level. However, if two

users access different records which arc both drawing

information from a constants file, it would appear that file

locking has taken place, when in fact record locking has

occurred because of this field from the constants file.

When Omnis 3 opens an entry layout, it reserves enough of

the Macintosh's memory to hold one record from each file used

by that entry layout. This area of memory is called the current

record buffer. When several Macintoshes are running multi-user

Omnis 3 on the same library on a network, Omnis will reserve

a current record butter in each Macintosh. Record locking will

occur if there is a conflict between the current record buffers of

two users attempting to edit at the same time. A flashing

cursor will appear to indicate that the requested record is locked.

Therefore, the main consideration when transferring to

amuhi-user system is that when a constants file is present it

would be necessary to keep clearing all unnecessary records

from the buffer with a sequence command. *
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The Editor
Apple2000
P.O.Box 177

St Albans

Herts

AL2 2EG

R

Dear Editor,

I wonder whether one of your

members could give mc help in the

following matter 7

Artificial Personality may be

closer than Artificial Intelligence

I think I may have uncovered the

mechanisms and principles whereby

on individual personality comes into

being, (ic How genotypes become
phenoiypes.)

It seems to mc that the entire

taxonomy can be replicated by

computer.

If anyone is interested in

attempting to produce the lirst model

to show how every infant becomes a

unique adult - warts and all - please

gel in touch.

NB Excepting ihe basic principle,

I know nothing about computers.

My contribution would he limited to

supplying a diagram for the model
shewing the 'neural' networks, slop-

go features, feedback loops etc. and

pcahaps seeing huw lu

circumnavigate whatever hitches

arise.

P Preston Brooks (Author: The
Anatomy of Intelligence. 1984) 17

The Mount Square London NW3
6SX lei: 01 435 0663

Ed: A real chance here for you all

to put your computers U> work. There

must be someone out there, perhaps

a member of the AUC, who would

like to he involved in this

challenging project. •

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A NAME
MAKES™

If you're taking a straw poll on the

reaction to HASUG's metamorphosis

into Apple2000 then count this us

an enthusiastic vote in favour of the

change.

Ihough the new millcntum is

barely 13 years away, the appendage

of '2000' to the Apple name
immediately opens up broad vistas

of exciting things to come. More
importantly it gives us aLl a fresh

5ta it . and tesb hope. In thK case it

has even managed to slop one

member from jumping ship' at the

next opportunity.

As a Macintosh owner 1 joined

I1ASUG over a year ago in search of

more information about my machine
and like-minded people with whom
to share problems and discovencs.

Imagine my feelings, then, when
attending my lirst AGM to lind

Macintosh owners being harangued

from the floor (by. admittedly, one

member) as hardly worthy of

breathing the same air as the

"dedicated" Apple II membership.

Though fully accepting Ihe

majority of Apple II members in

BASUG, I have, since that day, felt

something of a 'second class citizen'

within the group. Each issue of

Hardcore did hide to ease this

feeling, with piecemeal Mac
coverage and large tracts of Apple U
material that rendered the publication

of little internst to mc
Under Applc2000 we have a fresh

start. The Mac membership may still

occupy the junior' position in the

partnership fot some tunc to come,

but now there is the room and the

inclination to expand and work with

the Apple II members to produce a

user group worthy of such a far

reaching title as Applc2000.

RICHARD BURTON

Ed; Its nice to receive

complementary messages over the

FORCE, especially when its very

late at niglti and the Royal Snail is

in bed!

Your views arc exactly those of

the Committee, we sec the chance to

GO FORWARD with a new vigour

and help ail members whatever

Apple they own or use.

I would like to add that we intend

to support all machines, old and

new without favour. If you sec more
on one particular machine in one

issue that is purely the fault of the

membership, we still rely on input!

«.

Fatmplan Computer Systems Limited

Ncthcnon.

Ross-on-Wye

Dear Mr Panks

While reading your excellent new
publication. I was horrified to learn

thai Ccllip Computers (Dealer Profile

page 28) claimed io be the only

Apple dealer in Hereford and

Worcestershire.

To put the record straight, wc arc

also a long established Apple deale:

in the same county, having started

in 1978 selling ITTs (and then

Apple's in 1979) tninthe

Agricultural vertical market. In 1982

we even invented a revolutionary

language operating system for the

Apple which enabled us to produce

applicaUon software which ran 4

times faster than programs operating

under AppleDOS. fj believe, it now
comes under the heading "4th

Generation language").

We arc now the largest agncultural

systems house in dre woild and. ui

1985, we were informed by Apple

that wc were the second largest

dealer in the UK, in terms of Apple

// Sales.

So. in the words of the

aforemenitoned article, "if you arc in

the Ross-on-Wye area al any tunc

pop into Farmplan for a chat and

coffee, well wo pleased to sec you"!

Yours sinccrclcly

Jeremy Turbcrvill

Ed: Thanks for setting the record

straight, it's nice to know that our

journal is read all over the country.^

RAT Bcntwatcrs User Group
from John R Thomas

I am the Chairman of an Apple
User Group at RAF Bentwatcrs at

Woodbridgc. Our group is relatively

new being 6 months old and having

20 members on our roster. Can you

provide me wirh some informal ion?

Wc are interested in having guest

speakers address our group. The
group is interested in demonstrations

of hardware, software, programming,

maintenance of the Apple and future

developments with the Apple family

of computers. Do you have any

suggestions as to where we can

obtain such a guest?

I have written to several computer

dealers in the Suffolk area requesting

their assistance. I have not received

any responses, I spoke with Tom
Wright and he referred me to Harry

Gardiner of the Midlands Apple

Group. Roth had some good ideas.

I have not written to Apple UK. I

have not been able to locate their

address. I will be looking forward to

your reply.

Ed: Thanks for the letter, it's nice

to see new groups thriving. You
should have received by now some
more information from Tom Wright,

our I-ocal Groups Co-ordinator.

I look forward to meeting you at

ApplcWorld where we can discuss

gelling you a speaker. 4

Mr Stuart Rarmdcn

Shorcham

W. Sussex

Dear Sir,

I am a registered disabled person,

suffering from M.S. arid have just

been given:- Apple ///, 2nd Disc

Drive. Piinler, Plotter and Profile.

I have two problems that I would

be grateful for your help:-

a. The Plotter's Pen head is

missing, Lhc plotter is an Apple

410. Could you please tell me where

I can obtain one.

b. The Profile's Ready Light

comes on three times then goes out

never to come on. Could you please

tell me where I can get it repaired at

not too great an expense also I have

no packing for it therefore postage

is out.

lid: Sorry to heai of your piobleuis,

however we can see what this Letter

will bring in. I am sure that Apple

will at least give us the information

wc require. I would ask that anyone

out there that is capable or knows
how to fix the problems mentioned

contact inc. *

Wokingham

Dear Jim,

I've followed with interest the

metamorphosis of Hardcore from the

A5. somewhat amateurish mag into

the very professional looking A4
version. Congratulations on such an

achievement.

Now you've gone and spoiled it all

hy adopting such a damned stupid.

infantile title as "Applc2000". Your

explanation of die reasons for the

change on Page 3 just don't hold

water. "Applc2000" sounds like the

over hyped name an optimistic

software house might adopt to try to

give themselves a bit of unearned

credibility. Our committee must have

taken leave of their senses.

On w'hosc authority did the

committee decide on such a radical

change ? Was the ordinary

subscription paying membership

consulted ? If so. when and how ? If

not, why not ? I don't normally

attack any club, or society

committee for occasionally doing

things I don't agree with, since I'm

only ioo aware of the

unacknowledged cllorts made by

committee members and the sheer

hard work they put in to keep the

club or society going. However.

every now and then, they overstep

the mark and need reminding that the

ordinary member must be consulted

occasionally. This is one of those

occasions. I rnisi our comminee

litis trust has been abused,

APPLE2000 IS A BLOODY SILLY
NAME
I trust you to publish this letter.

Jim.

Yours, very angrily.

Hob Mould.

[Replyl....

Thanks for the compliments about

the new magazine. I am puzzled tS to

why a name should upset you so

much, it< ihr quality and value for

money thai you get from your

membership that should be of prime

concern. And as you can see wc arc

improving in many ways, this cosLs

money and eve feel that the way to

cover these extra costs is to attract

more members and idtaniscn and ai

the same time attract respect. The

few mcinlvr* dial attended the AGM
supported the changes that the

committee were making and to this

effect wc have managed to increase

the membership substantially since

ihcn. Since the change I have

received massive support from die

membership and die trade in general.

I - ok at the advertising wc now
attract > mat must be due to

something we arc doing right I

1 am sorry that you do not like the

name hut as din saying goes "Wc try

to please most of the members, most

of die time".

I hope that you still find the group

as helpful as it always has been

rjndef ihe new name ?

Ed. t

More letters appear in the

MacChat pages
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PINPOINT
ACCESSORIES, COMMUNICATIONS

AND MUCH MORE
Stand-alone or integral with AppleWorks.

PmPoint provide s desk-top accessories and communications which

become an integral part of AppleWorks. A single key press gives you

access to:

Communications

Calculator

Appointm cnt dia ry/calendar

Notepad
Typewriter

QuickLabel

Graphics/Text Merging

PLUS: SPELLING CHECKER
PINPOINT provides communications with electronic mail/telex services

such as One-to-One, Telecom Gold and fcasyLmk from within

AppleWorks and is as easy to use as AppleWorks itself. It will directly

transmit an AppleWorks Word Processor file. There is no text-fily

creation necessary, simply use the arrow keys to point to the tile to

transmit. Messages received are automatically saved as AppleWorks

WP files. And all without quilting AppleWorks.

PINPOINT POP-UP SPELLING
CHECKER

You can now Spell check within AppleWorks without leaving your

document. There is no need to save, print or ceate a text file. One
keypress selects the Spelling checker. You can check on ontiro

document, just a paragraph or just a word, with a single keypress. You

can even check the spelling of a word in a Spreadsheet cell or a

DataBase field.

When spelling is faulty the pop-up speller will suggest up to 10

alternatives for automatic correction or you can easily add the word to

the dictio nary. Or you can edit the word you rself

.

The Spelling checker is an optional add-on lo PinPoint and is dedicated

for AppleWorks.

Roth PinPoint and the Spelling checker are particularly suited for use

with extended memory peripherals such as RamWorks. Z-RAM and

RamFactor.....

MEMORY MANAGEMENT
with Pinpoint RAM Enhancement Kit:

This is a utility program which gives much more flexibility and ease of

use when using Ramdisks.

The RamFactor card can be automatically partitioned via its own on-

board firmware. RamWorks and 2 F*AM are usually used as a total

memory area for expanded AppleWorks (or other single program such

as Supercale 3a) or as a single RamDisk.

Using the PinPoint RAM Enhancement Kit enables RamWorks and Z-

FLAM to be easily partitioned into two areas . typically one area for

expanded AppleWorks and the second area as a Ram-Disk containing

olien-used files. The RAM Fnhancement Kit enables a startup disk to be

created which will automatically load the required files into RAM on boot-

up A typical configuration would be for a 1 Meg RamWorks to have

700K available to Expanded AppleWorks and 320K designated as a

Ram Disk. The Ram Disk has been set to auto-load the PinPoint

accessories (including the spelling checkerand its 50.000 word

dictionary) plus two standard letter formate, and two spreadsheet

templates. On boot-up. all these are automatically loaded into RAM,

saving later disk access and giving fast loading into the AppleWoiks

desktop directly fiom the Ram disk. (AppleWorks recognises the

Ramdisk directly).

PINPOINT requires a lie or Enhanced lie with at least 1 28K of RAM.

Prices: (oxcluding VAT)
PinPoint c6900

PinPoint Pop-up Spelling Checker e69.00

PinPoint Rom Enhancement Kit £29.00

(included free with PinPoint to Z-RAM RamWorks owners)

lie Enhancement Kit (4 chips) £59.00

MULTISCRIBE
MultiScribe gives you MacWritc on the Apple lie or lie.

MultiScribe uses the double hi res screen to provide multiple fonts, and

sizes proportional spacing and shadow outline printing - just like

MacWritel.

Plain Text

Bold

Italics

Underline

Shadow
Qoiine

Subscript

With MultiScnbe you don't have to use a mouse. All functions and pull-

down menus are easily accessed via the keyboard. Plus, as well as 10

fonts provided, there's even a font editor so you can create your own.

All this on a full feature word processor

Multi-Scribe works with a lie or 1 28K lie and most dot matrix printers

and interface cards. You can even use Multi-Scribe to customise files

created on other word processors such as AppleWorks or ApploWriter -

in fact any word processor lhat can save text as a text file. Give your

old files new life with the attractive, attention-getting fonts and print-

styling available only with MultiScribe.

(MultiScnbe can also save text as text files for transfer to other

programs).

For all its sophisticated features, MultiScribe is remarkably easy to

loarn and use. There are no complicated control codes to learn.

Macintosh-style pull-down menus provide you with all the word

processor commands you'll ever need - without leaving your document.

And MultiScnbe feature advanced visually-oriemed text editing

commands, like cut & paste and ruler-based text formatting.

IF YOU'RE AFRAID OF MICE,
DON'T WORRY

With MultiScnbe you have the option of using a standard keyboard or a

mouse You can use your mouse to pick and click commands from the

pull down menus, or use the keyboard to simulate mouse action. And for

advanced users, MultiScribe offers keyboard equivalents for most

commands, allowing you to by-pass the pull-down menus.

With MultiScribe you can change type styles easily, on the screen and

on your printouts. With a few simple keystrokes or mouse clicks, you

can change lliat humdrum print into fancy fonts - like Old knglish,

business quality print, foreign language characters or maths and

engineering symbols. Ten fonts are included but it you don't like any of

them, then you can create your own (or edit an existing font), with

MultiScribe's FontEditor. For education the FontEditor can be used to

create maths, physics, chemistry and biology fonts while for business

use. the FontEditor can be used to create logos and letter heads.

MultiScribe can even be "Ram-Driven" with RamWorks. Z-RAM or

RamFactor. and accelerated with TransWarp.

And all this for just E50.00.

No wonder Nibble nagazme gave MultiScribe 5 apples - its highest

rating.

Price: (excluding VAT)
MultiScribe £59.00
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GRAPHWORKS
GraphWorks is the graphing program for AppleWorks.
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GraphWorks has been developed to oHcr business graphics

capabilities for AppleWorks Users.

GraphWorks is a stand alono program which directly accesses

AppleWorks spreadsheet files and plots them as four graph types; bar,

Etacked-bar, line and pie charts.

Price: (excluding VAT)

GraphWorks £79.00

ProFILER 2.1

ProDos DataBase for Apple u computers

ProFiler 2.1 is a data manager/report generator which is intermediate in

terms of power and ease of use between simple file systems such as

Quickfile/AppleWorks and complex, truly powerful databases such as

dBasellandOmnls.

The structure of ProFiler is a flat-file system with the ability to merge two

files. It also provides a mail-merge facility with AppleWriter II, and will

accept databa.se files from AppleWorks.

PfoFiler 2. 1 has been designed for ease of use, is menu driven with help

screens available at key points. It is programmed on a single floppy disk

with hard disk transfer capabilities for increased storage and speed

Key features are:

Maximum records per Hie:

Maximum pages per record:

Maximum fields per record:

Index fields per record:

Search:

Report:

Mail-Merge:

Import Data:

Price: (excluding VAT)
ProFiler 2.1

64.000 (Subject to available space

on your disk) (floppy or hard disk)).

8(1 Gin 40 column mode).

250
3
Maximum of 10 search criteria per

record. (Browse and/or report)

Free-Form or columar

"Calculated fields on columar report

plus averages, counts and totals.

With AppleWriter II Version 2

(ProDos). (Use the Convert utility for

Dos 3.3 version)

Accepts AppleWorks' DataBaco
files directly. Will also accept text

file input. (And can output as text

file)

£99.00

RAMFACTOR
FOR THE 11+ /He

RAMFACTOR FOR APPLEWORKS ON THE 11+

White RamWorks is the clear winner for the auxiliary slot of a lie.

RamFactor sets the standard for He main slots and the II+.

Like RamWorks and 2-RAM. RamFactor fallows the Apple software

standard. RamFactor also follows the Apple II Memory Expansion

standard lor Ram cards.

This permits the organisation of the memory into multiple- work areas

containing different programs and operating systems. It also permits

lim ited expansion of AppleWorks 1 .3 or later.

With RamFactor, you'll be able to instantly arid another 256K, 5 1 2K or 1

Meg onto themam board of your Ho or II •

.

And as it's socketed you can upgrade your RamFactor at any time.

Virtually all modem software is already automatically compatible with

RamFactor: software such as AppleWorks, Pinpoint, SuperCalc 3a,

ProFiler. Catalyst 3.0 and more.

PROGRAM FLIPPING

RamFactor can be organised into a maximum of nine partitions. Each

partition functions as a separate RamDisk which may bo configured for

either ProDos, Dos 3 3 or Pascal 1 3. This enables you to switch

botwoon programs and operating systems as electronic speeds.

APPLEWORKS POWER

RamFactor now includes software which enables AppIeWoiks to run on

the IU.

So, with RamFactor you don't need any further software to run

AppleWorks on your II*. And RamFactor expands AppleWorks as well:

Raml"actor gives AppleWorks a larger desktop, increases AppleWorks'

Internal memory limits so that thw Word Processor can have 5.300 lines,

and tho database 5,300 records. Plus it also automatically loads

AppleWorks into RAM and so accelerates AppleWorks by eliminating

program disk access. It will also auto-segment large files across 2 or

more floppy disks. It even provides the time and date on the screen with

virtually any ProDos compatible clock.

Unlike RamWorks, however, the AppleWorks must be version 1 3 or

greater. And you still require an 80 column card (for IU we recommend
ViewMaster). You also require a 1 6K language card in Slot (or the

Transwarp accelerator in slot 0).

Prices: (excluding VAT)

256K RamFactor
51 2K RamFactor
1 Meg RamFactor

£239.00
£289.00

C369.00

TTECiiflNieilL®®j£B

P.O.BOX 264, HARROW, MIDDX HA3 9AY

ALL PRODUCTS CAHHY A TEN-DAY NO-QUIBBLE 'MONEY

BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED' OFFER PLUS ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Add £1 -00 P&P per order. Add VAT at 1 5%

Also available from your Local Dealer

Tel: 01-907 8516

Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref: 22554001)
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/^n Sunday August 3rd I was Mac-mg
^^happily away when disaster struck. I

placed my Macintosh Plus™ System

Disk in the internal 800K drive and

transfercd the system to a newly

initialised disk in the external drive.

Having finished with the System Disk I

ejected it. The Macintosh gave a funny

lillc hiccup as if something had stuck in

its throat - and out came the System Disk

with the 800K internal drive upper read

head wedged neatly in the pardy open

door of the disk!

Naturally I was plummeted into those

depths of depression only felt by deprived

Macintosh owners when their favourite

machine gasps and dies. To have the poor

tiling decapitated in front of my eyes was
just too much.

The next morning I was up bright and

early to contact the dealer who had
upgraded my machine. Fortunately Action

Data had a replacement drive so off I went

10 High Wycombe where it took less than

ten minutes to remove one, and replace it

with another. My System Disk with the

head still trapped in the door aroused

some interest.

Dave Martin of Action Data expressed

doubts about the use of the yellow

shipping disk provided with 800K drives

with ihc idea of keeping the two drive

heads apart when travelling with the

machine. "Customers who use the yellow

disk constantly have had problems which
we think may be caused by the yellow

disk catching on withdrawal. When we
have advised them not to use the yellow

disk, wc have not heard from them again

so presumably the problems have gone

away. We have suggested to Apple U.K.

that the yellow disk may be causing

problems, but at the moment it is only a

suggestion."

Dave demonstrated with our

decapitated drive, now removed from the

machine, dial a quite severe shake or jerk

is necessary before the heads could meet

together. If one takes reasonable-

precautions before travelling with the

Mac, e.g. putting it in its original box or

using a padded travelling bag, Dave
suggested that it might be better to leave

out the yellow disk if one was to be

travelling by car with the machine in a

position where it would be upright and

reasonably secure.

Having returned home I immediately

tried out die new drive. It was
extraordinarily noisy and remained so for

several days until my inquisilivcness got

the better of me and I shone a torch into

the mouth of the drive. The drive has

functioned well and remained very quiet

since I removed a small piece of

polystyrene foam with surgical tweezers.

I have a very high opinion of Action

Data, whose staff always respond with

good humour and efficiency, so I suggest

that Apple U.K. might consider whether

their packing materials arc suitable for

this type of equipment.

System Trouble

System 3.2 and Finder 5.3 were

finally released by Apple U.K. during

August. Unfortunately for some people

this was not before they had got fed up

with wailing and had obtained a copy of

the U.S.A. version by downloading it

from one of the networks. That the

downloaded copy was corrupt dawned

slowly after crash followed crash with

undue haste.

Wc have been told over and over again

dial System 3.2 and Finder 5.3 arc

intended to be the final, stable versions

and there would not be another upgrade to

the system for some time. Indeed, die

version released by Apple U.K. seems

relatively stable in normal operation. 1

would advise anyone who has come by

these system files by an abnormal route

to go to their dealer and ask to copy their

system disks.

Using the new system files on two

Mac Pluses during the last few weeks, I

have discovered some interesting (and

irritating) little quirks in some of the

files. The Imagcwrkcr driver version 2.3

q&*&

Edited by Norah Arnold =
was obviously intended for millionaire

Mac owners who never run short of paper

as it persists in pushing out one clean

sheet of paper before every print run when

used from PageMaker. Not much, you
think, but it soon mounts up. Perhaps

this is the fault of PageMaker, but the

problem did not surface until 1 started to

use Imagcwritcr 2.3.

The odier irritation concerns the

keyboard. Every so often when mounting

a disk using the new system files, one

finds that the keyboard has become un-

realized, so that the bottom two rows of
the MacPlus keyboard give Ihc wrong
characters. This can be solved by
disconnecting the keyboard and then

reconnecting again, whereupon everything

is found to be normal. Funnily enough,

this has never happened on the upgraded

machine, but has happened several times

on the other, a genuine Mac Plus.

Now it appears diat Apple Computer
Inc. have released System 3.3, Finder 5.4,

Foni/DA Mover 3.3, etc, etc, to

developers in the U.S.A.

A Holographic Screen?

A little strap of unconfirmed

information mat has come our way may
be of interest to all those Macintosh

owners who would admit to having

grumbled about the small size of the

screen. How do you feel about the

possibility that the screen might not only

be larger, but three dimensional as well?

A third party developer in the U.S.A. is

said to be working on a display thai

employs holographic projection which

results in not only an expanded screen

area but three dimensional colour as well!

Cache Conflict

If the Mac Plus RAM cache is active

then any program which uses the alternate

screen buffer will crash when the user

attempts to exit to the Finder. The cache

uses the alternate screen buffer whether or

not il is in use by another program.

Using the Control Panel to turn off the
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cache seems to prevent this particular

type of crash.

One popular program which appears

to suffer this way is 'Vanlandingham',

better known to most of us as Mac s

answer to 'Boing!'. This very effective

demo works perfectly on the Plus with

[he cache off, but crashes on exit to the

Finder when the cache is on. Boing! will

run on the 512K. if all the memory is

available and not lied up with RAM
disks, etc. Memory intensive graphics

programs like Boing!, which stores a

large number of images of the rotating

ball in high memory, are the most likely

to be troubled by this problem.

Progress on the M.P.W.

For those who have been waiting

eagerly the final release of the Macintosh

Programmers Workshop, the news that

beta-testing is well on the way means

dial the moment they have been looking

forward to has come a little nearer. On
paper the Programmers Workshop looks

like ihe ultimate developmental language

environmeni, providing an interactive

setting with Pascal, C and Assembler all

I inkablc together.

The good news for Pascal

programmers is that the Pascal compiler

is the same one used on the Lisa, which

means that existing programs will need

only minor modifications in order to be

compatible with the new Workshop.

Another good point is that die system is

both MFS and HFS compatible.

Although the Programmers Workshop

will run on a 512K machine, there is

almost no room left for object code

development and it certainly works best

with the new ROMs and at least a

megabyte of memory. However, it looks

as if a hard disk will be a necessity for

any kind of serious program developmeni

as the MPW basic environment sei up for

use of the ASM module takes up 2000K.

KanjiTalk In Use

Apple Computer Japan's new

KanjiTalk™ operating system has been

getting good reports from first users. It

seems that KanjiTalk is easy to use and

has a dictionary of sufficient size for most

purposes. The speed of conversion into

Kanji from the text entered in alphabet is

faster than in EgWord, Lhe powerful

Japanese word processing package

introduced in September, 1985. by

Ergosofl.

Although KanjiTalk is compatible

with most software there arc a few

problems with Microsoft programs and

the Japanese subsidiary of MicroSofl have

modified Excel in an attempt to overcome

the problem.

The rather large 18-point font used for

KanjiTalk is one of its greatest

shortcomings, but some of the very

intricate Kanji characters need this degree

of size in order to be displayed clearly on

the Macintosh screen.

Chinese Too!

In the U.S.A. Wu Corporation have

brought out FciMa, a Chinese word

processor for 512K Macintosh or larger.

The whole user interface is in Chinese, or

by icons, right down to ihe file handling.

Entry of characters is by use of the mouse

on the Chinese Typewriter shown on

screen although lhere are several other

ways in which this can be achieved. The

characters are printed and displayed at 24 x

24 pixel resolution. FciMa also translates

from traditional Chinese characters to the

simplified version. English text can also

be included if one so wishes. More

information can be obtained from Wu
Corporation, 46 W. Avon Road. Avon,

CT, 06001 USA.

MacTcX

MacTex® is a new professional

typesetting program for die Macintosh

Plus from FTL®. MacTex is designed to

give desktop publishing users a new

power and freedom by the use of TeX, a

typesetting language intended for sizeable

or intricately designed documents.

TeX was designed in 1982 by

Professor Donald E. Knuth of Stanford

University in order to provide a high level

of control over typeset output. TeX has

an extensive set of around 300 commands
including many standard typesetting

features. Plain TeX and LaTcX arc two

extended versions of the language giving

access lo over 600 additional commands,

LaTeX, by Leslie Lampon, is intended to

make TeX accessible to nontechnical

users. Oniput from MacTcX is converted

into PostScript code giving full support

for die LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus

as well as the Linotronic 100 and 300

phototypesctting systems. MacTcX
appears to combine all the power Of TeX,

Plain TeX and LaTeX, giving access to

over a thousand commands. This is then

combined with the two hundred or so

compatible PostScript commands to give

a very powerful system indeed. No prices

have been announced at the time of

writing.

MazeWars+

Thosc who were upset to find that

their MazeWars would not work on the

Plus will be pleased to team thai

MacroMind, who are the makers of

MusicWorks, VideoWorks, and the new

CornicWorks for the Mac, arc completing

MazfiWars+, a great improvement on the

original version you may have seen. It is

reported to have multiple levels, Tardis

style transporter booths, 3D first person

projcculcs, and optional dragging of your

character through the maze with the

mouse. It can be played over ApplcTalk

or a modem.

Verbum
A new quarterly journal of Personal

Computer Aesthetics has been announced.

The premier issue of Verbum features

artwork by J.H. Davis, Malcolm Thain,

Jean Sole and other innovators in

personal computer art. This is a limited

edition premier and formal publication of

Verbum begins with the January 1987

issue.

The journal is intended to be an

ongoing showcase of original art showing

leading examples of creative works using

personal computers and including music

and video. Artwork inspired by the

Macintosh and stimulating graphic design

using the latest desktop publishing tools

will play a central part in Verbum.

More information can be obtained

from VERBUM, P.O. 15439. San Diego,

CA 92115.

New Fontographer

Fontographcr owners should be

receiving the 2.0 release from Altsys.

This should be a very powerful tool for

users wishing to customise resident

LaserWriter fonts.

The resident fonts can be used as a

base for customised fonts, by the

construction of composite characters.

Even quite complex logos can be built up

by creating a composite character made up

of several smaller characters. When
building up the composite character you

can choose to reference oilier characters in

the same font or reference characters

defined in another font.

Altsys have recently moved. More

information is available from:

Altsys Corp. 720 Avenue F,

Suite 108 Piano, TX 75074.

(214)424-4888. 4
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LETTERS
Dear N'orah,

1 thought I would drop you a

few lines, whilst out in Spain,

where J do spend a lair amount of

my lime The purpose of ihis IfittCJ

is to let you know of my experience

with Apple (Fspana) S.A., which

could he of interns! 10 readers of the

magazine, because I was unfortunate

enough iu suffer a breakdown wiih

my new Macl'lus purchased in the

U.K. at Uic cud uf February.

Late in March, my internal

drive would not read, although of

course I was still able to operate

using ihu externa] drive, however I

was within the watiauly period, hut

there was of course no way I could

get my machine back to the U.K.
for replacement or repairs, therefore

I advised my supplier, and also

asked Apple U.K. if they could

recommend a competent mechanic to

repair. Apple recommended me lo

Apple Tspana S.A. in Barcelona,

who did not start off on the right

foot, because they will not deal

directly with the public, and it

seemed as if I was committing a

crime even to try.

However, as a result of a further

request 10 Apple U.K. they decreed

that because Spain was now in the

Common Market, my guarantee, was
applicable in Spain, and therefore

valid, and so my machine was lo l>e

delivered to the local agents in

Alicante near where I live, although

quite correctly I must bear the cost

of sending it to Barcelona.

F.ventimlly the machine was sent to

Barcelona, at their nsk, and returned!

in approximately one month, with

its dnvc replaced at no charge. 1

could write you a whole c|iaj>tei uf

what actually happened which you

would find difficult to believe, but I

can assure yon in Spain, innh is

stranger than fiction.

'Hie important thing, therefore,

is lo advise readers that their

•warranty is val id in Spain as pait of

the Common Market, but take my
advice and only allow the machine

10 he sent hack 10 Barcelona for

repairs. Apple do not have many, if

any, exclusive agents. Local agents,

usually with nil or almost nil

knowledge, sell everybodies

computers without any specific

loyalties, and believe ine ihcy arc

lethal. Machine are allowed to run

in the shops with everybody trying

them and then these are sold. You
would be unable lo obtain an

unopened, new machine. Rven

uoliwarc gels interfered with, and

rarely works correctly, but of course

the market is very small, because

prices and charges arc very high. I

know several Spanish enthusiastic

buyers, who look ihc trouble lo go
to the U K in order lo buy, and of

course saved much more than ihc

costs of their trip. Obviously they

did not trust their own dealers.

Yours sincerely,

J. C. Goldsmith.

U.K. address:

Houghton under Btcan

Kent

(Thanks for letting us know. N.A.)

Dear N'orah Arnold.

Ii would be useful if your

organisation had the resources in

determine which MacSig library

disks are MacPlus compatible and to

release these on 800K disks. If

there's any imcrcal in this for

others then 1 should he glad to help.

It's a shame that many authors

of programs don't follow ihc

interface/toolbox rules (but use

quick and dirty fixes), otherwise

more would be compatible. Never
mind, there was a lot of interesting

material on the disks, anyway.

The iUe organisation data on
MP'S contained in the Fcdit

documentation was greaUy

enlightening and I look forward

with anticipation to someone doing

the same for the lll*'S data, and

publishing it.

Yours sincerely,

Kevin Thompsori

(1 try all the I'D programs on my
MacPlus before putting ihem in the

library. It all seems to depend on
your particular configuration, hard

disk or not, etc. N.A.)

Dear Norah,

More comments on using the

Macl'lus as a continuation of my
remarks published in Apple 2000

1/1 pp. 40-41.

First an apology to the creators

of Slide Show Magician. It is now
clear to me that the reason why my
master disk refuses to run and

accuses mc of piracy is ihc fact that

I removed the original System File

and subsutulcd ihc new System 3.0

file. Plainly there was a piece of
code in their original System file

which marked ihc disk as a bona
fide Master disk. This however

raises a new problem for MacPlus

users. Apple's documentation

ollicially discourages you from

using Systems earlier than 3.0 on
the MacPlus; so Ln principle one

should use the Installer program to

update protected program disks. But

the only available Installer program
is for System 3 r

which as we all

know by now has nasty bugs in it.

Apple has not yet released in the

L'K. an Installer for System version

3.1.1 ur 3.2 so far as I know. So
what does Apple expect us lo do?

I now have the new MacPlus
keyboard, and ihe accents " and -

are restored to life. The new
keyboard is in effect the old

American keyboard layout with

additions. As a icsult many of the

characters which I lovingly designed

for myself on the Option level or

Option Shift level of the keyboard

are now in the wrong place and I

shall have to rearrange my custom

fonts. More peculiarly 1 have found
dial when you pull down ihc

Calculator from die Apple menu
using the new mathematical keypad
produces the oddest mathematical

results. 2+3 no longer = 5 bui = 3F.,

etc. Using the mathematical

commands (+-*/) on the typewriter

part of the keyboard still produces

the familiar results. I do not have

any spreadsheet programs to test the

new keyboard on; it may only be a
buy in the Calculator program

J he latest version of Fonlastic

{version 2.7) works well on the

MacPlus and allows much larger

fonts (previously 32K was the

limit). The creators nf the program,

Altsys Corporation, now have a new
address on dieii envelopes: P.O.

Hox 865410, 3116 Ktngsbndge Dr.,

Piano. Texas 75086. USA. and
another new address in their

documentation; 720 Avenue P. Suite

108. Piano. Texas 75074, tel. 214-

424 4888. I hope they at least

know wheic they ically ate!

Now for Ihe nasty onel A brief

comment from MacScrious Software

(Mi one of the final pages of the

July issue of MacUscr (UK edition)

draws attention to the "spectacular"

failure rate of the new Macl'lus

internal 800K drives. The day after 1

read that, I started having serious

problems with my internal drive. At
first ii would not initialize new
disks. Then it sianed rejecting

existing disks as unreadable. In

effect it was destroying the first one

or two tracks on every disk il

handled By the time 1 worked out

what was going on it had rendered 6
disks quite unnsahle - some of

which, ol course, 1 had faded to

back up! So if anyone out them sees

any sign ol a problem with his or

her 800K drive, be warned! Proceed

with extreme caution! Happily ihe

Apple Centre at Knighlsbridgc were

able lo get me a replacement

internal dnve within 10 days which

is now working satisfactorily. It

seems that even good 800K disk-

drives have some mechanical

problems with some old 400K
disks, in my case especially Maxell

disks; I have had to use a less

sensitive old 400K dnvc to copy

some Maxell disks onto Sony disks.

before the new drives can read their

data. I have also had problems with

a 3M disk.

That of course left mc with my
unnsahle disks in he rescued I now
have MacXap version 4.1 which is

etaimud lo lv. atmpaiihle with

Macl'lus. Ihat is true insofar as it

has nut yet crashed un me. But

when 1 use il lo gel information

.iKv.it an 800K disk I am told that il

rannoi give me disk information on
Hard Disks! Their Recovery program
apjicarcd lo me as a complete novice

to he adequately explained in die

manual - but il has yel to succeed in

recovering a single fide from my
damaged disks! For the moment I

put thai down lo my incxpcnencc

and patiently persist. One of die

problems is that if a disk is

sufficiently damaficd the files have

No Name., and one nerds eventually

to provide not only ihc name of ihc

file you are trying lo rescue bui also

its Type and Creator - all ihis when
you don't even remember what you

had on the disk in the first place!

'Ihat brings mc to my latest

"find" - Mac Disk dialog or MDC
for short. I have had the program

for a week and ii is a dream! Whai
every Mae program should be! For

once I was satisfied within five

minutes that I had got my money's

worth. Just insert the disk, double-

click on MDC, type a name, click

on New, and then insert all your

disks one after die other. In a few

minutes you have a complete

catalogue of all the programs on all

your disks, which you can them
manipulate and search as you Ukc. It

gives a list of all your applications,

documents, etc., and the disk and

folder in which to find them, the

dates of ihcir creation and

modification, their size in K. and uf

course ihrir Type and Creator.

Surpnsingly the latter arc not as

predictable as I had supposed. 1 have

masses of Word documents; bui

some of mem arc Type WDI3N.
Crcaror WORD, while others arc

Type WORD. Creator MACA. At
least with this information I should

have a better chance of rescuing a

damaged file next lime.

Now that I have System 3.1.1 I

no longer have strange crashes in

Microsoft Word or Basic, although

using the new Key Caps has the

effect of disabling ihe Qiaractcr,

Paragraph and Document menus in

Word (version 1.0). But there are

still some things to watch out for.

System 3.1.1 needs Finder 5.2. and

Imagcwriter 2.2. It seems ii is not

enough to copy each of these files

individually onto a new disk - doing

thai results m Word telling mc.
when I warn to print, that 1 do not

have a printing resource (although

both the Finder and I can sec the

Imagcwriter 2.2 file ihem on the

disk in die System file).

Finally a suggestion foi Shop
2000. What about anti-static mats? I

don'l know how static has affected

mher members' Macs, but shortly

after I got my Mac, eighteen

months ago, I had an endless stream

ol problems and unexplained

crashes, which not only gave me
endless frustration but also wasted

hours of my friendly dealer's time,

unlil we worked out mat all my
disks were being corrupted by static

because nf my office environment. 1

remember that the catalogue from

Action Data's Apple Centre at Swiss

Collage offered some dinky little

anti-static mats that would be a

suitable size for sending through the

post, and may save the Hotline or

correspondence columns from

explaining away many a poor

members problems!

Chris Walker

London 7 August 1986
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Report by Irene Flaxman
For our annual holiday this year, I

visited the MacWorld Expo in Boston

along with my husband. We were

amazed at the scale of the show - around

200 exhibitors showing hardware,

software and books all devoted to ihe

Macintosh (O.K.., so I saw a few Apple

H's, and an odd IBM PC linked up to a

Mac, but we won't mention them!).

We spoke lo the organiser of ihe

event, Milch Hall, at the end of the

show. He was obviously very busy, but

still made the time to talk to us - as a

first estimate, he reckoned that there had
been 170O0-I8O00 visitors during the

three days. We bought our tickets on
day 1, deciding on the higher price which

allowed access to

the various

conferences. The
one ticket was valid

for all three days, so

we reckoned it

represented good
value for money.

The show was

open for seven

hours a day -

1 1 .00 am to

6.00pm, Thursday

to Saturday. The
list of exhibitors

included some

familiar names

(Blyth, Aldus, Microsoft, etc.), and many
which were unknown to us - the number
of products available in the States, but

which never come to us in the UK, is

astounding.

Apple Computers' presence was fairly

low-key, with several small stands around

the exhibition haJ! to offer advice and
general information. Finding technical

advice was not easy, nor was it a simple

task lo acquire a copy of up-to-date

system, finder, etc. - we were
disappointed by this, as we had assumed

that this sort of service would have been

readily available at such a large event.

Apple also provided a large area for use

by educational establishments wishing to

demonstrate their developments - both on

Apple II and on Macintosh. Their third

type of representation was a 'hands-on'

area, for attendees to try out various

software - some new, and some old

favourites.

Thcconfcrcnccs were scheduled on the

hour from 12.00 noon to 5.00pm,

allowing 50mins. for each - so, if you're

keen on that type of meeting, you needn't

see the rest of the show! They covered a The Expo guide was a 44-pagc tabloid

variety or topics at all levels of effort, which gives some indication of the

experience, with an impressive list of amount of information wc were given
speakers. Wc intended to take in a number (there weren't that many adverts.). Tins
of these, but found that time was a was to 'help' us decide which conferences
limiting factor (YES - even though we wc wanted to attend (each was listed, with
were Lhcrc for all three days!). a description of the topics to be covered);

We did leave early on the Friday and which exhibitors wc wanted to visit

afternoon (about 2.00pm), to attend a again, all were listed with details of their

meeting between Apple Computers Inc. wares. We spent hours (literally!)

and the USA user groups. We were planning our visits, but still found
pleased to go along as representatives of ourselves running around during the final

die UK users, to what was essentially a hour trying to see remaining items of
private meeting. There arc 773 Apple user interest. Wc found unexpected 'goodies'

groups in the USA, and all were invited lo hidden away at this stage, which was
send a representative to this meeting. In really frustrating as we could only have a
die event, only 60 people were present - brief glimpse and chat before picking up
this surprised us, as our own reaction to literature and moving on. Eighteen hours

at such a show is

just not enough!

At the end of

the day, wc retired

to our hired car to

survey die wealth

of information that

filled the boot.

Alter all the

excitement of the

past three days, wc
were left rather

exhausted and

wondering 'What

next?' Although

the Expo was the

main reason for

such an invitation would be to ensure that our visit to the Suites, we had extended
we were there, but the distances involved this into a two-week holiday, and still had
in travelling around the USA, and the three days to go. So, wc headed off to the

consequent costs of travel may well Adirondack Forest Preserve for some calm
preclude the smaller groups from reflection before the return to the realities

attending. f everyday life.

We found the meeting really Apple2000
interesting, and were able to introduce While at the MacWorld Expo., 1 took
ourselves to many new contacts which we the opportunity to show our new-look
hope will enrich our knowledge. Wc magazine to as many people as possible,

were disappointed that Apple did not give They were all impressed, even dazzled!

us any real news at the Expo, other than Apple Computers Inc., the dealers.

to say that any new porducts will be the user groups, and end-users - all wanted
launched simultaneously in all countries, to get their hands on a copy. In fact, I

in future - so we should no longer have to had to hold tight onto my last copy! My
suffer the frustrations of hearing about one big mistake was that I didn't lake any-

new products available only in the States, membership application forms with me
The Expo itself was really well Anyway, I hope a Tew new members will

organised, with tight security which was come out of ii. We certainly made plenty

unobtrusive bul effective (I'm really glad I of promising contacts. No user group
remembered where I'd put one particular over there can boast a magazine like ours

receipt!). Registration was fairly painless, they don't even come close. When I

with a free draw for a Macintosh each day pointed out that it is all done in spare

(it was a micro-computer, tool), lime by volunteers, everyone was amazed.
Unfortunately, we didn't win one, though - The overwhelming reaction in the Slates

could have caused problems at Customs, I is 'Weil done, and keep up the good
suppose? work'. «
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= Review

STELLA Dynamic System Dynamics

by Nick Hunter =

w hat serious software has ever offered

you the heavens, bathtubs, globes,

pipes and valves to play with?

Stella is an experimental laboratory animated for structured

thinking to improve one's ideas about any subject. By applying

discipline to thought it teaches how to formulate better models.

This totally new and different kind of program could well

become a Visicalc or Pagcmafccr in Education. It has its roots

in System Dynamics, much of the meth<xls of which were
developed at MIT.

Stella's models can be used to assess the dynamics of

situations such as the Arms Race, Soil Erosion, Medical
Conditions (like Cancer or Diabetes), Business Situations (like

Loss of Market Share or Disappearing Prnfit Margins) or oilier

concepts - like the Collapse of Civilisations.

Build Your Own Worlds

The key components of Stella are Stock, Flow and

Convener icons which arc easily named and assembled on-

screen.

The STOCK icon is a rectangle which includes a changing
level so it responds to inflows and outflows. It is like a bathtub •

which fills or drains according to what goes in or out. Slock

can be identified as any item, and can be set with an initial

value to siart a model running.

When die stock rectangle is opened (double click) it

displays a calculator and a list of allowable inputs. These derive

Irom the names of related icons, which can input into Stella's

algebraic expressions. The input terms must be linked with

calculator commands and/or other built-in functions which
include: Time, Step, Pulse, Ramp, Min, Max, Cos, Sin, Tan,

Exp, Logn, Random, Normal, If, Then, Else, And, Or and Not.

The FLOW icon consists of:

a Cloud (Sources and Sinks)

a Pipeline (where Actions How)

a Valve (Regulator) with its globe

The Clouds arc infinite reservoirs or repositories out of

which influences can appear or disappear - beyond the limits of

the model.Thc Pipelines provide the avenues for flows, which

arc time-dependent movements to or from stock. Flows are

regulated by Valve settings.

The final key icons are CONVERTER globes which
convert inputs into outputs. Globes known as I^»gic

Receptacles arc also aitached to the valves on the Flow icons

and these generate die special output of valve settings.

These Ihree key structural elements can be linked by a

fourth element - the INPUT LINK. These arc thin arrows which

can be drawn straight or to a variety of curvatures, and through

GOLD MODEL

o
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ex
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intermediary points. They form the signalling nciwork which

directs ihc structural icons to act on each other.

Feedback Loops

The iwo basic System assumptions underlying Systems

Dynamics models are: 1)A1I living things manifest goat-

sccking as an essential activity, and: 2) Goal-seeking involves

the circular process of feedback loops.

Stella's models assume feed-back loops. In Ihe classical

model of such a loop, the original Slock (say people) will

generate a signal for Action (say pressure on land). This action

works to regulate die Flows to the stock (land wars). The flows

change and determine new Values for the stocks (reduced

population) which in turn then puts out new signals to the

flow-regulating systems (stop war). Thus Conditions lead to

Actions which in return influence Conditions. Feedback loops

are well known in medicine, engineering and many other areas.

Stella has four display modes - the Diagram, Graph Pad,

Table and Equations windows. Most of the model design takes

place in the Diagram window by moving and joining key

icons, and the system works through dependent equations being

Grji.D_pecE isi

MINES-OUTPUT in

vA"
STELLA MODEL SHOWING GOLD PRICE

CHANGES WHEN MINESOUTPUT DROPS.

there is not enough emphasis given to these. Also the magic

Mac instructions: 'Select' (Icon) and 'Choose' (from Menu) arc

nut used.

A most absorbing section termed 'Bare Essentials' encap-

sulates years of model-building experience in ten pages of

condensed guidelines. These valuable tips were a blessing to

find - more please! Six models arc also illustrated and include

Population Dynamics, Laws of the Marketplace, Diet and

Exercise and Macro-Economic Money Flows,

Absorbing and Demanding

During my first attempts at modelling, I found the program

to be both addictive and demanding as 1 became absorbed in gold

price predictions. Using Consolidated Goldficlds latest graph of

gold production costs, 1 was able to make the Mines_Output in

my model responsive to a market-sensitive gold price.

After some fiddling to get the model to run, the Markct_

Residue and Gold_Pricc bathtub levels agreed to rise and fall

sympathetically. This then allowed me to build in a declining

ramp into Mines_Output which resulted in the cost curve

shown. Although many improvements could be made io my

crude attempts, it was exciting to get the

results that came out. The program is

most powerful and probing, because it

allows you to graph up to four factors

during a run, which then give traces back

to source of the causes of unexpected

model behaviour.

Stella is unique, and is valuable more

for what it does to people's minds rather

than for any printable results it might

produce. It obliges you to get to the

conceptual roots of things and won't work

otherwise. Its greatest value is in

disciplining ideas so they adhere to

coherent structures. It is therefore firstly a

Learning Tool and then a Productivity

Tool.

linked by structural connections in this window. A model will

not work unless all parameters and dependencies have been

properly defined. This forces a discipline, so if any have been

missed out they must he found and quantified.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the main

Structural diagram and its supporting equations - which allow

the models to run conceptually. It is still however theoret-

ically possible to model an irresistible force meeting an

immovable object, because Stella cannot prevent the operator

from building dimensional imbalances into its equations.

Stella's built-in clock sums ticking as soon as a model is

run and becomes animated. Time makes the program most inter-

esting, and the model can be speeded up or slowed down using

the lime step, dt.

The Manual Needs Improving

The manual is set up in a "now-do-this-now-do-thai" style

which is more of a tutorial than something which can be

consulted from scratch. It is necessary to work through an hour

or more to find out essential commands which could have been

belter explained in a few short tables.

Instructions arc given in long paragraphs of bold text which

arc not formatted to the separate steps involved. This approach

makes it hard to pick out the more important commands - as

Stella will appeal to Academics and has many obvious

applications in Marketing, Managemeni.Fconomics, Physics,

Biology and Psychology. It could well become a cull program

in Universities, but may not be so popular in the consumer

market because it demands too much mentally from the user -

most people are lazy and don't like to learn. But for those keen

to let their imagination soar there are numerous ideas in:

Systems Thinking (Vols One & Two) by FE Emery (Editor)

published by Penguin. 198 1.

The output of Stella's diagrams and graphs is constrained to

conform to limited formats which at first arc not as aesthetically

beautiful as Mac users have come to expect. However these can

be modified by pasting data into MacPaint for enhancement.

Perhaps Stella's elegance lies in reducing complex organic

iiuerdepcndencies into pure equations and graphs, but these may

seem rather cold and dry to the average person

I am convinced that this new direction of software evolution

is an important one and will command increasing respect. If

Systems modelling in any form is important to you then Stella

will be a must. It is available at £249.00 from Logotron

Limited, Dales Brewery, Gwydir Street, Cambiidgc CBl 2U.

And who knows..... if given long enough with Stella you

might recreate die Universe! #
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ri= Assembler

CYCLAN Development System

Shareware —

MAC.68K is a macro assembler that

runs under control of ihe CYCLAN
Development System. It produces

clickable applications but docs not

support full resource file capabilities.

MAC.68K docs support many additional

features not found on other Macintosh

assemblers. These include:

Sorted, cross referenced symbol tabic.

Macros with symbolic parameter

substituion.

Nested conditionals.

Column error flags.

String and substring manipulation.

MAC.68K also has many of the

features available on other assemblers:

Included text files.

Compressed symbol libraries.

Hierarchical expression evaluation.

MAC.68K uses the Motorola syntax,

and no line numbers. An instruction line

Supports features not
found on other

Macintosh assemblers

is terminated by a carriage return, and

uses this field format:

Location Operation Code
Opcrand(s) Comment

The location field symbol must begin

in column 1 and may optionally end with

a : . The operation field begins with the

firsL non-blank character after the location

field. It may begin no sooner than

column 2, but must appear by column

32. The operation field contains either a

68000 op code, a pseudo op codes, or a

macro name. Tie operand field begins

with the first non-blank character

following the operation code. The
comment field begins with the first non-

blank character following die operand

field. It may optionally begin with a ;. A
comment line contains an astcrix or a
semicolon in column 1 or blanks in

columns 1 thru 32.

A symbol is a string of I to 8

characters. It may not start with a number

or a $ . It may contain A-Z, a-z, 0-9, or

any of the following: . S __ = — period

dollar underscore equal tilda. Symbols

may be longer than 8 characters but only

the first R are significant.

Expressions arc evaluated using

normal algebraic notation. Parenthesized

expressions arc evaluated from the

innermost outward. Arithmetic operators

are evaluated from left to right, with

multiplication and division taking

Macros with symbolic
parameter substitution

precedence over addition and subtraction.

All values are signed 32-bit integers.

File names supported by the

CYCLAN Development System are

limited to 8 characters in length with an
optional extension of 3 characters. E.g.

TESTLONG.ASM is the longest file

name that may be used.

A good place to start with the

assembler is the example program

MICKOKS. This is a very simple

application based on the micro finder

program found in the June 85 issue of

MacTutor (an outstanding magazine for

anyone programming on the Mac in any

language). You click on SHELL, type

FDIT MICROF.S, and examine the

program then transfer to the SHELL and
assemble the program by typing:

MAC MICROF.S no Listing.

MAC MICROF.S -P on the

screen.

MAC MICROF.S >LST: to the

printer.

Any of these optioas will produce a

clickable application file named
MICROF.68K. To run the program

transfer to LAUNCHer and select the file.

You may return to SHELL by clicking

on SHELL when Lhe micro finder runs.

Having completed diese steps you
have run through the simplest

development cycle: edit a program,

assemble the program, and execute the

program. Since the sample program will

run you have missed out on the important

step of debugging an assembly language

program. SHELL does not currently

support a full debugging environment as

it is missing die instruction trace tools.

Until these are available you will need to

use the MACSBUG debugger from Apple

Computer Inc.

MAC.68K supports compressed

symbol and macro files. File

MACTEXT.S contains the source

definitions for the toolbox trap calls, for

some standard record structures, and for a

few memory locations. An assembled

version of this file takes only 12K of disk

space, and approximately the same
internal table space when used in an

assembly with an INCLUDES pseudo op

code. Trap names are defined with an

EQU instruction and may be used as an

op code simply by prefixing with an

underscore (E.g. _NewPtr).

Cyclan is NOT public domain
software, but TJserware' and if you decide

to use it you should send in the requested

fee of $10.00. Cyclan Software restricts

distribution of MAC.68K and its related

files to whole disk copies only. None of

die copyrighted programs, text, or

manuals may be placed on a bulletin

board or similar electronic distribution

system. Fortunately non profit user

groups may distribute whole copies of

this disk and Cyclan will send a

complimentary copy of the next level

release disk to any user group or person

generating 5 or more license responses,

so please let us know if you register your
use of Cyclan with Cyclan Software,

Also teachers may like to know that

any public or private school teacher may

Teachers may
distribute copies of this

disk for a one term
class or course

distribute copies of this disk for use in a

one term class/course. The students need
not make their decision to continue use of

die product (and send in their Fee) until

the end of the term/course. Teachers are

requested to send in their fee only if they

use die product outside the scope of the

course. The teacher or school may
photocopy the applicable manual(s) for

nonprofit distribution to students enrolled

in die class/course. All other copyright

and distribution restrictions apply in the

usual manner. *

We have placed the Cyclan
Development System in the

Appie2000 Macintosh
Library; check your order

form for details*
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DYNAMO™
Available on

Mac Disk 36

from Event One =

Dynamo is one of the most interesting

of the public domain/shareware

programs. It is a program for editing and

'running line drawing animations, U has a

different approach from some other

animation programs which require the

user to enter a large number of paintings

or drawings. Dynamo expects the

minimum imfonnation from Lhc user and

then computes the pictures needed for

animation. This approach has the

advantage of quicker entry of data, smaller

files and greater smoothness in

animation, for instance you can run an

animation in slow motion without the

movements appearing 'jerky'.

Dynamo has received a lot of attention

for its "twecning" function. This

automatically draws all the frames in

between two drawn by the user. This is

accomplished by mathematical

interpolation so the drawings must

necessarily be geometrical, in this case

limited to straight lines. This encourages

die user of Dynamo to think about

drawing structurally and in particular, to

study the relationship between structure

and motion. First, you click at the point

that will be the centre of the object's

motion. Then click at the object's centre

of gravity, then at the points that define

the rest of the object's structure, then

connect those structural points with

visible lines, the "skin" of the object.

Structural points can be selected and

given a variety of motion attributes. All

connected or "dcsccndcni" points move
with the "parent" point, and the "skin"

lines are interpolated to give the picture

smooth, continuous motion. The user can

also choose "On-Linc help" in Dynamo's
Apple menu for a more detailed

explanations.

As far as Dynamo is concerned, an

object is defined by a single node, called

die Top node'. The Top node and all its

descendants, define the structure of an

object. To set about creating a new object

to animate, you start from the topmost

node and work downwards defining the

family tree of nodes that will control the

movement of die object in question.

Next, you must decide each node's type,

by setting it to be Linear or Rotational.

After the basic structure of nodes has been

defined, the form is developed using

Lines. For each object in the Edit View,

lhc user must draw the necessary lines to

create a visible form. Then, once the

structure and lines are complete, you can

begin inserting frames in the Frame List.

editing any sequence of frames can be

accomplished easily by finding die

relevant frame in the View Clip and

extracting a frame for editing by double-

clicking the Mini View button. When the

changes arc completed the frame can be

put back by using die Overwrite button.

One of the most interesting features of

Dynamo is the ability to transform

objects, that is. have one object change

smoothly into an entirely different object.

Transformation of the form of an object

may be achieved by turning lines off,

other lines on, and by changing the line

attributes. Transformation of the structure

is accomplished by manipulating the

nodes in a similar manner.

£ it

There is no doubt that a certain amount

of conceptual gymnastics arc required to

draw this way, but for those looking For a

way to simulate complex structures in

motion. Dynamo is dynamite. Even the

public domain/ shareware version is a

powerful motion-generator which will

give hours of pleasure to those who arc

not in the business of serious animation.

Michael Everest, the creator of Dynamo
has also mentioned an interesting

procedure that can be used. Create your

| ^ 1 £ | W]

animation in Dynamo. Then nin it at the

slowest speed, stopping it every so often

(by clicking on the speed control) and

screen-dumping the lines-only image.

Then, take the screen dumps, enhance in

MacPaint and animate with VidcoWorks

for the final version. Dynamo is a great

motion generator. It can produce much

more complex effects than the simple

motion generator accessory that comes
with VidcoWorks. Another possibility

that comes to mind: create images in

MacPaint or video digitize; create a

moving structure for those images in

Dynamo. Then run it slowly, stopping

often and screen-dumping structure-only

images. Clipboard the screen dumps to

VidcoWorks. The nodes of the structures

act as reference points. Add the MacPaint

images, rotating and resizing as necessary

to keep them keyed in with the reference

points. If you are the type of person who

'sees' motion frame by frame, then the

possibilities laid before you by Dynamo
stretch as far as the horizon, and

beyond. *
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The MacSerious
Programmers'
Tool Shop

TML Pascal mBDJDQ
K IOO fh«JJ>. W» Could bo M-lllfVO n
for 2 or 3 time* thr price. Tnis
.irr.a.-in^ -,v-.tnn Will Ci.rr.pilr BOTTI
Li&i & Macintosh raswl, permitting
tKe creation of stand-alone, double-
rlirlMM* application*, and DA's.
( - 1

' ulctc arcctw to the Toolbox u pro-
vided, including QuickDraw,
MaclnTalk speech, pnnting. scrul
drivers, ApplcTalk. [.AN, and the
SANK floating point type* an?
.ajpportcd. MtKandCroutinrsun be
linluvt ThU in a complete
developmr-ni system Incorporating
: ulti '-!-.. low editing Linker/
Librarian, Resource1 Compiler . and
executive batch processing as well ,i>

the I'.k.'.iI C nmi With 11
application & D.A examples. Works
with Mac XL, S12K Mac, MacPlua,

HTS. HIMO, and extended memory
systems. Can y?w afford SOT 10 OUn
this prcgrgm

'

And In _go with It lhcr«'*TMl-
-•, -'iimi' Development Tools...

TML Sruirr* Cod* Library (or

only £70,00: A rollrciion of lA

example 1 ascal application* rep-
rt"*#nting rwor 1 megabyte of tourca
cokIo demonstrating, how to program
ruch thing* ae
• Prinilnz
" Serial l>rivera
• Macin I alfc Speech
• Stai .i.i, d Tile [>id]oi(ue
• Sn'H-^WlUhlaWtndOwS
• Pop-up Menus
a« well u example I-unction Key and
Desk Accessories.

MacLanjtuaRe Database Toolkit

for £85.00 - a complete ,-ihrary of
I'ajKal procedures that allow you to
3ulekly «oit, *i»*rrh, and manage your
ata so you can build powerful

applications.

M.icE«pPeM for Pascal from
AlSoft lor £175.00 » a mmnlete
library of Tascal proorduira.

From Jasik Designs

The Interactive

disassembler.
When you've col
MacNosy, there

aronomore
MOMS

£80.00
The Dcbuggerl

bcyoiHlTJiii.ipliric... the ultimate onq

£100.00
LijrlitSpeed Pascal

£115.00
An interactive mmptlrr and
development environment for the

Mac, You'll find all ihc convenient
debugging features of Macintosh

1'Mcai (alio from Think T«h) but the

interactive program It vamtewly
integrated with a high-performance
compiler, ultia-faM linkei, and autv
malic project management.
LighUpeod PaacaT offer* both the

beginner and prolr^fiinnal developer

speed and use of uv In trailing

stand-alone double-clickable appli-

cations. Features include a High'
level Symbolic Debugger, Toolbox-

level Debugger, numerous utilities,

excellent documentation

Lightspeed C
£160.00
A complete high-performance C
programming environment provid-

ing in a single inlegiaUsi Maiintu>h-
style application, m multi-file text

editor, nigh performance native

code compiler, ultra-fast linker, and
automatic make facility, as well as

full Toolbox and Unix-compatibility
library support. Complete iiuplc-

mcnlnlioB of the C luncungo a<

defined by Kemtghan it Ritchie's

The C Prognmmng Lmg-uagt phis
more recent features

'i i«;r-.-j--.il C compiles nutiv than 10

limes faster than any other Mac C
cornpliler. Cenoratod code u between

70% ft 90* of (he size producer! by
other compilers, and execution time
varies between 65% and 95%. Call foi

full details.

Prolog II is a Macintosh

im piemental ion o) the artificial

inivlligimc language that n ideal

for creating expert systems and
natural bngauage procc&inK. It

can he linked to the ToolBox using

Lisa or 1MI. Pascal £345.00

TOPLINE
accounting
The accounting system that leaves you i?i control

S-Ledger
P-Ledger
S-ledger & P-Ledger

£395.00

£395.00

£645.00
TOPLINE - a new series of modular
accounting packages that make full use of the
Macintosh user interface. Neither power nor
ease ofuse are sacrificed here.

TOPLINE takes the Macintosh interface and
improves it with it's unique Drag'iiPasU?

system, greatly speedingup data entry and
reducing the clanger oferrors.
TOPLINE has been designed with all the
analysis tools you needed to monitor
performance. What's more, it couldn't be
easier to transfer information to and from
other applications for additional processing.
TOPLINE does not rigidly constrain your way
of working. Flexibility is the key. For
instance, ifwhen preparing an invoice you
forgot to enter a product code, simply open the

product window, create' the new product, and
return to the i nvoice.

TOPLINE leaves vou in control.

• Full-power accounting system
• Integrated Invoicing
• Full Macintosh interface -andmore
• Easy integration with other programs
• Full LaserWriter support

Available- -now from all good Apple dealers

Ask for theTOPUNE informationpack-it
inclu des a working demonstrat ion disk. |
The costs is £5, whichcanbe set against

purchaseo*TOPUNE
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The MacSerious Promise
We're dedicated lo helping iho serious - or not loo

serious • Mac user qet hold of the software he or

she needs ... and which no-one else supples this

side of the Atlantic. If you can't find it elsewhere,
try MacSerious. If we don't have it in stock,

wh'II o>'i it fur you if it exists. -

: '
-

'

INBOX

FUeMakerPlus
,€275.00

Database & form mangement for

bysiness;

powerful, l.'Bxabitj database

up io 16Mb per file

open a Mes at once

automated comm and mac ros

Iransferdatato/Irom

lext.basic.STlK files

mait-merrje wilh MS-Word
every word is indexed, so

searchos are light mng last

tO form templates included

accepts graphics Irom

MacPainS. MrtcDraw. tic.

lull LaserWriter and
ImageWnter compaiability

What you want from a database

W wise* y beajde an ifcm. it muu
«cba>caikmoavaiUUe. Costa
lf.S-n0r.afh inc. JM\ -1 1 -.-i,UMe on

MacGolf

is not a

Game
...it's a simttialim

(Uwecarthave'i'gm;

simulators, why no!

one (or gel ^) Vou wi

love ft' tven for

'dedicated business

users. MacGolf has
proven appeal Don'l

lei yoursert leave

without ill Version

2.0 is here, at a new
reduced pnee ol

Mfl.95 •
ci». r>-« rt ojj- iMdnj nt
it".w! o» J»fl fO- I/O*". »

A Macintosh desktop communications system tor the

AppleTalk network. INBOX makes it possible for you lo

send phone messages and memos, and has advanced I

sharing capabilities. Call for more information about this

groundbreaking new product, The starter kit, which

includes an Administrator Unit and three Persona!

Connects, retails for C245.O0. Additional Personal

Connections are £65.00 each.



new... new... new™

mtifc (Oasttlke

Cad you dcfmi the Biack
" jb£l evil ruler of the Dark
C«W Action u hot and heavy

u you b.:\ •
]. your way through

Sunning graphir* and nmnntn
j 11 imat .'

' n thai w ill take your
breath awayM an MrcadWaction
gums m biff il filla two ditike...

hr-cUe. frantic
. but - .'. of .i!i

/

Silicon Press £74.95
Thocotourpnnt solution lor the

Mac, A utility for printing labels,

cards, or full-page layouts -

whatever size you warn • in colour

on the ImageWriierll. Text &
Graphics can bo muted freely, &
information can bo merged from

most database programs. Full

LaserWriter support. "Silicon

Press lakes desktoppublishing one

step further, it is pure genius'

SUPERPAINT
The ultimate oaini/di&u/fyuiittihuui

program. OwySupti'Paint tit's

y*1"-?™ trJF^if' J ii! i<(rju t

jpnajfcl artistry and disiffn

on icrun at tfu um/. trmi,

and Print tfomtgrrtpfu on I

Lastr'YifnUr. OnlySuptr&oint

\

jivisyou Lattt'Biut** JPPJp hit-tap

luoutM
power Iff pattern uour Itxt jruLJijip Li.v

editing. OnlySupcrTainlgives yon

£90.00!
{onfa Suptr'gain.t alsofully iuypoitsujUnt*

piintiryj on Uu Imag^WriUr II. 'fiUrt's lot*

rrumjimifiufiaauu lollst tfitmallh&t.

V Ihttndoftfo Maca'aittt/'iut&'aint %ra! _A
WORLD BUILDER
An Authoring system for

creating stand-alone

interactive graphic scenes
accompanied by text and
digitized lounds. World
Builder wis uied u> create ihc

highly acclaimed linchanied

Sceptm adventure game. Now
you can create ynurown
games, or use it to erratic

inicractive training, story

boards, etc. There's a World

ofposjibllitiKawaLijMyai!

Quality Programs

|TM from

THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE
Authorised UK distributor

MacSerious
Software

Mac3Dv2:£l99.00
is the 2 & 3D object-oriented

graphics package with auto-

dimesioning, a 22-shape tool

palette, hidden-line removal and
lath I kc shaping toots. Version 2
expands the range of powerful

features to include automatic

shading and a massive speed

notice
We take orders pad with

Access, American Express,

EuroCard, MasterCard and

Vtsacards

Shipping & Handling:
In the UK: £2.00/order

(1st class mail)
W. Europe:£3.50/order

(normal mail)
Call Tor costs hy other
ways or to other places.

The MacSerious
Top 10

October 1986

Superrainl
2 Mac Zap
3 TML Pascal
4 Tempo
5 Acta
6 Mac Golf
7 Silicon Press
8 FONTa«tic
9 Lightspeed Pascal

10 PictureBaso

Cricket,,
,

£i 74.00

ynMrn qafcfumfcAifa

BUSINESS AplW aymbola. aeletaon

GRA PHrCS o( inr"%
-
MW* * *&*•

Cf\o rue IC11 hoes A vraws tOtea

BSLIJS*,. «n>-l>«t
(
20CO. point

MACINTOSH dai»«u
t
iejrr««.

iurtc*fn Acm*•ban.30 puia* . inp&ic
macro*, colour plot on./,, and much more.

FiuevisioN
Now here - the Mac's mast versatile

file manager! Up to 32.000 records,

filesupW 4Mbyte 4,000 Uiuauaa
per record, 99 information fields &
16 data types with 2,000 character*

per field - A graphics, ofcourse, ran

now you can cut'i, paste fium
MacPaint,A full IjucrWriicr
support is provided 1345.00
OK you Quy*- Hero we aro with our
flashy well, bigger} adverts They
coat money so a** you buy lots so we
c»n pay 'or th»m. All nght? - Tho Bote

Write now
The ultimate word processor from T/Maker

Multiple columns on screen. Graphics
embedable within text, and lots. lots. more.

all for £1 65. Not copy protected.
Ghis is the one SteveJobs bought!)

£39.95

Can you manage
without a disk

catatogger/labeller

much longer?

Fully hbc* &
hard disk compatible

The Games nepartmerti
(MacstHu &oftia>are7?I

Airborne CI9.96

A Vim* to* Kill _,_J37_50
Balance of Power PMJB

IhiikC-.-;!.- £44.95

LVjaVu—£44.95

Enchanted Scoters -.-.C34.95

MacColf £49.96

MadnoogaOwo Choe—.&,95
Kactor £39.95

Steven Kir*:* I he Mkt G7-»

Acta
outline processor

desk accessory
The beiter solution 10

Outlining. Bocauto Acta ie a dock
accessory, every application can now
have its own outl(r«piocws40i Us*
Ana wflh MacWnto, MS Word,
MacAtRnor. Wrna now Irs all the
same (o Acta' Also includes Search
and Sort capabilm/, paste pictures into

outlines; t- -T,ir. -
itie oonverson

utility and it's only

C54.95
Mac Zap
Mac Zap Copy
Mac Tap Recover
Mac Zap Palchcr

Mac Zap Tools
Mac Disk Copier
I'al Disk Maker

- the one essential disk

utility .now SOOK disk
compatible. £4'J.9?

'Tempo..
Jfavt you fpjt war copy ytif

TerhpO macros work hard to make
your work easier... Add

Intel Icpcntc to your Mac
*onwar*.ll"a»:eyboard sequence
needs to be performed 27 Lnws 01

every 15 minutes.Tempo will do it.

If 11 depends on a number starting
with a "£" or a name greater than

"Jortes"jt'll know what tn ho - and
do a.Tempo can even decide if it

need* tn hranch to anoiher program
Tempo will close the program
you re in, open the other, and

continue replaying your commands

£>90.(X) T»'rOO*o'*»wi*>«l'r«<«v#iy

All offors subject
to availability.

We reservo the

right to adjust
prices without

notice.
UK residents add
15% VAT to all

prices

| Y'*"-
*'--"- ;-..Easy3D

,

...makes making 3D
graphics so easy. &
it's only £90.00!
Build your own sky-
scraper, 3D logo, or

architectural rend-
ering. Or whatever
you fancy. >>:-;~

And it all

happens
with lightning

speed. Then pop
it into VideoWorks for movie
magic. Also compatable with MacPaint.
PageMaker. LaserWriter, etc., etc.

W1

instant art

hibuuil 3yiiibo&
t~ITaiTufi. Food A

Drink. DUplay A Harder Fonte,
Display Alphabets.
Bualncaa Porms

and Lamer i

'
. v <

*- f'nrrm

Fontographcr V 2.0
- 1 he unly profrMwrul tivt foni
editor avaibblc for t he Mac today.

When your design » ready, i can be
printed on the LiuM Witlei, uj eny
t'ostScript'" oompatable device.
*•:"-' i - ; 1 1

' tS l: "r.
;

, :r ,
L_ '„ lr -

I'dan tfplatt or idd «u
c'U'Kttrs to thcbv&t-tn pros.
Maximise your L*3*rWnt« power.
Brimapan* nude automattea Fly, and
caj\ be finMuned with an enc aM#d
ropy of K>NTastic, ihe famoue
biinup font editor (also available on
tt'aown)

Fontographer.£375.00

FOrn"aslic: £44.95 •
Parage nes is
• eelwfr^Gdcogii software syMenj wiri
Schematic Entry (£32£.Bfl) md DijiUl
M acmScopr (f.tV.00). Not* Ikfit

/onhuftt ptict ttiku-Uwuf Thu u a uroend
p'r/euioMl fytsm, with linkn to BiftAop

GrEilucs' Quick Circuit prosnon
(£iS0.Ov). Baakai4 it the moat po woful
lyatrm of tfa nod on any micro.

EZ-Draft £1750.0(V
- ibc ;":•; Vj..\ profeanonal CADsysKtn for
ihe Mac. RZ- Draft a axnifiomtly more
powcttul fhm any dUVi ODsyupma
available uu uuuia, «jiJ iilcal fui all lypce
'

: f.
•>-"

1
: ?; i- ..* A arcluircluial drawings and

ir*aah el lUuBtnuuiu. Opuoaal EZ>CAM
corjipkicatbeiyitem. Plcasa call for full

details. Speail hducatiaDal pace
Utaien ta a about ipectal .;>/.:-.. ,•:<-.•

for fMUrHmtm tjtWfqgmui* * EZ Draft

Thereare over 500 programs
listgdand dVscTJbeJ in our

cuirenl catalogue.
Why don't vou write or

phone for one?
(It includes the MacSerious
MiniMagazine,an<Jalutof'
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= Review

FRACTAL PROGRAMS
by John Arnold —

if n 1951 Bcnoit Mandelbrot began publishing his papers

leading to the idea of a "fractional dimension". In 1975 he

called shapes which have a fractional dimension FRACTALS
and published a book Fractals: Form Chance and Dimension in

1977, with its major revision into The Fractal Geometry of

Nature in 1982.

As might be expected with an idea which had such a long

gestation period the underlying mathematics is not for

everybody, however thai should not deter those with an eye for

the beauty of mathematical objects, from experimenting and

examining for themselves the patterns that can be obtained by

using those fractal programs in the public domain.

The best book to date showing a range of computer

generated graphics of fractals both in colour and black and

white is The Beauty of Fractals by H.-O. Peitgen and P.H.

Richter published by Springer Vcrlag 1986.

Some Available Fractal Programs

The programs include some details about fractals and the

method being used to generate them in thai particular program.

Fractal.l by Richard Koch on MacSig 24

This program uses as its basis a square, each side of the

square being replaced recursively to a specified level by a

generator which can be edited , if the recursion could be applied

ad infinitum the curve generated would be a fractal, however as

the maximum level obtainable is 6, the curve obtained is only

an approximation to the fractal for the generator used.

The program is easy to use, the generators can be edited,

with die possibility of using up to 10 segments (this is the

number of horizontal units between the beginning and the end

of ilie line ). As the level number increases, die lime taken to

generate the curve also increases and I have found that because

of the Macintosh screen resolution, levels 5 and 6 may be

unsuitable for the more complicated generators.

Mandelzoom by Robert P. Munafo on
MacSig 39

Mandelzoom appears to have been written as a result of the

fractal article in die August 1985 Computer Recreation column

in Scientific American, that article probably having spawned

mmm&&
many such programs for a variety of machines, but in its

present form this program requires a certain amount of patience

to find out what the buttons do!

The program provides an initial method of examining the

SO called Mandelbrot Set, one of the most visually rewarding

mathematical objects to have been discovered recently, and the

subject of many hours of computer examination!

The article mentioned above gives the details necessary for

writing a program to produce the Mandelbrot Scl Mandelzoom

enables you to move the centre, zoom in or out. change the

precision of calculation, and change die 'colouring' of the

various levels. The coordinates of the centre and the

magnification arc displayed. I have found this program to be

useful in quickly finding areas of interest but it then becomes

necessary to go to one of the other programs displaying the

Mandelbrot Set and transfcring die coordinates because the

display window is small.

Mandelzoom enables you to use various levels of resolution

but be warned, the number of calculations being done is

enormous and at the high resolution it will take a considerable

ume to fill the window.

1 hope to see the finished version eventually, die present
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« File Edit

MANDELZOOM by Robert P . Munafo (pre-release)
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Center: -0.74755859+0.093750006
Size: 0.00390625

(The program seems lo require a

font we do not have.)

4
MandelZoom

version is workable (wilh effort), but as can be seen from the

screen dump it needs some improving.

Fractal Contours v 1.0 by Jim Cathey
There arc around a number of programs giving versions of

fractal landscapes or contours written in Dasic which now seem

incredibly slow compared to this one which is written in C.

The landscape is built up by starting with a triangle and

applying a random displacement to the mid-points of each side,

these arc then taken as die vertices of a new set of triangles, the

process is then repeated for all the triangles until the set level is

reached.

Fractal Contours is very fast. Because Ihe displacements are

random, each landscape generated is different from the previous

ones. Should a hard copy be required the screen has to be

dumped to disc with the 'command shift 3", as I found the

'SAVE as paint file' option has not been implemented.

The first two programs described above are meant lo provide

visual results and as such they have few, if any practical uses.

It should be sufficient however to cxperimeni and see what can

be produced. The third program should give some feeling for

the landscape programs which have been used in the Motion

Picture industry. For those who get bitten by the fractal bug I

can guarantee you won't notice the hours slipping by! ^

Fractal Contours

This fractal contour was at

level six and took 40 seconds

to calculate and draw.
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Apple 2000
20 MEG SHD

Before I start this review I would like to mention that 1 have

been using a variety of hard discs for the Mac over the last year

and I have reached the stage when I now find it difficult, willi

my workload, lo use a Mac without one. My bias is personal

and it is no reflection on the Mac. At the time of this review I

was using a Symbiotic 20 Meg SCSI drive.

Construction

The Apple 2000 Hard Disc arrived by Dataposi in a neatly

packed and well protected cardboard box. 1 was surprised by its

small size and it made the Symbiotic look large and awkward in

comparison. Housed in a very sturdy case, it is strong enough

to support a Mac filled with lead ! The outer case is coloured

cream and it fits neatly underneath the Mac. It is very compact,

24cm x 25cm and only 6.5cm (2.5 inches) in height. A red

LED is situated on the front panel and indicates power on and

data access. The rear panel houses the main power switch,

power cable socket and fan. The SCSI ribbon cable comes

directly from within the machine and there is no SCSI plug on

the back panel. 1 questioned the lack of a SCSI plug on the case

but I ihcn recalled an incident with the Symbiotic HD that

crashed a few weeks ago. It refused to respond after the crash

and we tried everything to recover it. After it refused to

reformat, we opened it up and reconnected all the SCSI plugs.

Et then booted up and we were able to continue with the data

intact. So ex Ira plugs can provide extra problems-

Operation

Following the instructions I connected it to the mains and

plugged the SCSI cable into the Mac Plus SCSI port. After

powering up the hard disc, I waited for the drive to come up to

speed (approx 20secs for safety) and immediately noticed a

change from what I was used to. The Symbiotic I was using

sounded like a hovercraft, the A2000 drive was much quieter,

but still there is the inescapable backgroud whir. Oh for a silent

drive ! After the Mac completed its internal check, the hard disc

came to life and in an instant the desktop was up, which

contained the system and utility folders for the A2000 SHD.

System Utilities

There are 4 utility options for reformating or mounting the hard

disc and for backup and restoring of your data. During the

review I tried a reformat and initialise and it is the simplest of

tasks. Another utility called Mount (see Fig 1) allows you to

mount die A2000 SHD even though you may have started from

another network or other hard disc system. This is necessary if

you wish to transfer programs or files from another hard disc, i

did mount the A2000 SIID off the Symbiotic 20Meg SCSI

and data transfer was fast and clean. Before die A2000 SHD can

be mounted off another SCSI device, the device number needs

to be set. This requires the removal of the housing and the

changing of a DIP switch to the device number required. If you

wish to permanently use this drive as a second drive then the

switch will be set by the factory to the required device number.

The A2000 can be daisychaincd together with 7 other SCSI

devices by using a special adaptor plug and socket but being

short of extra devices I was not ahle to try this facility.

Software Compatibility

No software problems were encountered, except for the hassle

of the copy protected programs that ask for a Master Disc. You
will have problems with software dial is not compatible wiUi

HFS but by now most of these programs should have been

updated. However I would advise against running unknown
Public Domain software from this or any other hard disc. Once

you have experienced the ease of opening and closing

applications from the desktop, cutting and pasting between

applications and using a multitude of system fonts and D.A.'s,

it is difficult to go back to standard disc drives.

Backup Facilities

Archiver, a backup program is included on the Hard Drive but it

is very lime consuming if used regularly. 1 have been using

HFS BACKUP, written by Dave Winzler of PCPC. and this is

an affordable, quick and easy answer to data backup. HFS
BACKUP is an incremental system that only backs up new

data or data that has been changed from the previous backup.

Using this system I do not spend more than four or five

minutes a day with data backup. It is worth every penny and for

home or small bussiness users it must be the cheapest option

on the market.

* File Help R2000 SIID

1 Formot Disk.

1 i his command is used to to 1 mot a new
H disk. Hfter Formatting a disk, copy the

H the System Folder onto It. The Macintosh
B ii'in then be able to stort up from

this disk.

I Mount Disk.

1 This command Is used to mount on
1 already Formatted R2000 SHO IF yuu

, : [ have already booted ybuf Macintosh ir am
1 another hard disk, such as an H020, or

H a network.

j
• . •*** -• -

J

Fig 1. Help Screen for Mount and Format
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A2000 SIID as a Disc Server

Using the A2000 20SHD with MacServe opens ihc doors lo

muili user applications like Omnis 3+. Macscrvc is not a file

server, but if you use more than one Mac then it can allow you

to share ihe storage of ihc hard disc. It is a brilliant piece of

software with sonic nice features, especially ihc print spooler

which only works with the imagewriter as yet.

Speed

The Apple 2000 SHD is as fast as you would expect a SCSI

Hard Drive to be. I have compared it with the Symbiotic and

Ice SCSI 20 Meg drives and there is little to choose between

ihem. As hard discs fill up the available space so they slow

down in operation, especially in rebuilding the desktop. I

always find dial it is belter to only use about 15 Meg of the

disc and trade the rest off for speed. Fragmentation caused by

constant IIFS writes and re writes to the Hard Disc can also

reduce ihc speed of disc access. A remedy for this problem is to

periodically backup and restore the entire contents of the drive.

Summary

The Apple 2000 SIID is an extremely cheap, sturdy and reliable

Hard Disc. Built in England, it offers all the features of the

other SCSI drives at half the price. It carries the normal 12

month guarantee and comes from a well known third party

Apple product manufacturer. Like all SCSI drives it is fast and

easy to use and no software or hardware problems were

encountered. Noisy fans have to be lived with and this one is

better than the competition drives. I have been informed that

later drives will be even quieter. The only design complaint I

have, would be the position of the red LED on the front panel.

I did find thai when 1 used rny Mac close up to me, as I

normally do, the LED was not visible. Awkward when you

wish to see if the hard disc is busy with an access. No problem

for those of you who use the Mac at least 2ft away, from the

the eye to screen.

Conclusion

I have been using the Apple 2000 SHD for 8 weeks now and it

has not let me down during or after the review. On numerous

occasions I have dumped it into the car and taken it to Local

Group meetings, and it has not complained once. We even

suffered a power crash at our last editorial meeting with two of

the Hard Discs tn use at ihe time. We booted them up again

with no problems. I have bombed the disc with all the suspect

applications in my P.D. library and Ihe only victim was a

corrupted system, which was easily replaced. I was so

impressed with the operation and value for money of this Hard

Disc that I purchased the review machine for myself and now

its sits proudly underneath my Mac, endorsed with the APPLE
2000 badge. «

l.Knczovkh

The APPLE 2000 SHD is available now on limited offer for

£699.00 + YAT from;

Apple 2000, P.O.Box 177, St Albans, Hens, AL2 2EG.

A2000 20 Meg SCSI Hard Disc

Special Offer

a only a
£699.00 + Vat

• Made for Apple 2000 in England
• Plugs into Macintosh SCSI Port

• Software boots from disc

• No Pre- Boot Discs required

• HFS File Structure
• Compact size, sits under the Mac
• Uses own internal Power supply
• Can be supplied for either 240V or

110V
• Internal fan for efficient operation

• Can be daisychained with 6 other

devices
• 12 month Guarantee

Technical Enquiries tel: (0299) 403418

Place Access Order tel: (0727) 73990

Send cheque for £803.85 (inclusive of Vat)

to Apple 2000, P.O.Box 177, St Albans
Herts, AL2 2EG.
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From Delphi

From: J1MH (306)

Subject RE: INITs (Re: Msg 292)

Here is some brief documen union on the

INIT resources.

System 3.2 lnits

Keyboard translator (vector to

this placed in KeyTrans); Converts from

kcycode to ascii; appears to do something

else haven't had a chance yel to check it

out.

1 - Keypad translator (vector to this

plated in Kcy2Trans; Converts keypad

codes to ascii

2 - Error handler

3 - patch OpcnRcsFile ROM routine;

Checks for minifinder and uses it if four

conditions are satisfied:- 1. this one I

can't figure out what

SDENABLE
is. 2. is the.

option key

pressed ( run

finder if so).

3. Is findemame
- current application name.

4. is there a file called

minifinder on disk?

If all of these pass the

name of the minifinder

replaces lindcr in the

current application name
and the old openResFile

routine is called.

13 - patch OpcnRF, and

something clsc.OpcnRF - 1 haven't

looked at the code yet; other - I don't

know its trap number appears to be

blockmovc but it is checking

FMStyleTab + 5 which has something to

do with die font manager

31 - reads other INIT resource from

files

35 - has something to do with the

disk cache appears to load the cache

software in from resource file among
odier things.

From: MACMAG (313)

Subject: RE: INITs (Re: Msg 308)

Docs any know what Managers can or

can't be called in an INIT ? A lot of

people want to write an 1N1T0 lor those

disks dial shouldn't be booted from (like

club disks, or filled daiadisks ) Any info

would be gready appreciated. Rich

From: PEABO (316)

Subject: RE: INITs (Re: Msg 313)

I wouldn't jump to the conclusion that

*any* manager can be called from an

INIT. INITs do not contain programs,

they arc subroutines ol the initialization

process. Peier

From: MACMAG (326)

Subject: RE: INITs (Re: Msg 316)

Well basically when you sec that you

have about 10K left on a disk and you say

to yourself: Instead of having this thing

be spewed out (??) when I try to boot

from it, why not have a program that will

tell the user that the disk must be booted

with a proper system (talk about making

it user friendly). Anyways, the only thing

thai comes to mind is to write an INIT
ID=0, and get rid of all the rest. So I did

that., except that il bombs when I call

InitWindows, so, is there another routine

/pointer dial must be setup prior to

InitWindows? Before that I'm calling

InitGraf & Co. described in IM. What
about InitRcsources? Any ideas? Rich.

From: JIMH (329)

Subject: RE: INITs (Re: Msg 326)

Rich, I helped our club librarian write an

inil program for our disk, we didn't use or

need init windows, just wrote zeros to the

screen to clear it and moved a bit image

save using the bitnapper DA from
MacTutor to the screen. If you are

interested I will see if he will upload it.

Jim

From: RJWM (312)

Subject: ResEdit
Is there an easy way around the following

problem: Whenever I modify a program

with ResEdit then save it. all large code

segments (probably > 32K) arc lost. Is

Uierc a 32K limit to resource size in the

latest version of ResEdit? -Richard

From: PEABO (315)

Subject: RE: ResEdit (Re: Msg 312)

There is generally speaking a real

problem with CODE resources larger than

32K, and I'm surprised dial you would

run across any. (There is some

discussion in the Tech Notes about this

problem). However, I had the idea that

ResEdit has trouble with any resource

larger than about 16K. Peter

From: DDUNHAM (319)

Subject: RE: ResEdit (Re: Msg 312)

That was a problem with 64K ROMs, I

thought...

From Info-Mac

From: Paul Christenscn

Subject: Patch for MacDraw 1.9

Font Menu
Several days ago, I posted a message

explaining some of the bugs in MacDraw
1.9. At the lime. I mentioned a patch I'd

been using successfully for about 3

months that allows MacDraw's Font

menu to scroll. This patch will modify

MacDraw
VERSION
1.9 ONLY,

disabling its

limitation of 1

1

fonts in the font

menu. This will

allow yon to use

many more fonts,

provided you have

a scrolling menu
installed on your system.

How can you tell if you have

a scrolling menu? If you have

a MacPlus, don't worry ... scrolling

menus are part of the 128K ROM. If

you're using a Mac with the old 6-1K
ROM, Apple has included the MacPlus'

scrolling menus in die newest system

software. If you use system 3.2 then your

menus will scroll. Otherwise, use

ResBdit to copy the MDEF from system

3.2 to the system file you are using. 1

have installed die system 3.2 MDEF into

system version 2.0 with no problem. 1

do NOT recommend using system

software prior to Finder 4.1 and System

2.0 (released wiih Finder 4.1). Be sure

to perform this modification on a COPY
of your MacDraw 1.9. NEVER USE AN
ORIGINAL COPY FOR THIS TYPE
OF WORK" ! ! You will have to use a file

editing program such as John Mitchell's

excellent shareware program FEdil, or

commercial programs such as MacZap or

MacTools. Simply open up die FILE

MacDraw (don't open die whole disk) and

search for the original data. Be careful to

change only this data to the modifcations

listed, double-checking your typing.

Then write the sector back out to disk.

You will have to repeat this process for

every line (a total of 22 limes). For tins
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reason, I like automating Uie process with

MacZap Palchcr, included as pan of

MicroAnalysfs MacZap package.

MacZap Patchcr allows you to write your

own files that will search for data and

change it many different times. This also

helps prevent human error. Whatever

method you use, good luck in your

hacking. NOTE: I make no guarantees

as to the stability of this patch. However,

I can assure you that I've been using it for

more than 3 months now with no ill

effects. The following patch originated

from Jonathan Hardis at Washington

Apple Pi. If MacDraw does not work

properly after you make ALL of these

changes, then try the patch again on a

fresh copy of MacDraw. Be sure you arc

using MacDraw VERSION 1.9 and

double-check your modifications before

writing to disk. I have proofread these

patches and can assure you there arc no

typographical errors on my part.

CHANGE MacDraw 1.9:

Search for... Change to ...

41 liD FAD6 41ED F360; 9

times

0000 0C60 0000 0CAO; once

0014 6F02 7C14 001F6F02 7C1F;

once

000B FACE 0016 FACF. ; twice

70E1 709B;3times

0001 0OE1 0001 009B; 3 limes

10E1 109B: once

0C47 0015 0C47 0020; once

4E56 FFBE 4E56 FF9E; once

Paul Christen sen

From Usenet

From: cphraim@wang.UUCP

Subject: Re: Animation Query
> I've just started writing an arcade-style

game in Lightspccd C and there are a few

problems which I'd like to clear up before

moving on. 1) How do you make sure the

memory for the alternate screen buffer

isn't used for something other than a

display? BufPtr poinls to the lop of

available memory. You have to re-launch

yourself to get die alternate screen setup.

So: at first launch, check that BufPtr

poinls *abovc* the alternate screen. At re-

launch, check that it points *bclow* the

alternate screen. This should guarantee

that the screen was available and is now

yours.

> 3) How do you make the video display

hardware display the alternate screen

buffer? How can you make it do this

during a vertical blank? Twiddle some

hardware bils to switch screens; see the

Hardware chapter of the Addison-Wesley

Inside Mac. To hit the vertical blanking

interval, jusi wail for the Ticks counter to

change.

> 4) Is there a global variable I can access

that holds the address of the alternate

screen buffer so that the program will run

on the Macl28, 512, and Mac Plus? I'm

not positive, but I think dial die screen

pointer global will point to the alternate

screen if you launch yourself with the

alternate screen configuration. For the

existing Macs, it's sufficient to use Fixed

screen addresses assuming 4Meg of

memory. Wrap around takes care of

smaller memory sizes. This technique

will drop dead as soon as Apple comes

out with a Mac widi a different-sized

screen.

> I realize that screen flipping is not a

100% Apple-approved animation

technique (and it won't run on the Lisa),

but it does provide the highest quality

animation possible. Apple suggests: draw

into an off-screen bitmap, wait for the

clock to tick, then _BlockMovc the

changes onto die screen. If your changes

are organized from top to bottom, you

don't have to finish during the vertical

retrace, you just have to keep ahead of the

current scan line.

From: mlrO@bunny.UUCP
Subject: Re: Animation Query
From a friend of a friend: David -

I spent some time recently working on an

animation program which dealt with a lot

of the issues you asked about. (It's

"Vanlandingham", the Mac parody of

Amiga's "boing" -- available on some

nets and through the Boston Computer

Society). A lot of the answers to your

questions are covered in an article in the

June '86 MacTutor on "Screen -switching

animation". Some more details, not quite

in order of your questions:

(1) In theory, the launch trap allows your

invoker (eg, the Finder) to ask for you to

gel the second screen. So, you can wake

up, sec if you have the screen allocated,

and re-Launch yourself if you don't.

Unfortunately, things like RAM disks,

debuggers, and die damned Mac Plus

RAM cache seem to reside in this area,

but don't prevent the Launch code from

promising you ihe second screen.

Apparently the global variable BufPtr can

give you a clue about whether this area is

actually in use. I'm not sure how to do

this, so Vanlandingham crashes in some

cases. Sorry. (4) In all existing Macs,

the alternate buffer is 32K bytes below

the main screen. Of course, if a Mac

with a larger screen comes out, they'll

have to be farther apart. (2) It's possible

to switch screens by using two grafPoris,

but I use just one and switch the bitmaps

with SetPortBits. The standard screen is

described by die bitmap screcnBits, so

you can say something like (pardon my

Pascal):

var allBits: bitmap;

altBits := scrcenBits; /* alternate screen's

bitmap is almost same... */

allBits.bascaddr := screcnbiis.baseaddr -

32768: /* ...but lower */

SctPortBiLs (altBiLs); /* do all drawing in

die alternate screen */

SetPortBits (screenBits); /* do all drawing

on the main screen */

I suspect SetPortBits is faster than

SetPort, but I don't know.

(3) You control the screen hardware

through the VIA; the article covers this.

Yes, Quickdraw is very slow.

Vanlandingham has 16 or 32 (I can never

remember) prcshiflcd shapes. Even if you

keep using Quickdraw, keeping the stuff

aligned will save some time. Remember

mat when you clean up a screen (copy

from a pure background to erase an old

image), you can round the copy out to the

next word (or longword) boundary on

either side, and your erase code can run

much faster -- although it's copying a

little more data, it doesn't have to worry

about left and right boundaries.

Yes, assembly language is wonh it

Vanlandingham does a good imitation of

the Amiga's bouncing ball, including

drawing the ball to scale on the screen.

Using Quickdraw, die ball would have

been about the size of a quarter, or else

the animation would have had to be much

slower than 60Hz. I found it easy to

prototype with Quickdraw, but needed

assembler in the end. Have fun!

Mike Morton

Credits

Info-Mac digests consist of

submissions by individuals on the

academic computer networks. Submission

and distribution of these digests is by

network, moderated by volunteers at

Stanford University.

Usenet is a loosely-coupled network of

co-operating academic and commercial

computer systems. It is a non-prolit

network whose primary aim is the

sharing of technical information and the

spreading of research results.

Delphi is a commercial time-sharing

and bulletin board system. The Delphi

Digests are made available thanks to

Jeffrey Shulman of Rutgers University.*
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This is a dump of the new improved screen from the Timctabler program available from Computer City.

us
YOU

Earn £3 in our RECRUITMENT DRIVE
Apple 2000 has ambitious ideas for the future. To implement all the benefits we have
planned we need to increase our membership. For example, more magazines, cheaper
software and extra services would be possible. Our new image is proving a huge asset

in our membership drive but to reach more users, WE NEED YOUR HELP !!

Apple 2000 announces its "RECRUITMENT DRIVE". As incentive to our members
we are offering a £3.00 voucher for each new member recruited by YOU ! This

voucher can be used as part payment for future membership or items from Shop
2000. As there is no limit on the number of new members you recruit, please

telephone or write to A2000 for extra membership voucher forms. A box of 10 Discs
will be awarded to the member who recruits the most new members by Jan 1st 1987.
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New Mac
Library
Disks

More new disks to keep you all busy !

Disk 57: The Force Manual

Given free to members who join the Force.

Disk 58: VideoWorks 1.

Space Junk, The User Group Meeting, Willy the Bug,

MacMelt, July 4th, Mexican Food. The Big Twist, Tlic Chase,

Marbles, Spinning Sphere.

NB. You do not need die VideoWorks program to enjoy this

disk or Disk 59 as ihey contain the VideoWorks Player.

Disk 59: Videoworks 2.

Chopsticks, The MacGrid Sysicm, Cloud #9, Jet Air Show,

Dumbo Goes to Mars. Also ScrecnEdil.

Disk 60: Artists Fonts etc.

Venice 36, London 36, Black Shadow, Leavenworth 36, White

Shadow, Infocom 36, Deep Box. New York 72, liny 12, Basel

48, Rome 18,36, Sttel Brush, Blockbuster, Font Display 4.0

and even more fonts.

Disk 61: Cyclan Disassembler.

A public domain 68000 assembler with editor and manual (see

article).

Disk 62: Multiplan/Exeel R<>al Estate

This disk is packed full of templates concerning Real Estate.

Disk 63: Multiplan/Engineering etc.

This disk is lull of Mulliplan templates for Engineering, Slock

Control etc.

Disk 64: PacMac #1, More Excel Templates.

More Excel templates and the PacMac #1 folder with full

documentation.

Disk 65: Excel Financial templates.

Excel templates. Inventory, Revenue, Payroll, Depreciation,

Office Manager and many more.

Disk 66: MSBasic Compiler.

BCompilc, BRun. Help/fcdiior. Examples, Runs, Headers,

Basic Programs etc.

Disk 67: Small Games.

Juggler!, Ashes, Go, Klondike, Adventure, HcxPuzzlc,

BlackBox, Wall, etc.

Disk 68: MacDraw Files, Parametric Stats &
Regression.

Fifteen MacDraw files such as Isometric Drawing, Architectural

Design, Back to the Future, Enterprise, Shuttle Stuff, etc. Also

The Parametric Stats program and Regression Folder.

Disk 69: MacNifty/MacRccorder Sounds

Some enteriaining MacNifty Sounds which can be played back

without MacNifty. MacRecordcr II files with good sound

quality.

Disk 70: Calc Demo & DA's.

The Calculator Construction Set Demo with example files.

DA's:- Fade to Black, File Transfer, Disk Info 1.42, CrashFix,

Window DA.TimcOui, Maxwell2.1, Chime, Melt, Slow

Death, CopyFile, QDiall.O, FrCalcDAFilc etc.

MACTEL
THE MACINTOSH BULLETIN BOARD

(V21) 300/300, (V22) 1200/1200,

(V23) 1200/75

8 BITS - NO PARITY - 1 STOP.

Europe's leading Macintosh
Bulletin Board

wiiiBtogi.
* i«ftlliMefc iw 1WSJ TWfe'

<£&

Macintosh Spreadsheet

* ^SPECIAL RELEASE

by Chris Burridgc

1. StockMarket Investment Portfolio

Massive template to monitor, record and value nn

investment portfolio of Siockmarkei Shares or

unit trusts. Built in analysis, prediction and chart

facilities.Tax credit, Annual yield,World Sector

Analysis and tons of other features.

2. Electricity, Gas & Phone Budgets

3. Petrol Economy Calculator

4. Company Balance Sheet

Provided with a MacWrite Instruction File on the

disc. Also included a telephone Hotline direct to

Chris to help sort out any problems.

! ONLY £8.50 !

SPECIFY EXCEL OR MULTIPLAN WITH ORDER.
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= A Tutorial

MacN0Sy Version 2

by Steve Jasik

IDs -Code Blks-
kTRRT E>
IMTMflNRGERS
OPENRESF I LE
SETUPMENU
SETUPH I NOOW
SETUPTEXTEDIT
proc7
procS
proc9
proc 1.0

/ "\ vcr the past year MacNosy has helped many programmers
^-^ learn aboul the Macintosh Operating System, and the

workings of other Mac programs. Meeting some of my users

at trade shows has been fun for me. Many of their suggestions

have been incorporated in Version 2 of MacNosy.

The reasons for V2 of Nosy are the introduction of the

I28K ROM's, and the addition of many features such as the

£ FilG Edit Di
conlcxl sensitive symbol

substitution discussed

below. This was whal I

started with. By the lime I

was finished coding, the

mini editor has been

substantially extended to

include displays of

procedures by double

clicking on a procedure

name, and the ability to

interactively create separate,

mcrgable comment files had

been added.
The introduction of the Mac user interface makes Nosy

much easier to use. The Display menu allows one to bring up

windows containing the listing of a procedure, the references to

any symbol, the complete reference list of system Display
symbols referenced, die complete reference list of

trapnames referenced, the listing of all the strings

in the program, the list of code blocks in the

program, etc.

Nosy now lists ihe formal parameter list with

the listing of a irap call, and for I/O calls, it

knows that the register AO holds the address of the

parameter block, so in between the definition of

AO and the trap call it substitutes names of ihe

structure variables. For a procedure that creates a

stack frame with a "LINK A6" instruction,

references of the form -d(A6) arc to local variables,

and arc named "vxx_n", and those of the form

d(A6) are the parameters "paraml", "param2",.„ ,

and if it is a function, the function result is called

"funRsll".

Other additions to the Window mode of Nosy
arc displays of information in its internal tables.

They include a list of the structure names known

to Nosy, lists of trapnames and their parameter

lists, the names and values of the system global

symbols, and a file listing most of constant

definitions for field values (event mask values and

such).

I have had a set of the new ROM's for some

lime, and in addition to gelling Nosy lo

disassemble ihcm, I have made a few observations about the

code in it. About 3UK is devoted to resources, and to find out

what they are use the "Rsrc map" list in window mode
(Chicago font, WDEFO, etc). Other facts of interest arc the

methods used to speedup BlockMovc and the QuickDraw

routines. The. code in Rlockmovc is 'unrolled', thai is the loop

body has been replicated a number of times 10 cut down on the

number of increment and test instructions. The reason for this

is that the 68000 used in the Mac is "bus limited", and

anything one can do to cut down ihe number of instructions

executed in a loop will speed it up.

Consider ihe loop:

fori:= 1 to20doa[i] := b[i];

by rewriting it as:

for i := 1 to 20 by 2 do begin

a|i]:=bli); ali+1] := b[M]
end;

We eliminate ihe execution time associated with 10

increment and test instructions at ihe cost of extra space by

duplicating the assignment statement.

Another interesting tidbit about the new ROM's are thai

they contain some 68020 instructions. Yes, Nosy knows
aboul ihe 68020 instructions, and the FPU (68881) co

processor instructions. The new ROM's have been setup to run

on a variety of machines as evidenced by some of die new

Reformat Misc Search equs.
PJAW.WWW.V.?.VT.^.r?A'W'W.>M.»'MT^^ 1 Last November
=U- Blks table—

.

1 I made a "ROM
25 Blks, g lob, data, com, pt Cr 1 comments"

1 version of Nosy
name se«3 fba blen § available along

STRRT 1 I widi a comments
1 N 1 TMRNRGERS 1 32 1 file lhai Nosy read

OPENRESF ILE 1 50 j in and merged with
SETUPMENU 1 5C | the disassembly
SETUPUIND0U 92 r 1 listings ii

;| produces. In V2 I

1 have extended this

SETUPTEXTED

1

proc?
fifl

BR
I <jmpt>data1
proc8

<jmpt>data2

CC iijiii!

100

16E plillH

§ capability so any

1 file can be

proc9 2G3 | commcnlcd, and

proc 10 274 ||
provided a way

f- data3 2RC i;i;i! 1 that one can

data4 2RE 1 interactively create

data5 2B0 I the commcnl files

datao 2B6 s in window mode.

data? 1 2BR :l Another liulc

dataS 1 2BC 1 goodie that was
data9 1 2C0 § added in

data 10 1 414 il conjunction with

dotal 1 1 434 ^} g the commcnl mode
data 12 1 43C a j was to "annotate"

vS

MOVEQ xx,D0 instructions with a commcnl of the form ";

err = name" il Nosy's symbol dictionary contained an error
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E File Edit Display Reformat Misc Search Tables
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START

0;

0; 4EBfl

4: 4EBA
8: 4EBfl

C: 4E9fl

10: 4EBR
14: R984
16: 2F0n
18: R9DR
Ifl: 4267
1C: 3F3C
20: 487R
24: R970
26: 30 1F

28: 67ER
2fl: 4EBR
2E: 67E4
30: 4E75

QURL STRRT ; b* =1 prod

0030
0Q4R
0052
0084
0098

OFFF
028R

OOSE

$1000032
$1000050
$1000050
$1000092
$10000RR

;/*;

•Eg'
'?<. .

'

$10O02RC
' -P'
'0. '

$1000014
$10O00Bfl
$1000014
'Nu'

STRRT

lab_1

JSR INITMRNnGERS
JCR OPEMRESP 1 LE
JCR SETUPMENU
JSR SETUPUINDOU
JSR SETUPTEXTED 1

T

—SystemTask
PUSH.L R2
_Teldle ; <h:TEHandle
CLR -<R7>
PUSH *$FFF
PER data3 ; len= 2
-GetNextEvent jCmask: INTEGER;VRRtheEven
POP DO
BEQ lab_1
JSR proc7
EEQ lab_1
RTSJ
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number for the value.

Another use of Nosy is the location of copy protection

code. To prefix this discussion, note that during manufacture

(disk duplication), the duplicator writes the disk in a non-

standard way by including non standard data

or address markers, or some other devious

device so as to make the disk difficult to

copy. During the execution of the program
it checks the disk for the existence of this

"mark", and if it finds it, proceeds

normally. This checking code is usually

refercd to as copy protection code.

Fortunately for us the program itself

cannot be "marked", for if it were, the

segment loader could not read it, so Nosy
can read the file in, and if the copy
protection code can be found, and

eliminated, the program is still usable. A
number of the facilities in Nosy are useful

in iho location of copy protection code.

The reference maps, lists of the resources

("please insert master disk"), the "Strings"

display, the Search Mark command, and the

convert address command. The Search

Mark command searches for references of

the form "SD5 " which are used to

setup the Sony drivers for non-standard

reads. If the procedure lhat references that

data area contains references to any of the

disk driver variables, then Nosy displays

the message "ahoy matey, x marks ihe spot

(base ol the copy protection code)", and lists the chain of

procedures that call it. One can then inspect the chain of

procedures to find a suitable place to patch the code.

Trying to keep up with the changing copy protection

methods is a never ending game, as evidenced by the frequent

updates to Copy II Mac. I have sharpened some of the checks
in Nosy so thai it doesn't blow up or follow incorrect paths

during the treewalk. This was done after I checked out some
games, and found that they were putting garbage in the "CODE

play Reformat Misc

§= Structure names
B I TMRP
RECT
RLERTTEMPLRTE
STflGEL I ST
QDPROCS
QELEM
UCB
EUQEL
POINT
DRUQEL
PftRAMBLOCKREC
FINFO
UBLTRSK
DCTLENTRV
QHDR
DIRLOGRECORD
HIMDOMRECORD
GRRFPORT
DIRLOGTEMPLRTE
DRUSTS
PENSTRTE
PICTURE
POLYGON
REG I ON
erPfln^Tnrr

'.•'.'.

:;!:

0" segment.

Other additions to V2 are the support

of Desk Accessories in Window mode, and

the support of Switcher in all modes.

Nosy is a continually evolving program

to which I have been and will be adding

bug fixes and new features. The current

version of Nosy may be downloaded from
my SIG on Delphi by those who have

purchased it. At this lime I am not sure

what future directions Nosy will take, but

some of the things under consideration

arc:

- to add features to die window mode
so as to make it easier to use

- to make it into a debugger
- to add a symbolic simulation of the

register contents along with some more
How analysis so it handles languages with

register based calling sequences better, and

produces a more informative referencemap
ie.knows the difference between Loads and
Stores. *

(This was written for Eanhbeat™
(Volume 4) Box 278, Islesboro, ME
04848 USA.)

MacNosy version 2 is available from
MacSerious Software

Price £80.00
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BIT 32
THE DESKTOP COMPUTING CENTRE

THE BIT 32 HEADSTART WORKSTATION
The most useful workstation we've yel designed, our BIT 32 Head Start Workslalion makes it possible for

even the most severely physically handicapped people to access the lull power ol Apple's remarkable

Macintosh computer. Developed at the National Spinal Injuries Unit, Stoke Mandeville Hospital, our

HeadSlaM Workstation was designed for two main purposes; to help rehabilitate severely disabled

people and provide Ihem many more opportunities for employment than were previously possible, and to

give some creative outlet for disabled people who are too weak to senously consider work, but who
nontheless need something to release them from enforced passivity.

Hcadstart Workstations are already in use in ordinary schools to help disabled students study for exams, at specialist disabled
colleges, in hospital occupational therapy departments and by a crowing number of disabled individuals for whom the Macintosh
is the only outlet lor expressive and creative abilities. Users include people with tetraplegic and paraplegic spinal injuries, (lor

the spinal injury literate, one user suffered a 'C2 Complete' lesion), palsy, locked! muscle syndrome and various other severe
disabilities. Because every disabled person has unique problems, each Workstation is individually tailored to the user's needs.

HeadStart Workstations are the only complete, purpose designed computer systems for the disabled, and individual training and
support, plus one source supply, ensures complete confidence lor the user.

Head-Start Purchasing Schemes

By special arrangement with Apple Computer (UK) Ltd, we are able to oiler discounts ot 25% off all Apple manufactured
components, where the system is for exclusive use by one disabled individual, and any VAT exemptions also apply. WherQ a
HeadStart Workstation can be used to give a disabled person employment, including homeworkers and the self employed.
funding may be available (or the entire workstation through the Manpower Sen/ices Commission, and we can put prospective

employees and employers in touch with the necessary departments to help speed the process up.

The cost of BIT 3? HeadStart Workstations varies from around £2500 to £5500 (excl. VAT) depending on the individual's

particular needs, so we will be happy to provide further detailed information and cost estimates on a personal basis.

A bit more about BIT 32
'Training and technical svpport for more than WO Macintosh business packages including hot new products like

Stella, Full Paint, ComicWorks, Easy 3D, Mac Cad, MacLightnlng, Turbo Pascal, Borland Reflex, Z Basic,

MacSerye, TopMail and many more. 'Specially selected to exhibit at the Intenational Apple University

Consortium Conference last Match (only 3 UK dealerships were there), 'founded by Ex - Apple Staff with 8
years experience of Appte products. '5Mb of shareware wtth every system we sell 'Apple approved National

Accounts dealer. 'On-line technical support and bulletin service lor our customers using 'One to One' mailbox.
•Tha first business computer dealership to seriously tackle the needs of the disabled. 'Customer services

include Laser Printing, iypesettmg and Plotting Drawings up to At size. 'Macintosh specialists, (specialist, as
we use the term, means that we only ciaim to hilly support one manufacturer's products). 'The longest

established Apple speciaJist dealer in Merseyside. 'The best equipped Macintosh Centre in the North West,

our network supports tilo servers, A) plotter, internal E-Mail. IBM PC Comms and External Comms services.

BIT 32's SHOWROOM NETWORK
Applotolk

Imogowrilor //

:j For further details of

......-...,. .:....Jr
^

LGSSrWrifor P!uS

X_B

&#•*?:
"« 13

£i__HLi)

Woe XL

5Mr> =-o'<<?' - J

Al Multi- pon Plotter

BIT 32 Desktop Workstations,

BIT 32 HeadStart Workstations,

Support services for existing Mac Users,

Our National Accounts program,
. . .or any of our other products or services

Call (051) 227 3232
and get a bit more from BIT 32

BIT 32 LTD, 32 North John Sirwl, Liverpool, L2 9QJ Tel: 051 227 32 32

5L* !

^_-



ID BIT 32
THE DESKTOP COMPUTING CENTRE

BIT 32 DESKTOP WORKSTATIONS
Carefully designed systems lhat provide solutions lo specific needs in fhe office and allow easy expansion
for other tasks. All components are selected and tested for reliability, ease of use and total integration

enabling us to ensure the quality of service and support that you expect Irom one of Apple's carelully

selected national account dealers.

The BIT 32 Desktop Publishing Workstation

All you need to produce high quality documents, Irom design to finished copy, at your own desk. DTP is the

fastest growing application area that the personal computing industry has seen because of its high value

benefits. Give a polished professional look to all your business documents, including correspondence,
marketing materials, (such as this ad.), technical documentation, proposals and many other tasks where
presentation matters so much . .and all with dramatic savings in time and money. Additional workstations

can share access to the LaserWriter and Hard Disk.

'Macintosh Pius 'LaserWriter Plus '20Mb Hard Disk 'Appletalk

Connectors 'MS-Word 'MacDraw -Aldus Pagemaker 'Full Paint

'Cricket Graph 'Various Graphics Utility Programs

The BIT 32 Desktop Design Workstation

Mfr. Suggested Price • 1 Mb

BIT 32 Price

Additional Workstations

Macintosh Plusj

£10751

£§7§t

£3986 •**

For professionals in all areas ol technical design, including architects, engineers and technical draftsmen. The BIT 32 Desktop
Design Workstation is a complete drawing system that can totally replace the drawing board and dramatically improve the quality

and throughput of your work. A highly interactive drawing environment helps you to create 2D & 3D designs in a Iraction ol the

usual lime while alterations to existing drawings or new drawings based on previous designs can be produced in minutes.

Additional workstations can share access to the Plotter and Hard Disk.

•Macintosh Plus 'A f Mufti Pen Plotter '20MB Hard Disk

-Imagownter 15' -MacDratt -Mac3D -Full Paint 'MacPlot

Professional 'Various Graphics/Calc. Utility Programs

The BIT 32 PA Workstation

Mir. Suggested Price - 1 Mb

BIT32(^Mb]

Additional Workstations f2Mb!

E10420

£6941

24228 each

Much more than just a word processor, our Personal Assistant Workstation provides many facilities that are invaluable to

secretaries, area co-ordinators and P.A.s alike. Word Processing, electronic mail, telex, address book, mail lists and other
indexed files, diary management, form design, expense accounting, reports & proposals which include diagrams and charts

and many other tasks, all at the touch of a button, And fast, silont laser printing helps lo reduce the tensions ol the working day.

Additional workstations can share access to the LaserWriter and Hard Disk.

Suggested Price - 1Mb £ 1 1 6 7
'Macintosh Plus 'LaserWriter '20Mb Hard Disk 'Appletalk Connectors

'Apple Modem 'MS-Word 'MS-File 'Vicom 'MacDraw 'Desktop Diary i I

•1 to 1 -Various Useful Utility Programs
Additional Workstations

£3157

The BIT 32 Desktop Accounts Workstation

A totaly integrated accounts suite in a totally integrated environment. Apple Accounting offers everything you expect from an
integrated accounts package plus many valuable features not available on any other system. And because it is true Macintosh

software, you can naturally transfer any accounts data into spreadsheets (Excel), databases (File), Word Processors (Word) or

to any other place where it might be needed, without having lo learn any complex routines or command sequences.

We claim, with complete confidence, that the BIT 32 Desktop Accounts Workstation is the most llcxiblo, the most expandable
and the easiest to use accounts system you can buy lor your business, and for such an important role, only the best will do.

'Macintosh Plus '20Mb Hard Disk -Imagewriter II & Cable

•Cut Sheet Feed -Apple Accounting ($/L, P/L, N/L, INVj

'DBS Payrolls NL Link -MS-txcel 'MS-Word -MS-File

'HP12cFin.Calc. Emulator 'Clickon Worksheet 'Various

useful Utility Programs

Suggested Price - 1Mb

BIT 32 [2Mb

Additional Workstations [2Mb

281 SB

23883 each

•

'^^^^•^^^^"^^^^^^.'.'^.^^^,.^^o>7T-?777^

LaserWriter

An Apple LaserWriter printer was used to produce the artwork

for this od. using a &I 32 DTP Workstation LaserWriters can be
sharod by up to 31 Macintosh computers

Installation.Training & Support
All hardware/software is pre-installed and configured for you.

and the price of every workstation includes 1 full day's basic
training on delivery and 10 hours free telephone support (total

value £700).

Money Back Guarantee
A 30 Day Money Back Contract accompanies every
workstation to onsu.ro your complete satisfaction.

All prices are exclusive of V.A.T. and delivery charges.

BIT 32 LTD. 32 North John Street Liverpool. L2 9QJ Tel: 051 227 32 32



= Book Reviews

POSTSCRIPT AND THE LASERWRITER

by Irene Flaxman—

PostScript Language
Tutorial and Cookbook
Author: Adobe Systems
Incorporated
Publ. by Addison-Wesley, 1985.

SI 6.95, 238pp.
If you want to understand the inner

workings of Hie LaserWriter, who could

give better advice than the authors of the

PostScript language on which its

processing is based? This book, along

with the companion volume reviewed

below, arc being quoted by Apple

Computers as TIIF. technical reference

manuals for the LaserWriter. All aspects

of the programming language are covered

in depth, to provide you with all the

information you will need to dig deep

into die workings of the printer.

This volume consists of two parts, as

the title implies. The Tutorial introduces

you to programming in PostScript,

including explanations of the stack,

notation and data types. As die authors

claim, it is a flexible language and easy

to read or write (once you know how!).

Explanations of basic programming

concepts are not laboured, but are clear

enough to give die necessary background
knowledge.

The text leads you stcp-by-stcp

through the stages of programming in

PostScript by means of small programs

designed to illustrate each point, with

explanations of the instructions as you go

along. The 'operator summaries' at the

end of each chapter arc particularly useful

in providing a summary of any new

operators which have been introduced

with a description of their uses. This is

particularly useful as an 'aide memoir' and

also as a prompt - if you don't recall the

functions of die operator, now is die time

to review!

I found the Tutorial to be a good

introduction to the PostScript language -

easy to follow, and comprehensive, with

frequent references to the companion

volume 'PostScript Language Reference

Manual'. The Cookbook section

comprises a collection of complete

sample programmes which cover all

aspects of programming in the PostScript

language. It assumes that you have read

the Tutorial and have the access to the

companion Reference Manual.

Twcnty-onc programs arc included,

wilh varying degrees of difficulty. The
programs are primarily organised into

four types - Basic Graphics, Printing

Text, Applications, Modifying and
Creating Fonts. Each section starts wilh

a brief description of die o[>eraiors to be
introduced, before the programs are

presented in detail, For each program, the

output is displayed on the left-hand page,

whilst the right-hand page is split into

two columns - the left column contains

the program listing, whilst the right

column contains an explanation of the

code. This makes it easy to understand

the functions of the operators and is ideal

as a method of teaching. The idea is that

you run the programs, then make your

own amendments to determine their

effects - thus learning as you develop

your own style.

In all the sample programs, the first

priority is clarity - even if this has been

at the expense of efficiency. The
reasoning is sound - when you have

mastered the language, you will develop

your own style and will naturally

introduce efficiencies in your coding. A
brief Bibliography and an Operator

Summary provide the final (and very

useful) components of this volume. My
overall view was that it would be useful

to (and understood by) anyone interested

in the topic, even if they have no
previous programming experience,

aldiough the authors do slate that they

have assumed some programming

knowledge. Be patient, though you will

use both books a lot. and must have

plenty of practice, before you will

become profficient enough 10 get the best

out of your LaserWriter!

PostScript Language
Reference Manual
Authors: Adobe Systems
Incorporated

Publ. by Addison-Wesley, 1985.

$22.95, 310 pp.
This book is essential reading for

anyone who wishes to delve deeply into

the inner workings of the LaserWriter - or

any other PostScript driven device. The
Reference Manual is well-structured to

give you all the necessary information to

create your own PostScript programs, but

is not as easy to read as the Tutorial and

Cookbook reviewed above. Surely this is

to be expected, though? Reference

manuals arc designed to provide

information in a structured format for

reference purposes - not to be read from

start to finish in order to learn the basic

principles. Almost half of the book is

devoted to detailed information about all

the standard operators of the PostScript

language. The chapter covering this topic

is presented in two sections. The first

provides a summary of all the operators

organised into groups of related functions,

and is intended to assist in the choice of

the most appropriate operator to pcrfonn

a particular task. The second section is

organised alphabetically and provides a

detailed description of each operator -

complete with examples, errors and cross-

references. This section forms the final

chapter of die manual. It is preceded by

basic information about the language and

its uses, a very comprehensive description

of the language, and chapters devoted to

the topics of Graphics and Fonts.

The manual covers a lot of theory,

some of which may be unfamiliar to

programmers from a more conventional

background. PostScript docs not handle

text in the conventional (ASCII) way!

The manual includes four very useful

appendices, including one which describes

the standard fonts and another devoted to

the operation of the Apple LaserWriter.

The authors state that if yon wish to
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interface existing applications programs

u> generate PostScript files, or if you

wish to create applications in the

PostScript language itself, then this is an

essential book. I cannot argue - it is

certainly comprehensive, and T would

suggest that ihe companion Tutorial and

Cookbook is also essential reading for the

majority of us to ease the necessary

learning process.

LaserWrlte It!

Author: James Cavuoto
Publ. by Addison-Wesley, 1986.

$16.95, 193pp.

This book is subtiUed 'A Desktop

Publishing Guide To: Reports Resumes

Newsletters Directories Business Forms

And More', and this admirably describes

ihe contents of the volume. The interest

in Desktop Publishing has gained

momentum as we have realised the

potential savings in terms of time and

money, and the increase in qualny and

control which can be achieved by the use

of this lechntquc. The term has, to date,

been associated purely with the Apple

LaserWriter printer and the Macintosh,

wilh wonld-bc rivals running to catch up.

This book gives a nice, down-io-earih

introduction lo the LaserWriter and what

it can do for you, without being too

technical. It is very easy to read, wilh

plenty of useful ideas and practical lips

for the novice user - but the more

experienced wil! probably also find some
new ideas for improving the oupul from

the System. The book starts with an

introduction to the LaserWriter and the

PostScript language, and then continues

into descriptions of particular aspects of

Desktop Publishing - including

Typesetting, Graphics, Forms Design,

Page Layout, and others.

Bach topic has a chapter devoted to n,

including discussions of available

software and guidelines for its use. The

final element of each chapter is a simple

case study - in some cases, ihcy seem too

simplistic but they do get the points

across to the reader (which is their

purpose, after all).

The final chapter addresses the topics

of Networking and Communication,

which we sec becoming more important

as we all become conscious of ihe

economies Uiey make available lo us, and

(dare we say it?) the opportunities they

provide to link OTHER manufacturers'

computers lo our LaserWriter.

I^ascrWrite II! is rounded off with a

comprehensive set of appendices

including details of PostScript and

lascrWriler specifications as well as a

Glossary and sample fonts. Overall, I

am impressed. The topics arc well

covered, the text is easily understood, and

the content is very comprehensive.

Comment

I have reviewed, above, three books

published by Addison-Wesley which all

address the topic of the Apple 1 .ascrWritcr

and ihe PostScript language. Alt had

their strong points, and all were very

good. How, then, docs one choose

which to buy? 1 would recommend that

the last reviewed 'LascrWritc It!' must be

the choice of the general user of a

Desktop Publishing System who is

looking for advice and guidelines on

general usage but who is not intending to

write application programs in ihe

PostScript language. For the more

adventurous, who have ihe time and the

inclination to learn the programming

language, and who wish to delve into the

mysteries of PostScript and the

LaserWriter, the two companion

"PostScript Language' volumes would

seem to be essential reading. I must

admit that I enjoyed all three. Wish 1 had

ihe lime lo experiment with PostScript,

though - could be fun!. «

LASER OUTPUT IN COLOUR !!!

Colour your LaserWriter output in a ranye
of 35 different colours, including gold and

silver. This can be done cheaply and easily

and give outstanding results that bring life to

your Macintosh created printing - You will

be ama/ed at ihe quality obtained.

The colours actually blund with the toner

from the LaserWriter so the (mished product

can be used as would an ordinary Laser copy.

As a added bonus photopies ol the aclual

output from the LaserWriter can be coloured

rather than the- actual oupul enabling you to

keep your original and photocopy it whenever
you need a colour copy th c colou red

photocopy retains the quality of thu orxjinHl

Several colours can be combined within

one copy and the finished page is up to the

standard demanded by professional design

studios for finished visual and prim simulation

wo*.

Among the multitude ot uses are:-

I erterheads and kvjos : Advertising Mockups
Business cards : Presentations

Eye-catching labels : Advertising

All of the above can include

brilliant gold and silver

giving quality usually only previously

available at great cost

This equipment Is available now !!

free leallet and samples available

upon request

Pull installations and support is gu.it^ntr^j

acSoft
The Source for Quality Mac products

Desktop Publishing

Wo can supply any programs needed for

Desktop Publishing including:

Pagemaker : Ready Set Go : Silicon

Press (accurate print setup)

:

Fontographcr : Specialised Laser

Fonts etc. Wh can also supply cameras

3nd other equipment tor digitizing graphics.

We are now supplying Hardware including

Macs, LaserWriters etc call for details.

A3 paper size Laser Printer

Available now!

A high volume laser printer completely
compatible with the Macintosh - contact

US and we will send you a sample of the

Output.

Modems

Full range of modems available as under:

WS 2000 Basic modem bul offering more
teatures than comparable modems 1 2b.00

WS 3000 Upgradeable Modems

V21/23 - 1 200 baud half duplex 339.25

V22 - 1200 baud lull duplex 569.25

V22 BIS - 2400 baud full duplex 747.50

All of the WS 3000 series are upgradeable:

V21/23 to V22 230 00

V22toV22BIS 178.25

Moderns are manufactured in the UK and

aro very highly recommended

HumanForms™ £49.50

Now anyone can construct drawings of human
figures in an almost infinite variety of positions -

even H you cannot draw you will find it very

easy to use. demo d Isk available

Details on these and over 700 oilier Mac

I

Products available free Irom:

f MacSoft
Bridge House : Wellington

Somerset :TA210AA »

^— -J/

Or contact us on

(082 347J 3625
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THE AMAZING

m
BYEWENWANNOP

POWERFUL FILE CONVERSION FOR
PRODOS, DOS3.3, PASCAL, CPM & SOS.
"
Special Release Price £16 includes VAT and P&P. Disc Size: 5.25 inch.

Requirements: Apple II, II+, //e, //c with 64K. Minimum two disc drives.

Instructions: Text file on back of disc. Operating System ProDos.

The CHAMELEON is an extremely powerful File Conversion program. It

allows the free transfer of all filctypes between the various system discs. The
program is designed to be extremely 'user friendly' and only needs a few

keystrokes to operate. The option is given to change the filename if required.

CHAMELEON determines disc types without prompting, and with the Catalog option, allows

unknown disc types to be quickly indenttfied. Though primarily intended for transferring Text

files, CHAMELEON will allow the transfer of Binary and Data files. A Special Options Menu
allows the setting of various parameters. These include the changing of CPM type text files to

normal text files and vice-versa, changing of Appleworks text files to normal text files and the

forcing of the hi-bit of the byte either on or off. The integrity of text files on CPM transfer is

preserved to allow the use of Wordstar.

A unique option allows CHAMELEON to force the handling of the source or destination file as

either Binary, Text or Basic. This allows for instance the changing of Text files into Binary

Code files, allowing the running of files which have been downloaded by Xmodem.
Any number of disc drives may be attached, and all devices recognised by Prodos may be

utilised. On a He or extended lie, the /RAM drive is activated for use.

The CHAMELEON is available at £16 from P. O. Box 177, St. Albans, Herts. AL2 2GE.



It's been pleasant talking and correspond-

ing with Apple users again to find out

what is going on in the groups, time and

space have again prevented mc talking

with some contacts in time for this

column but happily there are a number of

new friends this time.

The Kent Group now has a new
Contact person but unfortunately I do not

yet have that person's identity, as soon as

I get it I'll pin it on The Force.

The Bentwaters Apple User
Group, Cambridge Apple-2000

Club, Midland Mae Group,
Gateway Computer Club, and
Macintosh User Group arc all

included for the first time.

1 apologise to anyone who tried to

contact the Bentwaters group recently, I

pave an inaccurate telephone number

.

The BENTWATERS APPLE
USER GROUP - had its initial

meeting last October and currently has

twenty members. Meetings are held at

7pm on the first Tuesday of each month
in a school at R.A.F Woudbridge.

Contact is John Thomas (0394-270240).

A useful monthly newsletter is produced.

John tells me that although the groups

members are associated with the

U.S.A.F., it is not a closed one and I'm

sure thai there will be a warm welcome
for any Apple user who wants to contact

them.

CAMBRIDGE APPLE 2000

CLUB • 20ih August saw the inaugural

meeting of this new club. I managed to

get there and spent a very pleasant

evening with a bunch of great people

whose Apple interests range through

business, music and games. Ian Archibald

told us lhat he had received messages

from other's about the meeting. At the

meeting Ian was elected club coordinator

until the club has elected officers. Since

the meeting Nigel Strudwick has arranged

the use of a venue at Christ's College),

everybody at the meeting was an Apple II

user and there appeared to be general

interest in Apple-Works which was the

topic for the second meeting. It was

Tom Wright =L

agreed that initially the club will meet at

fonnighUy intervals.

The MIDLAND MAC GROUP
- meets at 7pm on the first Tuesday of
every month at Spring Grove House in

die West Midland Safari Park, Bewdlcy,
Worcestershire. Group contact is Ivan

Knezovich i'^iiMlQitatU. The venue
includes a private bar which is open from

7pm to help the Mac reach pans thai

other Micros cannot reach. The group has

a LaserWriter and Macintosh network

running with MacScrve and offers a Laser

printing service for users. All the latest

P.D software is reviewed by the member-
ship whose interests include a very wide
range of business and professional

activities. The local dealer CELTIP also

attends every meeting to help with any

members needs. This group welcomes all

Mac users - so give Ivan a ring.

LONDON APPLE U GROUP
held a meeting at St Bride's Institute on

the 7th August and has held several

informal sessions in a Pub. St Bride's is a

temporary venue but Abe Savant and
Chris Williams tell mc lhat a more
permanent venue is in mind and may be

available from October. Contact identity

for the group lias now changed from Abe
to Chris Williams, Chris can be contacted

on 01-882-0333 and he will be happy to

provide more details of this group which

welcomes all Apple II users. Good news

about die improved venue situation.

THE NORTH WEST APPLE
USERS GROUP - includes members
with Apple interests and some with

I.B.M lookalikes. The mixed interest base

provides additional interest, learning and

fun opportunities for members and its

adop-iion appears to have stimulated

some growth in membership. Although

the club normally meets at 8pm on the

last Thursday of each month the

December meeting is usually the las

Thursday before Christmas. First

attendance is free, members pay £2.00 per

attendance, there is no annual

membership fee. This group appeared in

the last column under the simple heading

"Manchester".

MIDAPPLE the July meeting saw
Apple U.K at the club in the form of

Andy Seymour and Mary Ainsworth.

Andy gave a very interesting presentation

on the 3.5" UniDisk and Mary spoke

bout the Apple U.K User Group Council.

This event somewhat restored my
expectations of APPLE U.K which had

been dented after the Liverpool groups

inaugural meeting. The August meeting

saw Ivan Knczovich demonstrating a Mac
in conjunction with colour from an

Imagcwriter II and talking about Apple-

2000. General topic for the evening was

printers with advice being available

anyone with printer problems. The

September meeting concentrated on
Spreadsheets.

GATEWAY COMPUTER CLUB
this club has been established for some
time, while it is a multi-interest club it

has about 50 Apple users amongst its

membership of 100 plus. The majority of

die Apple users arc Apple II fans, with a

few Macintosh users for good measure.

Most of the members arc U.S service

people with some Brit's as well, sounds

like a good crowd I'll try to give more

information on them next time.

MACINTOSH USER GROUP
- another new group who have held two-

meetings so far. They already have eight-

een active members and arc currently

organising themselves. I hope to be able

to provide more information about them

next issue.

HERTS & BEDS - main topic of

die August meeting was games, the

meeting was well attended and several

new members appeared. Those members
who didn't admit to being interested in

games enjoyed a session swapping P.D

software and technical lips. Keith

Chamberlain (Applc2000 membership

secretary) demonstrated Chameleon from

the AppIc2()(X) Special Release Software

Library at the September meetings main

topic; Chameleon was followed by a

showing of some of the newer

Videoworks files on the Macintosh.

Being public domain, the quality and

length of the Videoworks graphics tended

to vary from the sublime to the

ridiculous, but all were reasonably

entertaining.

LONDON MAC GROUP - at the

August meeting of the London Mac
Group those present were treated to a

demonstration of Pagcmakcr by Jim

Panks (AppIcZOOO chairman). Jim could

only demonstrate a small percentage of

die skills necessary to die production of
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ihis magazine in ihc lime available, but

those present were able to judge whether

Pagcmakcr is a program thai will meet

tlicir needs. Some members of the group

have followed up this demo by gelling to

know Pagcmakcr better.

WEST MIDLANDS AMATEUR
COMPUTER CLUB - a general

inicrcst club which welcomes micro

enthusiasts of all persuasions. The club

currently has about thirty members of

whom two are Apple users. Meetings are

held on the second and fourth Thursdays

of every month with ihe fourth Thursday

being a non-games evening at which the

club has a guest speaker / presentation.

Venue is Htli Crest School, Simms Lane

Neihcrton, Nr Dudley, liming is 7pm to

10pm. Contact is John Tracey (0384-

70097).

BRIGHTON, HOVE &
DISTRICT COMPUTER CLUB

there arc currently no Apple user

members in this general interest club, but

if you're in thai area and don't have an

Apple user club to go to this club

welcomes users of all machines. You
could at least enjoy the companionship

and help of other micro users.

APPLE U.K USER GROUP
COUNCIL - Apple U.K have been

supplied with a list of our user group

contacts (names and Telephone numbers
only) to help them ensure that they arc

able to offer participation in the council

to as many groups as possible. If you

haven' l heard from them yet let mc have

the postal address that you want used by

them and I'll pass it on. Mary Ainsworth

has proposed that anyone looking for

local group contacts is referred lo

Applc2(X)() so hopefully we'll sec dealers

passing information about local groups to

us. For the benefit of anybody who
hasn't yet heard of the User Group

Council, it is an Apple U.K initiative

which is aimed ai fostering the links

between Apple and user groups in order lo

ensure greater exchange of infonnaiion

and a broader basis of mutual cooperation.

Apple user groups arc being asked to

supply some information lo Apple U.K

who in return are offering cooperation

with user groups. A very encouraging

development which will please members

Apple2000 and local groups. Good move

Apple !

If any group wants to advertise more

details about themselves via this column

please get in touch with me and give mc
ihc details either by phone or in writing.

We would like to include a forward

programme for each group and I still have

incomplete information regarding which

groups publish newsletters.

1 wish to offer personal thanks lo all

ihose people who have supplied us all

with information and additional contacts

since this column last appeared, and look

forward to the chance of meeting some of

them at the Appleworld show as well as

more friends from our group.

Don't miss Appleworld folks, it's

gonna blow your socks (iff ! ! !

BENTVVATERS APPLE USER CROUP
CONTACT - John Thomas Tel : lfP*ffl ##*#*•

VENUE - R.A.F. Woodbridge

MEETS - 7.00pm first Tuesday of each month

NEWSLETTER - Published monihly

BRISTOL GROUP ( B.A.U.D )

CONTACT - M1KI- PARMER Tel : M
i

VENUE - Biisiul Maternity Hospital

MEETS - 7ih day of each month, or the Friday

nearest to it if the 7ih falls on a Saturday or

Sunday

CAMBRIDGE APPLE2000 CLUB
CONTACT - Ian Archibald Tel : ifflP &Httl#

VENUE Isons Cycle Shop, 72, Chesterton

Road, Cambridge

MEETS - Inaugural meeting 7.30pm 20ih

August, 1986

CROYDON APPLE USERS GROUP
CONTACT Graham Altwood Tel : ||

""
Jii-ii: ;im mm
VENUE - The Waddon. Stafford Road. Waddon.

Near Croydon

MEETS - 7.30pm on the third Thursday of

every month

NEWSLETTER - Pubtishcd monihly

ESSEX GROUP
CONTACT - Pat Bcrmmgham Tel i BW

VENUE - The Y.M.CA.. Viaoria Road.

Chelmsford

MEETS - Third Friday of every month

FURNESS AREA
CONTACT - Alan Curtiss Tel : I® feillll

There arc currently no regular meetings in this

area, when held Ihcy have been at the

premises of a local dealer.

GLASGOW GROUP
CONTACT - Donald Davidson Tel :

VENUE - University of Strathclydc,

Livingstone 'lower. ( laboratory 5.01 )

MEETS - Three or four limes per year, check

with Donald

HERTS & BEDS GROUT
CUNTACT -Nonh Arnold Tel : lifig! r**tiw>

BSG009
VENUE - lite Old School, 1, Branch Road,

Park Street, St Albans

MEETS - 8.00pm on ihc firsl Tuesday uf each

month

HANTS & BERKS GROUP
CONTACT Mike Hollyticld Tel:

'lli::in.

VENUE - Bracknell I.T.E.C. Eitzwilliam House

(3rd lloor) Skimped Hill UlM, Bracknell

MEETS - 7.f»0pm on the second Monday of

every month

HARROGATE AREA
CONTACT** Peter Sutton Tel ; Ufg
No active organised group in this area but

i hen*, are a number keen Apple users in contact

with each other.

LEICESTER CROUP
CONTACT - Bob Bown Tel .

<~ =" rv.::

Long standing group* which has had some

venue problems recently check directly with

Bob for current details.

LIVERPOOL CROUP
CONTACT - Irene Flaxman Tel Hfi

VENUE - 78, Viaoria Road. Widness.

Cheshire, WA8 7AR
MEETS - Check with Irene

LONDON APPLE II CROUP
CONTACT - Chns Williams Tel : t||i *ttf£

[pi ';-:h-:i :.;in;;H"'

VENUE - Si Brides Institute

MEBTS - Check

LONDON MACINTOSH GROUP
CONTACT - Maureen dc Saxe T«l RfcffRl

ItfiUfl

VENUE - Room 685, London University

Institute of Education, Bedford Way, lx>ndon,

WCJ
MEETS - 6.00pm on ihc second Tuesday of

every month.

MIDAPPLE
CONTACT -Tom Wright Tel:"-:

BSG019
VENUE - LT.E.C. Tildaslcy Street. West

Bromwteh, West Midlands

MEETS - 7.0Ojmi un the second Eriday of

every month

NEWSLETTER - Published monthly.

THE MIDLAND MAC CROUP
CONTACT - Ivan Knc2ovich Tel :

n.-Mt

•i < :i -i.iinii

VENUE - Spring Grove Mouse, West Midland

Safari Park, Bewdlcy.

MEETS - 7.00pm on the first Tuesday of every

month

THE NORTH WEST APPLE COMPUTER
CLUB
CONTACT - Jim Rrwco Tel • iff :-- ft ll||

VENUE - Horse & Jockey Pub.. Winwick Road,

Warrington

MEETS - Eirst Monday of every month

THE NORTH WEST APPLE USERS
GROUP
CONTACT • Max Parrot Tel : ttil it* HO!
Extn 2055 daytime :

'-
I

•• evenings

VENUE - Staff House ( 2nd floor ), University

of Manchester Institute of Science &
Technology, Sackvillc Street, Manchester.

MEETS - 8.00pm on the last 'Itiursday uf each

month.
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"The only serious

challenger to the IBM
world, Apple,"

Computer Weekly 10th July 1986

eltip

omputers

^

MacRambo

Worcestershire's only
resistance Centre

Campion House, Franchise Street,

Kidderminster, Worcs., DY1 1 6RE
Telephone (0562) 744377



Report on the first

Apple User Group Council

Meeting

P.C.W. SHOW
A Report

On Saturday 20lJi September 1986 the first Apple User Group
Council got under way at the Holiday Inn near Heathrow. The
meeting was attended by 20 various User Groups both large and
small, many of" them will be found in the Club Spot
Over the las! six months Maiy Ainsworth at Apple has been
given die mammoth task of co-ordinating Apples response to

the User Groups and also the way in which we will

communicate with each other. Needless to say, Mary has done a
fantastic job in what could be called a 'minefield', every one has

their idea on how best Apple could help Users> however a
guideline had to be sei down which would help all concerned.

The meeting laid down some guidelines for the types of help

that Apple could give immediately, the areas discussed were:

a) Access to the AppleTcxt technical bulletin hoard.

b) Inclusion on the Apple press release list.

c) Availability of Apple technical information.

d) Availability of other general material (i.e. Wheels of the

Mind).

c) Public Domain software/updates.

Loan equipment for reviews and

meetings.

g) F.xposurc of User Group
activities to Dealers and New
Users.

h) Advertising in our magazines.

i) Making free advertising space-

available in oilier magazines,

j) The ability for representation at Apple functions.

k) The availability of speakers for meetings and the

involvement of User Groups in Apple events.

As you can see the Use is very comprehensive and gives us real

help in those areas that we have found difficult in the past,

namely getting information about the machines and also

getting ourselves known by more users.

The meeting also included a chance for us all to see the new
Apple IIGS, and for arrangements to be discussed for the

ApplcWorld Show. We arc heavily involved in this venture and

arc now in a position to make our final plans. Apple really

have some plans for the show and it should be a knockout.

Thanks to Mary and Tony Frascr for giving up the weekend and

for giving us the ability to help Apple Users even more. We
look forward to the Apple Experience in a lew weeks time. 4

The
Back Page

The P.C.W. Show was an exceptional experience for all of us

this year, we returned after missing last years show and found

that the ACC had again laid on excellent facilities. We used the

show to try out our exhibition system and found lots of small

hic-cups which we have now
amended.

It was nice to see so many new and
old members turning up, the high-

light of the show for me was when a

Disabled Gent took the trouble to

find his way up to die stand, he

explained how his Apple helped in

ordinary tasks which we all lake for granted. I was moved by
the efforts of a person so severely handicapped and intend to

take up the cause of the handicapped in the next issue.

The PCW Show gave us the opportunity to gain over forty

new members and to go public with our new image.

Wc had a stand full of machines and also used the LaserWriter to

produce press information and handouls for (he Apple Stand.

Wc all enjoyed the experience and would like to thank all those

that made it a success. *

For Sale

Apple //e Computer 2 Disk Drives (Waterbell).

RGB Card & Disk Controller.

Kaga Hi-Res. Monitor.

Roland DXY-800 Plotter (A3)
25 Games incl Flight Simulator.

All in good condition with Manuals.
£495o.n.o.

Contact David - Weekday Evenings only.

A Year On - That Long ?
A year has gone by and the experience of 'DOING' die

journal has given mc a few grey hairs, many sleepless

nights and a great deal of knowledge on die use of 'Desktop

Publishing'.

"ITic journal has changed, the name has changed, the quality

has changed hut the people behind it all remain the same.

My wish for the next year would be die involvement of

more members in making this the best Apple Journal.

What will the next year hold - will wc get Applc2000 out

into the newsagents ? When will the prim run go over the

2(XK) mark ?

Jim Panks m
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THE GOOD THING ABOUT

FORMAT-80
IS THAT IT GIVES YOU LESS
Written as an English word processor package, FORMAT-80 gives you

MORE refevant facilities with LESS unnecessary complications.

Designed for Apples, FORMAT-80 gives you:-

LESS TO LEARN BY ROTE
Clear instructions and comprehensible commands make FORMAT-80 as easy to use the first time as the

hundredth. For example, J is for justify. D for delete. C centre.

LESS CONTROL CODES
The FORMAT-80 screen is free of embedded codes and line markers because formatting instructions

are retained without cluttering up the text

LESS CONFUSION
What you type you see on the screen, what you see on the screen is what is printed - so documents

can be quickly and accurately prepared.

LESS COST FOR MORE FACILITIES
At £129.00 plus VAT for the complete package -including mail merger, mailing list/data base,

spread sheet/calculator, DOS 3.3 plus ProDOS versions, tutorial and reference manuals.

y =
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FORMAT-80 SCIENTIFIC

2

>| 2n + x

3x

1952
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J "1

1944

< 180 then fl 4 -1

This whs printed on an NEC Spinwriter ELF printer using FormHt-80

Scientific. Other supported printers include Apple's Imagewriter and

Epson FX, RX and MX scries and compatibles.

At only £179.00 + VAT, or £60.00 + VAT for registered FORMAT-80 users, it's well worth contacting

the Elite Software Company for more details.

Please note our new address:—

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
4 Hawthylands Drive, Hailsham, East Sussex BN27 1HE.

Telephone: Hailsham (0323) 845 898.

FORMAT-80- "Word processing so advanced anyone can use it!"

Arabic snd French versions available.



THE FIRST EXTERNAL HARD DISK WITH
THE INNER STRENGTH OF HYPERDRIVE

THE HYPERDRIVE 20 INTERNAL HARD DISK. THE NEW HYPERDRIVE FX/20 EXTERNALHARD DISK.

INTRODUCING HYPERDRIVE FX 20.

When General Computer introduced HyperDnve, it

set performance standards That remain unmatched by all

hut succeeding HyperDoves.

That's because HyperDnve was installed inside the

Macintosh, where it connected directly to the micropro-

cessor and was accompanied by software that made the

most of tins unique arrangement

Now General Computer engineers have set their

sights outward. And designed the first external hard disk

with the inner strengths of HyperDnve

THE FASTEST FULL-FEATURED
EXTERNAL HARD DISK.

HyperDnve FX/20 not only runs all software pro-

grams developed to Macintosh or Macintosh Plus stan-

dards; it runs them faster than any other external hard disk.

Plug it into the Mac Plus SCSI port, and it will re-

duce power-up time by 66%. It will load Aldus' PageMaker

over one and a half times as fast as a Mac Plus. And
Microsoft's Excel two and a half times as fast.

But unlike other external disks. HyperDnve FX/20

brings both speed and sophistication to the management

of information.

A program called Backup, for example, lets you

quickly make back-up copies of files onto diskettes—and

checks to make sure each copy matches its original

A print spooler program lets you use your Mac for

Other documents even while your LaserWriter is still

busy printing the one you just finished. And it reduces by

up to 90% the time you might otherwise have to wait.

A security program protects your files from unauthor-

ized entry It scrambles data so that it's indecipherable to

everyone who doesn't know the password you assign it.

The FX/20 also stores information intelligently Its 20-

megabyte capacity accommodates the data that would

otherwise occupy up to 50 diskettes. Files are structured

hierarchically. So your data is dynamically stored and

retrieved, and you don't have to partition the hard disk.

In short, with the FX/20. as with the Macintosh itself,

elegance is more than cosmetic; it is designed into the

system, and measured by functionality rather than just

appearance.

NEW WITHOUT THE
PENALTIES OF NEWNESS.

HyperDnve FX/20 arrives with the paradoxical ad-

vantage of being both new and proven at the same time.

Its software has been proven on previous Hyper-

Drives. And its overall reliability is perhaps best summed
up in the fact that HyperDnve is the largest-selling Mac-
intosh peripheral in the world.

So if you prefer ^n external hard disk, you no longer

have to set tie for performance beneath the standards of

HyperDnve. And if you prefer an internal hard disk, that

issuewas resolved in favor of HyperDnve some time ago.

The issue then becomes which form of HyperDrive

you prefer: visible or invisible.

For further details contact your local P & P
authorised dealer
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